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THOUSAl{DS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

3lrlLlil*lJ1f{rr[I]lf;fJTJtlTlTllIJIalinT!=S SUPPL|EDREADYBUtLraNDrEsrEr,.
These modules now enjoy a woild,wide reputalion lor quatily, retiabitity and pedormance at a reat s-: : :! ..ur

THE BENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPL!FIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF2oo (100w + 100W) MXF4oO (200W + 200w)

MXFoOO (300W + 300W) MXFgOO (450W + 4s0W)
aLL powER RATTNGS R.M.S. tNTO 4 OHMS, BOrH CHANT{ELS DRTVEN

FEATURES: *lndependent power supplies wilh lwo toroidal translormers * Twin L E D Vu melers t
Level controls * llluminaled on/otf swiich * XLR conneclors * Slandard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuil
p.oo, * Lalesl Mos-Fels lor slress lree power delivery inlo virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low
dislorlion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 & MXF900 lan cooled with D.C. loudspeaker and thermal Drotection.

usED THE WORLD OVER tN CLUBS, pUBS, CtNEitAS, DtSCoS EIc.
SIZESI MXF200 Wl 9"xH3!," (2U)xDt I "

MxF400 Wt 9"xH5r/4' (oU)xDt 2,,
MXF600 Wt 9"xH5r/4" (3U)xDt 3"
MXF900 W l 9"xH5t/4" (3U)xDt 4q.,'

PRICES:-MXF2oo Cl 75.OO MXF4oo 8233.45
MXF6()0 E329.OO MXF900 C449.15
SPECIALIST CABRIER DEL TI2 50 EACH

elc When comparing prices, NOTE thal all models inctude toroidat power suppty, inlegrat heat sink, gtass , : : : : : :nd
drive circuils lo power a compalible Vu meler All models a.e open and shod circuit proot

THOUSANDS OF iIODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF IOO Mos-Fet Output power i': iatts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - -:,:<Hz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate r:-r uS,
T H D. typical 0.002%, lnput Sensitivity 500m! S \ B
-110 dB Size 300 r'123 x 60mm.
PRICE f4O.A5 + 83.50 P&P

OMP/MF 2OO Mos-Fet Output power 2OO A3tts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, lrequency response 1 Hz - 1 O0 K Hz
-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 5OV uS.
T.H.D typical 0.001%, tnput sensitivity 500mv, s N R
-110 dB Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRICE e64.35 + e4.OO P&P

OMP/MF 3OO Mos-Fet Output power 3OO watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - l00KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 6OV/uS
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S.N,R
-110 dB. Size 330 x l75 x 100mm
PRTCE C8.t.75 ' es.OO P&P

OMP/MF 45O ilos-Fet Output power 450 watts
R M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1 Hz - 1 OOKHz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Stew Rate 75V -S
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV S \ r
-110 dB, Fan Cooled, D C. Loudspeaker ProleC :" :
Second Anti-Thump Delay. Size 385 x 21 O r 't !5r -
PBTCE e132.85 + ts.OO P&P
f,OTEr HOSFE TODULE ARE AVAIUBLE lx frC ,ES,olS
STANDARD - IXPUT SEXS 5OOmV, BAXO WIDTH 1 m{E
PEC (PROFESTONAL EOU|PHEHT COXPAT|U - \>L- sS
775mV, BAtrO WIDTH 5OXHZ OFDE STAHOm O,E PE

Vu METEF Compatible with our four ampliliers detaited a..,€ L
visual display employing 1't LEDs (7 green 4 redt p,!s =- =:,:indicator Sophislicated logic conlrol lor very fast rise ena :=-,
moulded plasticcase, wilhacrylictinled lront Size 8{ r 2: r.i--
PRICE CA.7o + 5Op P&P
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* Manual arm * Steel chassis * Electronic speed
control 33 & 45 R.P.M. * Vari pitch conlrol * High
lorque servo driven DC motor * Transit screws *
12" die cast platter * Neon strobe * Calibraled
balance weight * Removable head shell *1r2"
carlridge lixings * Cue lever* 220/240V 50/60H2
* 390x305mm * Supplied wilh mounting cut-out
templale

PRICE C6r.30 + C3.7() P&P
STANTON AL5OOTkII GOLDRING G95O
DEI'E'{A O< + S6DD'D DEICFF' IE + AADD'D

@ *wlrHEcHo*
STEBEO DISCO MIXER with 2 r 7 band
L E R graphic equalisers wilh bar graph
LED Vu meters MAXY OUTSTAI{DING
FEATURESts including Echo with repeat &
sped conlrol, OJ llic with tone control
& talk.over swilch! 7 Channels wilh
indiyidual laders plus cross tade, Cue
Headphone tonitor. lJselul combihation of
lhe lollowing ihputs:. 3 turntables (mag), 3
mics, 5 Line lor CD, Tape, Vids elc.

Price Ci34.99 + C5.OO P&P srzE:4s2x24oxt2omm

ljltEl.i&)i3iMi$ AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTIXGS SPEAKEH
GRILLES, CROSS-OVEBS AND HIGH PO\ryER HIGH
FREOUENCY BULLETS AND HORHS, LARCE :A4) SA.E.
(5op STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.
B - From McKenzie Prolessional Series
9 - From McKenzie Sludio Series

RES FREO 59H2, FREQ RESP TO sKHz, SENS 97dB PRtCt e 5: ": 
. i2 50 P&P

IO" sOWATTEBIO-5O DUAL IMPEDENCE.TAPPED4/8 OHM BASS HI.F
RES FREO.40Hz, FREQ RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB
r o" r oowaTT EBI o-l oo BAss, Ht-Ft. sTuoto
RES FREO 35H2. FREO RESP TO 3KHz. SENS 96dB
I 2" I OOWATT EBI 2-I OO BASS, STUDIO, HI.FI, EXCELLENT O IS CO
RES FREO.26Hz, FBEO RESP TO 3 KHz, SENS 93d8. pf,tCE ({z .: a3 so p&p
FULL RAiIGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROU X O
5II" 6OWATT EB5-6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES FREO 63H2, FBEQ RESP TO 20KHz, SENS 92dB pFrcE s3 ir et so prp
6IT" 6OWATT EB6-6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI.ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES FREO 38H2, FBEQ RESP TO 20KHz, SENS 94dB pfi,CE t1 o 99 50 P3P
a" 6owaTT EBB-6OTC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MtLTt-ARRAy DTSCO ETC
RES FREO 40Hz,FREO RESP TO18KHz,SENS89dB pf,loE812,99 er,5op&plo" 6owATT EBrO-6OTC(TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT ARFAy D SCO ETC
RES FBEO 35Hz.FREO RESP TOl2KHz,SENS98dB, Pf,IcE.,16.49 . e2.ooP&P

ALL McKENZIE UNITS A OHMS IMPEDANCE
a" roowaTTEJca-toocpGEN. puRposE, LEAo cU|TAR, EXCELLENT M : : _.: :
BES FFEO. 80H2, FREO. BESP. TO 7KHz, SENS 96d8. pRtCE !:. :: ii oO p&p
to" roowaTTEcto-loocp cutTAR, votcE. KEygoARD. Dtsco EXCEL_=\- v l
BES. FBEO.72Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS97dB. pRtCE aia-a! ia50 p&p
I O" 2OOWATT s Cl O-2OOGP cU|TAR, KEYB'D, D|SCO, EXCELLENT HtG N F : i : : v l
r2" roowaTTEcl2-toocpHtcHpowERGEN pUBPOSE, LEAD GUtTAi : S::
RESFREO49Hz,FREO BESPTOTKHZ,SENSgSdB pRtCESa;:! :350p&p
r2" roowaTT E cl2-looTc (TwtN coNE) HtcH powER, WIOE FESpC\S= : L : :: OTSCO
RES FREO45Hz,FREO RESP TOl2KHz,SENS97dB pf,tCE€!.:: ii.sop&p
I2" 2OOWATTSCI2-2OOE HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS. D SCO = !
RES FREQ 4sHz,FREO RESP TOSKHZ,SENS99dB pBCEE:. j. :i.sop&p
r2' 3OOWATT gCr 2-3OOGp HtcH POWER BASS, LEAD GUTTAB KEyEa a r: : I : : : :-:
BES FREO 49H2, FREO RESP TO 7KHz, SENS 100d8 pR CE e;: a4 a3 50 p&p
rs" roowaTTEcl5-looBsBAsscutTAB,LowFREOUENCY p A D SCa
BES FREO 40H2, FBEO FESP TC 5KHz, SENS 98dB pRtCE a si :: i{CO pep
I 5" 2OOWATT.P CI 5-2OOBS VEFY HIGH POWER BASS
BES. FREO. 40H2, FREO. BESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 98d8. p R CE e 1: : - :4 m p&p
I 5' 25OWATTE Cr 5-25OBS VEBY HtcH POWEB BASS
RES FBEO 39Hz,FREO BESP TO4KHz,SENS99dB pRCEai::: :4sop&p
I 5" 4OOWATT E Ct 5-4OOBS VEBY HtcH POWER. LOW FREOUENCy BA SS
RES FBEO 40Hz,FREO BESP TO4KHz,SENSl00dB pF$E:.::/f :Asop&p
I B" sOOWATT E Cr A-5OOBS EXTBEMELY H|GH POWER, LOW FREOUE\:. : r : S
RES FBEQ 27H2, FFEO BESP TO 2KHz, SENS 98dB phrc€ i. -{ i- i5!a ptp

ALL EABBEi{OER UNITS a OHMS (excepl EBB-5o a Ealo,so whicn a,e c-: -:=::i:: r::=: r. : .hJ
BASS, SINGLE CONE! HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUN D
8" sowattEES-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE,TAPPEO4/8 OHM BASS Ht-Ft N-:r:
RES FREO 40H2, FREQ RESP TO TKHZ SENS 97dB pprcE a3 r,: E: fc p&p

PfilCE a.3 :: a2 5C P&P

Pf; CE i3,: 3; - t3 50 P&P

fYPE'A'(KSNl036A) 3" round with proleclive wire mesh. ldeal lor
bookshell and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price e4.90 i 50p P&P,
TYPE 'B' (KSl{lOOSAI 3y," super horn lor general purpose speakers,
discoandPA systemselc.PriceC5.99 r 5OpP&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN1Ol6A) 2"x5" wide dispersion horn lor quatity Hi-Fi sys-
tems and quality discos etc. Price C6.99 + 5Op P&P,
TYPE rD' (KSNfO25A) 2"x6" wide dispersion horn Upper treqfuency
response relained extending down lo mid-range {2KHz) Suitable tor high
quality Hi-Fi systems and qualily discos. Price C9.99 + 50p P&P,
TYPE'E'(KSNlO38A) 3qa" horn tweeler with atlractive silver linish trim
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price 85.99 + 5Op P&P.
LEVEL COIITROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, liiVel conkol
andcabinelinputiacksocket 85x85mm PriceC4,t0 - 5OpBlP.

Join the Piezo revolution! The low dynahic mass (no voice coil) ol a Piezo lweeler produces an improved
lransienlresPonsewithalowerdislorlionlevelihanordinarydynamictweelers Asacrossoverisnol required
lhese unils can be added lo existing speaker syslems ol up lo '100 wans (more il two are pul in series FREE
EXPLAI{ATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

trt

THE VERY BEST IN QUALITY AND VALUE

Made especrally to su t today's need for compactness wlth hlgh output
Sound leves, finrshed rn hard wearing black vynide with protectrve
corners, gn leand carryrng handle Each unrt tncorporates a 12" driver
plus high lrequency horn lor a lull lrequency range ol 45Hz-20KHz
Both modelsare I Ohm impedance Size: H20" x W15" r Dl2"

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

POWER RATINGS OUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOB EACH CABINET

oMP r 2-r oowaTTs ( I oodB) PRtcE ct 63.5() pEH patH
oMP r 2-2OOWATTS (2OOdB) pRtCE e2t a.55 pER pAtR

SPECIALIST CARRIEB OEL I12 50 PER PAIR

THHEE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75 + 75) Stereo, .t50W

Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 + 125) Stereo, 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 + 200) Stereo, 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHIIIS
Featuresr
* Slereo, bridgable mono * Choice ol

W
PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBBE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARO AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS !:-
3W TRAIISilIITER 80-108MH2, VARICAP CONTBOLLED PROFESSTONAL *
PEBF0BMANCE, FANGE UP T0 3 MILES, SIZE 30 x 123mm, SUPPLY 12V a 0 5AMp

PR|CEei4.8s tt.ooP&P
il IICFO IR IISIITIEn 100-100MH2, VARICAP TUNED, CoilPIEIE wtTti
VERY SENS FET MlC, nANGE 100-300m, SIZE 56 I 46mm, SUPPLY 9V BATTERy

DnrcE IA-AO + Cl m DaD PHOTO: 3W Ft TRAxSulrE

"*'"='' l33W:13;13"3i31,133'1i., i"!-,rq:-:-lil;r:'["":"",i*'siJ*#? 3 =t{rtr ={.lNll*-
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An Introduction Ib Audio Mixers 2
Mike Meechan looks at how digital circuitry has infiltrated the mixing desk for control, effects and audio circuits.

Comets
With the recent space mission to investigate Halley's comet still fresh our minds, Douglas Clarkson provides us with some
interesting facts about the many comets in our universe.

Bootstrapping
An o,J circuit idea revived by S D Waddington.

Mains Switched Timer
A useful mains timer for a variety of control applications by 6avid Ponting.

Ihevenin and Star-Delta Transtorms
If you have problems in finding the voltage, current or to€al resistance from a Complex circuit then maybe this article is for
you. A P Stephenson hightights an established method of simplifying circuits.

Circuit File
We present the second part on Instrumentation And Test Gear Basics by Ray Marston.

Intuitive Electronics
Mike Barwise is back with a new series. This month he provides us with an introductory concept, analagous to water flow,of
how electricity behaves.

The Acousdix Amplifrer
A 2Owatt integrated amplifier for you to build by John Dix.

Ibch Tips
The column for read'er circuit ideas is here once again
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The Acousdix Bridge Amplifier Page 51

Mains Switched Timer
Page 32

lntroduction to Audio Mixers Page 16 ,

g
Spreading the word
A new series called Intuitive electronics by

AUiXn Barwise starts this month. in hls
introduction, he makes several points about the
clear divisions existing between the theoreti-
cians whose distilled knowledge seems to be
disseminated between a small number of in-
dividuals 'in-the-know' with hardly any notion
of the practicalities of the subject compared to
those that handle and develop circuits by a
certain feeling.

It is true that in delving into a specific
research area one has to create new termin-
ology to explain new phenomena. The danger
is that it can alienate thb outside world who feel
increasingly shut out, Iearing the con-
sequences. It's no wonder the public envisage
research workers as mad eccentric pro{essors.
The tendency for the scientific community to
push themselves further and further into ever

tighter comers and risk isolation should be
strongly resisted. Isolation could spell political
suicide resulting in funds dwindling even further
as politicians no longer understand the point of
financing something that seems completely
irrelevent to them.

Scientists have to publicly and loudly make
their case in simple terms to take the will of the
people with them. The lack oI scientific news
agencies and news dissemination makes the

,roint clearly The infrastructure does not efst
to spread the good but simple word. Such
agencies should be sponsored or financed by
government money because pure research
does not contain a profit motive and tradition-
ally has not been commercially backed. lf it is
financed from industry then the public would
also like to know about the original ideas as well
as the final product.

5ETI FEBRUARY I992
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OPENCH
4.,, Government has recently licensed quite a
Lf nu-be. of operators to deliver television chan-
nels via multi-point video distribution services
(lvlVDS), in a national trial. In case you haven,t been
avidly following my column over the months, I'll
explain what MVDS is. In essence, it's a system
whereby high-frequency (microwave)links are used to
carry several television channels on a point-to-point
type basis, bet'ween a central transmitter and outlying
receiving dishes. I use the expression dishes here with
reservations, though, because the nolmhl image of a
dish is usually thought of in satellite terms - that is, a
60 cm or so whopper, stuck on the side of a house.
MVDS dishes, or at least those planned here, are much
smaller - only 15 cm - and so can easily mount on a
small chimney stack. Manufacturer, Marconi,
describes these dishes as something like 'old-fash-
ioned car headlamps' in appearance which, I've got to
admit, doesn't fill me with much of a desire to have
one.

MVDS has been discussed in one form or another
for a while now, and previously it looked as though the
frequency to be chosen was to be much higher than
that in this trial (12GHz) But as I've argued in the past
a higher frequency, although more elegant and allow-
ing more channels to be transmitted, isn't necessarily
the best choice. At say, 30GHz, equipment is not easily

,available and is expensive any,r,,ay A frequency of
l2GHz, on the other hand, allows existing and cheap
satellite receiver equipment to be adapted In fact, not
only does it mean satellite equipment can be used, but
it can be used {or the dual purpose of receiving both
MDVS and satellite transmissions. So you don't need
an extra box of tricks on top of your telly to receive
from both sources. Great!

However, there is a slight elegrelt of doubt in all
this. It's as yet unproven that using the same frequency
range isn't going to cause inteiference with efstino
satellite ."*i."r. Hence the trial

I
Quite naturally, IWDS i9 not seen as a supple:'

ment to seruices like cable, but more of a direct compe-
titor. Because MVDS links are going to be substantially
cheaper than a cable netrlrork it can only be expected
that it will become very popular in areas where cost of
cabling is too high. Indeed, MVDS may make the idea
of cable unnecessary altogether.

I'll be reporting further in later issues of ETI.

In The Picture
Avid photographers will probably already know about
two advances in photo-to-television technology. First,
which is not so much of an advance, more an adaption
and coming together of previously disparate technolo-
gies, is a fairly straightforward camera stand. An inte-
gral video camera and slide holder are held in a conve-
nient unit which allows slides to be easily photo-
graphed by the video camera A simple video output
links the camera to a videocassetterecorder and, hey

presto, you've recorded your photographs to videocas-
sette for later display on your television.

There's nothing particularly new in the idea
except that in the unit I'm considering (the Tamron
Photovix) you can videorecord slides and negatives. It
also allows a selected part of your image to be enlarged
by upto three times. Both are nice features which will
interest many users, I'm sure.

Primarily a unit like this is aimed at amateur
photographers who just want to fit together selected
photographs onto videotape to present on their TV
screen. It's a nice idea and I'm sure it will become very
popular with photo-amateurs. However, it could havl
uses in some electronic publishing systems, too. It has
limitations of course - it's a fairly' low definition sys-
tem (well, video cameras are low definition, aren't
they?), and a video grabber system is needed by the
computer. But it's a start and people who require such
low definition images (newspapers, estate agents, col-
lectors wanting a record catalogue and so on) will be
overjoyed by the Photovix' ease-of-use and possibitit-
res.

Electronic publishing users and professional
photographers who need higher definition, on the
other hand, will be even more pleased to hear about an
application of compact disc which has been developed
by Kodak and Philips. Resultant Kodak's Photo CD
promises to be extremely popular and important in
both areas.

Using CDs containing up to 100 high-definition
photographs in digital format, photo CDs can be
played in new CD players which are dual standard -
they can play conventional audio CDs as well as photo
CDs. Players are expected to be around the same price
as current mid-range audio CD players, and will con-
nect to a television for photographic replay, and ampli-
fier for audio replay.

After developing your film in the usual way, you
simply send the negative or slide to a photofinisher,
who scans the image and records it onto disc. You
don't need to fill a whole disc in one go, as discs can be
returned to the photofinishers as often as you need,
until the disc is full with its 100 images.

But, if some of you are awake, you'll be wonder-
ing how (without use of a video grabber system; com-
plete with its inherent low definition) is this of any use
to electronic publishing Well, photo CDs will be play-
able on CD ROM XA drives, too. So the digital image
can be output directly as a TIFF file, say, into your
favourite page layout software, at a high definition
(around tr.r,rice that of high definition television!).

Photo CD players are expected to be launched
around the middle of the year, and will have features
such as random access viewing (l presume this means
you can key in the number ofthe photograph youwant
to look at), zooming, panning, cropping and so on.

Keit{r Brindley
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NEWS
oil:f til".'ff ,""lx?':,'ff
ion beam sputtering technology
on a commercial basis.

Electo-Optics' new technol-
ogy is used for manufacturing
extremely low loss laser mirrors.
specialised thin films for {ibre
optic and sensor applications or
as a subcontract development
facility.

Comments Derek Read,
Operations Director for Omitec:

"Using our ion beam deposi-
tion techniques, we can produce
very low loss high damage thresh-
old laser mirrors as used in avia'
tion ring laser gyros. R.L G.s
require laser mirror performance
serveral orders of magnitude
greater than that produced by
conventional thin film deposition
techniques."

For this kind of highly specia
lised coating, ion beam technol-
ogy is the only known process to
satisfactorily achieve the follow-
ing requirements: low losses (less

than 80 parts per million),
extremely stable optical chaiac-
teristics independent of tempera-
ture and environmental condi-
tions.

The optical and mechanical
properties of thin films are deler-
mined by a number o{ factors
including the electrochemical

nature of the material, its atomic
or molecular structure, the pro-
perties and condition of the sur-
face onto which they are depo-
sited and the method of deposi-
tion

ln conventional thermal eva-

poration, the film structure is

dependent on the energy o{ the
molecules depositing onto the
growing film which is related to
substrate temperature and the
evaporation temperature of the
material.

Within the last decade akerna

tive methods have been deve-
loped to increase this energy by
orders of magnitude. Of these. ion
beam sputter deposition and ion
assisted deposition techniques
have been targeted by Omitec as

the emerging technology for the
next generation of thin films.

Ion beam deposition is a mate-
rials based technology which
impafis kinetic energy to growing
Iilms to produce materials of
highly ordered skucturewhich are
virtually defect-lree With ion
assisted techniques. the energy is

applied directly to the growing
film and with ion beam sputter
deposition the energy is applied
to the target material itself. Omi-
tec uses the latter technique to
produce its low loss, high damage
threshold laser mirrors.

Ring laser gyros are just one
application of ion beam deposi-
tion, other applications include:
ultra stable thin films, hibological
coatin gs, supermodulus coatings,
durable protective layers and
abrasion resistant coating.

A*#,?""."ff1x.T':H
available. This device is the first
with a single-switch pedal giving
h,r,o simultaneous ef fects.

The FX-54 Attacker combines
smooth compression with a

wide range distortion. This
gives the guitarist an enor-

mous variety of sounds
to choose from. By
lowering the distor-
tion and increasing
the compression, a

tight bluesy sound like
Eric Clapton or Larry

Carlton can be achieved. Or
increase the distortion and

'compresslon, a wide searing solo
sound like Joe Satriani or Nuno

pressor adds the sustain needed
to simulate the feedback control
found in tube amplifiers. Com-
bined with the distortion, almost
any modern or classic electric gui-

tar tone can be had.
The pedal's controls consist

of: a distortion control for varying
the amount of internal gain, a
tone control for simple equaliza-
tion, a compression control for
adjusting the amount of signal to
compression ratio, and a level
control which sets the amount of
effect signal. Retail price is f69.

For more information contact
John Homby Skewes & Co Ltd,
Tel:0532 865381
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/|l frasile Graphophone
Ilrecoraing, whic-h could
include the voice of Queen Mc-
tbria; isturrently being examined
by !hg.S and the
Natio,t'ial
' C{rdumstantial evidence indi-

cates that this recording is the one
that was made by Sydney Morse
at Balmoral Castle in 1888. It is

know that on this occasion Queen
Victoria was prevailed upon to
utter a fer"r,r words into a Grapho-
phone. If the voice is that of
Queen Vctoria it will be the only
known recording of her voice in
existence.
. The sounds are very scratchy

and only a few words can be made
out with any certainty. Approxi-
mately 40 words are apparent on
the recording but only "Greetings
. .. the answermust be. . . I have
never forgotten . . ." can be distin-
guished.

The Graphophone cylinder is

a rare example of an early wax-
coated cardboard record of the
type which competed for a time
with the Edison solid wax Phono-
graph cylinders. Sydney Morse's
son, Esmond, presented the cylin-
der to the Science Museum in
7929. The author Paul Tritton
became aware of the cylinder's
possible Royal connections while

researching his book on the Brit-
ish audio engineer, Henry
Edmunds.

Early attempts to discern evid-
ence of voices on the recording
using microscopy techniques
were inconclusive. Recently the
cylinder was played on the
National Sound fuchive's electric
phonograph which, in order to
hear the recording, had to be
modified by the Science
Museum's workshops.

The exercise has demon-
stated the progress made in
audio technology in recent years.
Perhaps one day further adv-
ances in enhancement will help

give a positive identification but
for the moment .despire circum-
stantial evidence, it is a case of
'not proven'.

A special display, now on at
the Science Museum includes the
original Graphophone cylinder,
the National Sound fuchive's
electuic phonograph on which the
cylinder was played, and a replica
of the Betl-Tainter Graphophone.

Facilities are available for visi-
tors to listen to copies of the
recording at the National Sound
Archive,29 Exhibition Road, Lon-
don S[/7. For an appointment
please telephone:07\ 589 6603.

fl ne of the most useful pieces
lJor general purpose equrp-
ment to pass through our hands is
the LV Motors Portable Power
Pack. It solves all sorts of prob-
lems where a long lasting, power-
ful elecfricity supply is wanted in
an akward place, or with long life
portability indoors and out in the
field . It can be connected to a flat
car battery and left for a couple of
hours, after which time it witl put
enough in to get the car going.

You could certainly not do this
with ordinary over the counter
cells.

The LW Portable Power Pack
is switchable betrveen 12v and 6v
DC, has a capacity of 8 amp
hours, recharges in 3 to 4 hours
from the mains, the car battery,
any other 12v source with over
1,000 recharges and weighs
1.8kg. It costs f72.00 incl VAT

Contact LV Motors Ltd, Tel:
0462 89609s

ff rM 302 is a newwall mount-
lllf ing solid state electricity
meter with RS 232 Communic-
ations that is designed and manu-
factured by Northern Design in
ihe UK. Ideal as a kw/kwh, single
ior dual tariff and Import/Export
meterthis latest unit also operates
in a maximum demand mode for
load shedding and control. All
readings are shown on a two line
liquid crystal display of 16 charac-
ters per line with a wide viewing
angle.

Wall mounted, the WM 302 is
suitable {or 3 and 4 wire 3 phase
unbalanced loads as well as single

ed by'input wave-
the accuracy is

better than 1%. Complying with
all current safety standards this
new product from Northern
Design is housed in an env[ron-
mentally protected case to fP54.
Current sense is via interEal ring
or external split core, ring or
clamp-on CTs at 5A Eflr4S per
phase. Standard outputg are volt
free pulse and optical data.

Useful options include l Amp
input current or other,4 to 20mA
output, balanced loads and RS
232 Communicatons.

Prices of the WM302 (exc.

VAT) start atL249.OO.
For further information please

contact Fred Hutchinson o{ Quis-
wood Ltd on (0756) 799737.

hhilins Semiconductors has

K opineaan Integrated Circuit
& Application centre at South-
ampton, the first of its kind to be
established within the company. It

8

was formally opened by Kevin
Kennedy, Chairman and Manag-
ing Director, Philips Electronics
(UK), on Tuesday 22 October
199t.

The centre employs some 360
staff, the majority of whom are
graduate engineers or equivalent.
It represents an investment by Phi-
lips oI some t6.8M and is one of

the largest single concentrations
of electronic engineering exper-
tise in the UK.

The centre combines on one
site the design, marketing and
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logistics operations for micro-
chips used in all types of con-
sumer elechonics equiPment -
television sets, VCRs, compact
disc players etc. It also looks at

how new developments in chip
technology will enhance and
improve the performance of such
equipment.

Senior executives from lead-

ing UK based customers of Phi-
lips Semiconductors were invited
to attend the opening ceremony,
and to tour the centre, where a

number of technical present-

ations were made. Also invited
were senior managers of Philips
who had been involved in the past

with either the Integrated Circuit
or Application laboratories.

f\ fferino the best of both
Ll*orldi, the Tekrronix 2210l
02 digital oscilloscope is available
from Carston for 81250.

Combining digital sampling
with familiar full bandwidth ana-
logue operation, the two channel
unit samples at 20 megasamples
per second, with 8-bit vertical res-

olution and 4k record length per
channel. In non-storage mode the
instrument offers a 50MHz band
width - or 2MHz useful storage
bandwidth for single shot or
repetitive signals.

The 4k record length provides
the time resolution for viewed
waveforms. The 22lO/02 dis-
plays all 4k points on screen, and
so the waveforms look conven-

tional analogue displays. One
screen of information can be
saved in a relerence memory for
later evaluation or waveform
companson.

Display modes on rhe 22101
02 are record, roll, and triggered
roll. Trigger modes include peak
to peak automatic, normal, TV
field, and single sweep.

The fully portable 2210102 is

supplied with two P6103 voltaEJa
probes. Supplied ex-rental, all
units are fully tested to the manu-
facturer's specification before
delivery.

For further information con-
tact Graham Harris, Carston
Electronics Limited. Tel:081 977
0078.

,frhe Pico ADC 10 is a self con-
Lu,n"o anatogue ro olgllal

converter for use with IBM PCs
and compatibles. It is connected
to the printer port and required no
extra power. Input is through a

standard BNC connector. The

ADC 10 has many r-oes, firstly
using the integrated software
package it can in many situations
replace both an oscilloscope and
a digital voltmeter. Additionally
the ADC-10 can perform any
functions that are only currently

available on an expensive digital
storage oscillscopes such as sav-

ing waveforms to disk, or sending
them to a printer. It is particularly
suitable for displaying very low
frequency trends (such as a bat-
tery discharge) which cannot be
displayed on an oscilloscope due
to the limitations of a CRT.

The main market is expected
to be with electronic enthusiasts
and edr,rcational establishments
who tend to use the ADC-10 with
the supplied software. In addition
to thisADC-10s are beingputto a

wide range of uses in industy
where users are customising the
software, or writing their own.

Typical examples of its use are in
mon itoring temperature, pressure

and sfuain gauges. Many commer-
cial sensors have 0-5V outputs so
can be plugged shaight into the
ADC 10, this is particularly useful
for remote monitoring of sensors,
since the ADC-10s small size

makes it ideal for use with port-
able computers. Another popular
application is digital voice record-
tng.

The ADC-10 sells for !49,
including the software and
instruction manual.

For {urther information con-
tact Pico Technology Ltd, Tel:

0954 211880.

lfew from Burr-Brown is a 4-
l! .hunnnl *onolithic sampl ing
12-bit analogue to digital con-
verter (ADS7803), designed for
applications which require low-
power, wide input bandwidth; and
exceptional dynamic perform-
ance.

The ADS7803 works from a

single 5V supply,consumes only
10mW, and a low-power standby
mode consuming just 50pW,
makes it ideal for portable applic-
ations. With a fast maximum con-
version time, including acquisi-
tion and multiplexer settling, o{
8.5psec, the device is fully micro-
processor controllable via an on-



chip special function register. This
allows it to be placed in lowpower
mode befuueen conversions.

Maximum channel-to-channel
mismatch is +0.25LSB, and
dyrnamic characteristics are tested
and guaranteed at input frequen-
cies to 50kHz. Typical specific-
ations include a signal to noise

ratio of 70dB, and total harmonic
distortion of -75dB. Channel
separation at 500H2 is typically
92d8.

Applications will include circu-
itry requiring wide input bar-rd
width, low power, excellent
dynamic performdnce and multj-
ple channels, such as in general

purpose spectrum analysers and
mobile data acquisition systems.

Conversion results are avail-
able in tr.vo bytes through an 8-bit
tri state output bus. The fuuo bytes
can be read in either order, allow-
ing the use of the ADS7803 in
both big and little-endian systems.
Output latches are provided, giv-

ing t',,,ro altemai,,,e data-availabil-
ity schemes: in dansparent mode,
the high data byte can be read as
soon as it is available: in latched
mode, data can be read onlywhen
the conversion is compieie, but
stays valid until the end ofthe suc-
ceeding conversion cycle.

portasat is a lighhreight, port-
I able antenna which enables
the owners of caravans, mobile
homes and pleasure craft to con-
tinue to receive satellite TV pro-
grammes from Astra, ECS II and
all higher power satellites, whilst
on holiday. Deployed on a bal
cony or patio, Portasat also offers
an alternative to occasional view-
ers who are unable or unwilling to
have a permanent, wall-mounted
antenna installation.

The antenna consists of a flat,
1cm thick, circular zone plate of
60cm diameter which is mounted
within a rectangular, tubular
frame. Erection requires no spe-
cialist knowledge or tools. With

the assembly lying flat on the
ground, one edge of the frame
can be raised; the antenna then
pivots within the frame and can be
secured at the correct angle for
signal reception by a support
strut. The assembly is then
pointed in the direction of'tlre
satellite and any final adjustment
made by a screw on the strut.

The total assemblyweighs less
than 4kg and folds away flat to a
size o{ 75 \. 62 X 2cm

f,f, iisubishi Electric has
IYI unnorn.ecl the taunch ot its
4Mbyte Flash memory card. The
card will be generally available
early7992in68 pin JEIDA Stand
ard format although Mitsubishi
has the.,technology to produce
custom versions to any pinout
requirement.

According to the latest In Stat
survey into the fast developing
memory card marketplace, the
company was responsible for
more than 4l% of worldwide
memory card sales in 1990.

The 4Mby'te Flash Memory
card is made up of Flash
EEPROMs, housed in TSOp, the
packaging technology pioneered
by Mitsubishi, providing high
speed, non-volatile memory
capabilities, for low power con-
sumption applications.

Typical applications include
replacements for floppy disk sys.
tems and to hold systems and
applications software in palm top,
notebook, laptop and other small

computers, providing savings of
weight and space, with greater
resilience, increased ruggedness
and higher reliability Flash mem-
ory card technology is reckoned
to be a big contender to eventu-
ally replace floppy and hard disk
storage techniques The ability of
Flash devices to hold their mem-
ory content after power has been
switched off also makes the cards
suitable for use in industrial equip-
ment.

Mitsubishi has also
announced paper-thin packaging
(PTP), the 0.5mm thick IC pack-
aging technology which will make
it possible to retain its leadership
and manufacture cards with even
higher memory capacities. DRAM
cards of up to 96Mbytes, for
example, will be available based
on the technology using 16Mbit
DRAMs.

For further inlormation, con-
tact Mitsubishi Electric UK Ltd,
Ltd, Telephone :07 07 -27 6 7OO.
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NEWS
stqteside
New
approach to
welding
flexible
substrates
Alu,"m,""*J'"'l'iffi:
circuits could result from a novel
elastic substrate. Using a new
method, gold fllms have been

welded together under normal
room conditions by pressing them
together with small applied Ioads.

With current technology,
extreme physical conditions of
one kind or another are required
for bonding metals; soldering and
welding require high 'tempera-

tures while room-temperature
welding requires extremely high
pressures.

The key ingredient in the new
process is a material called polY-

dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which
can be formed into thin elastic
membranes. When exposed to
oxygen at high temperatures,
PDMS forms a silicon dioxide
layer suitable for electrical isola-
tion. Metals do not adhere verY

well to the silicon dioxide layer,
requiring the application of an

exotic process called'self-assem-
bled monolayers' developed at
Harvard University's chemistrY
department.

Chemists have found that cer-
tain complex organic compounds
can 'self-assemble' into comPlex

structures on the molecular level
rwith a wide range of useful chemi-

cal and physical properties. A self-

assembled structure is able to
form a strong bond between ihe
silicon dioxide and a thin gold
Iayer vacuum-evaporated on top
The resulting composite material
is so flexible that the gold layer

'{lows' around surface imPurities
that normally prevent metal
bonding, allowing two gotd/
PDMS films to weld together on

contact. The comPosite material,
developed by Dow Corning of
Midland, Michigan, could be the
basis for novel electronics
devices.

It allows metel weldlng at roon tenperaturt

Self-assembled
monolayer

20-nm
oold lllm

New
notebook
computer
U;'H*H"#;l'fiHi, ffi,i";
is often uncomfortable and con-
fining because the keyboard

cannot be separated from the
monitor. With a new computer,
the screen and keyboard interface
through a cable, as on a desktop.
Normally, the two halves are
joined together and the cable is

kept hidden. [n the new version.
they can be separated, allowing
users to spread out their work
area. The keyboard can also be

completely removed and at-

tached to another CPU if a user
wants to use the same keYbaord
for all computing activities.

Lunar Design Inc., of Palo
Alto, designed the comPuter
housing for Trigem Corp., cf
Santa Clara. The housing, made
of thermoplastic polyester and
polypropylene components, is

both strong and lightweight. The
only metal part is an aluminium
shield for the CPU electronics.
Plastic clutches and latches hold
the screen firmly and keep it from
falling over when it is used while
going over bumps. The 386-SX-
based computer runs con-
tinuously for three hours on a

rechargeable battery

Electronic
drawing pad
j\ hildren can draw direcily on
L,o u -l v screen uslng an elec-

tronic drawing pad that hooks uP

to any colour television. The Pad
also connects to aVCR, so images

can be animated and recorded.
The micro-processor is similar to
those used in adult-sized graphics
programmes, but without being
capable of storing designs. The
wire-grid input pad is also similar
to conventional graphics-inPut
pads. ':

Called theMdeo Painte,r, ithas

a 12-colour pallete and five draw-

ing tools, including a pencil and
crayon. A library of over 50 colour
objects includes vehicles, drag-

ons, people, and animals, as well
as three background scenes which
can be animated. There are also

six pre-programmed Patterns,
and outlines can be filled in with

one touch, eitherwith a pattern or
a colour. The system permits
artists to copy pictures as well as

move and zoom in on them.
There is also a tangram puzzle,

where shapes are rearranged to
create objects.

Source: V-Tech, Wheeling, Illi-
nots.

Recharge-
able battery
sYstem
N;Ilxlxffi',1'J::.Y,',Tff :,
cordless shavers with recharge-
able batteries to redesign their
products. The laws come into
effect in 1993 in some states, and
require all built-in, rechargeable

batteries to be easily rgnovable
so consumers can recycl! the bat-
teries.

Batteries are often soldered
into rechargeable products, so

meeting legal requirements will
require some complete Product
redesigns. Manufacturers will also
have to consider that consumers
may replace rechargeable bat-
teries with non-rechargeable

rechargeable-battery system,
called Infettilink, from Gates
Energy Products, Gainesville,
Florida, allows manufacturers to
design removable, rechargeable
batteries into their products.

Intellilink uses special bat-

teries that have a dimple in ihe
cap on the positive terminal. The
positive connector has two con-

tacts, a centre contact Point and
an outer contact ring that mate
with the battery. The outer ring

allows the battery to be recharged
when the device is plugged into an
electrical outlet. When a non-
rechargeable batiery is used, its

flat terminal touches only the
centre point and not the outer
ring, so the charging circuit is

bypassed and only the battery is

discharged. If a conventional
rechargeable battery is used, it
also will only discharge and must
still be recharged externally.ones.

A recently introduced

New
insulation for
aircraft
cables
f n a recent investiaation it was
Ifound that fibreilass batting

ETI FEBRUARY I992

that surrounds wire bundle cables
on airplanes was breaking down
from hot engine air and
vibrations. Without the batting,
the electrical system experienced
short circuits and sensor mal-
functions. To eliminate ihe prob-
lems, it was decided to change to
an insulating wrap made of silicon
foam laminated with silicon-

coated fibreglass. The new insula-
tion was chosen because it is

flameproof, fire retardant, virtu-
ally non-toxic, and light weight. In
addition, it resists compression set

and maintains integritY through-
out vibration testing.

The fibreglass lamination
adds durability and the foam can

easily be bonded to other fabrics

or substrates. This COHRlastic
silicon foam, from the CHR Divi-
sion of Furon Co., New Haven,
Connecticut, can also be used for
gasketing and sealing because it
resists chemicals and moisture
penetuation. The foam is available
in thicknesses ranging from 0.062
to 0.5 in.
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W Go-ahead Through paper On Draughtl
L:,il.'J1f"*i:'rT,'B:J#!:: *',il",:?,*J::i,:#i.".*Ti:: :i::,.1' y.,1 ",:: r:l:.;.1';;
addition relating to pCB produc- my own tran on t ne

tion at home. was the first ed print-

As a freelance designer in elec- unable to obtai in direct
ed pCB.

the RS
ot evenly black. photoresist boards is 2 minutes. Ato draughting criticalfactornotmentionedisthe

ntrary to Mr Sil:* temperature of the sodium

both sharp and ing may come off.Positive consistent.
gives a apply to
copywit although IHoweve long ago.

consistent results and saved a lot
of time and fuel in the process!
Gerry Taylor,
High Humbleton,
Northumberland.

Mr Taylor sent in a laser printed
example of a PCB design on
draughting fiilm and it is indeed a
very good reproduction. We also
tried it out on photoresist board
with UV light exposure and had
no problem in getting a board out
of it.
helpfu
doubt

The Window - An Open
And Shut Case?
Th" Blueprint article by
! And."* Armstrong in the

November issue of ETI idd."rs"d
the problem of remotely sensing
whether each of a number of win-
dows were open or closed, using a
single cable to connect the win-
dows in a chain.

The published solution used a
reed switch at each window to
switch the output of a ton e gener-
ator onto the common supply
line. The frequency of each tone
generator was different from the
others and a detector for each was
built into the base unit to drive the
display.

The alternative solution pro-
posed here, whilst returning to
reed switches, has the advantages
of a much reduced component
count in the remote circuits. Fur-
thermore all of them are identical
and need no setting up.

The system operates by sens-
ing the state of the switches in
sequence. The base unit supplies
a pulse train to the chain of
remote circuits, each of which
routes the first pulse it receives to
its switch. All subsequent pulses
are sent to the next circuit in the
chain (see figures 1&2).

In this way, the first pulse goes
to SW1, the second to SW2 and so
on. The state of each switch is

12

read by monitioring (in the base
unit) the current in the power line
to the chain.

A circuit for the base unit is not
shown here, but the monitor out,
put could be fed to a serialinf par-
allel out shift register, clocked by
the.pulsetrain and displayed as
required.

Each remote circuit can be
implemented using only oryr IC
and very few other components
as shown in Figure 3. A dual2line
to 4line decoder is cross coupled
to provide the required dtritching
and latching functiort. The
nehruork Rl-C1 ls needed to
remove glitches and ensure the
correct state after powering up.
The time constant should be a
small fraction of the pulse period.
Nigel Smitfr,
Weston-Super-Mare

Andrew Armstrong repl ies :
Well done for thinking it out

Mr Smith lt looks like a very sensi.
ble idea. If you can provide more
details, maybe ETI will iun it as an
article

TO NEXT
wtNDow

rrupur l-'l l-l l-.I l-]

OUTPUT
TO SWTTCH

OUIPUT TO
NExr qNrr l-l l-l f-

OUTPUT TC'
NEXT UNIT
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I RU4FX2?
A t last a Droiect that has fired

Ilu'o helo my lnrerest lor lour
months. I refer to the excellent
series about the Nightfighter light
show units by Mike Meechan.

As a regular reader of ETI
since 1973, I have felt'left out' in
the last few years as the content of
your magazine has changed.
Where have the humourists
gone? There are no cartoons or
articles that poke fun at the insfi-
tutions (Anyone remember
Adzap?). There has been a dec-
line in analogue circuits bands/
disco/PA uses. Now is the time to
redress the balance, so how about
the following:

1.,213,aod 1/3 Octave equa-

liser with balanced/non balanced
inputs.

Real time analysers for these
with internal pink noise and Mic/
Line inputs 2,3,4 way 6,12 and
18dB/octave crossovers, in fixed,
switched range and iully variable
crossover frequencies.

Digital delay lines that can be
linked for stereo effects with 1

second delay.
Music/voice sample and hold

with 10 second sample time.
Stereo Amplifiers 100, 200,

300watt. All into 4R. With MOS
FETs,open and short circuit pro-
tected, Anti thump, over tempera-
ture and DC protection. Optional
{an cooling switched by heatsink

temp.
Mixing desks and disco mixers

with all the usual facilities (the list
was too long to print - Ed).

So after all that, less o{ the
Brainwave monitors, comPuter
controlled didgeridoos etc and
more of the above.

Finally if someone could write
a simple article on the oPeration
of 2,3,4 and 5 way Para metric and
graphic equalisers, I would be
grateful.
D A Howard,
Brixton, London.

Your comments are welcomed.
Would you believe we intend to
{eature a project on mixing desks

vety soon. Most of the items you
suggest have appeared in ETI
over the years in some form or
other, including the excellent
'Business Bass Amplifier'. The
heyday for audio effects modules
seems to have been in the early
eighties, before the Japanese had
a grip on the market with the 'all-

in one'FX box. The price factor
and lack of any {urther ideas is
probably the reason for scarcity in
this field unless of course, you the
reader, knows otherwise. - Ed.

The Plot Thickens
Eurther to recent correspond-
f un." aoout PCB plorrng. my
own experiences may be useful.
We have the 'Pads' Professional
System with an HP 7475A (A3\
plotter. This will give prints for
photographic use, but for'kitcheri
sink chemistry' one-off's, the

standard films are not dark
enough. Contact with Ardale
computer supplies (051 639
7878) produced fast results and
samples with the usual disclaimer.
The medium supplied was either
translucent paper orVellum. Both
are equally good. The pen was a

Staedtler (757PL GS)with cross
groove nib and dense black ink
(747). Excellent results are

obtained bui the plotted speed
must be under 20cm/sec - I use

Scm/sec. A 2 line program in
DOS is required to slow the sys-

tem down from its default level of

38cm/sec.
A processing time of 3 minutes

on Farnell copper board gives

excellent results.
Ed Dinning,
Durham

Solution cRosswoRD No. I

Across: 1 Sable. 4 Ammeter. 8 Band-gap. 10 Nifty.
11 Boolean algebra. 13 Calvados. 16 Nonce.

18 Hotel. 19 A-flutter. 21 Integrated D-to-A.
25 Usage. 26 Mailman. 27 Testing.23 Array-

Down: 1 Strobe. 2 Baboo. 3 Ernie' 4 Argand
diagram. 5 Tunnel-net. 6Reference. T Maya. 9 Pole-

splitting. 72 FET.14 Attendant. 15 Valve-less.
17 Ohm. 20 Valley. 22 Dumka. 23 Tenor. 24 Null.

8O3I GPU BASEIT GOTIIRO1 GARD
Why not give your next project computer control!
* Small PhysicalSize (HALF EUROCARD)
* 32 Bidirectiona! l/O Lines
* High Speed (CPU RUNNING @ l6MHz!
* Full Expansion with all important signals from mini
D1N41612 connectol
* Supplied with 8K RAM, 32K ROM with hexloader,
Manua! & Diagrams.

* 8031 CONTROL CARD
* OASMsl ASSEMBLER
* APRIL 8 ROM EMULATOR
* APRIL 16 ROM EMULATOB

For more information:
MEC MICROSYSTEMS
Mountbatten House
Fairacres
Windsor
Berkshire SL4 4LE
Tel:O753 857181' Farc0753860696

f 39 inc P&P
f 39 inc P&P
f 65 inc P&P
f140 inc P&P
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rlike Meechan looks at
he computerisd. and
'igital aspects to m,ixing.

ast month, we ed at the basic elements
which comp an average mixirrg
console. This month, we'll delve into the
aspects of the console which lend them-
selves readily to digital or computer

control.
Should one ask a person not intimately involved

with the music industry what their initial impression of
a mixer is, a likely response might be that it looks verv
complicated because of all the controls. Ask an engi-
neer and he might say that initial impressions are
deceiving and it is basically a series of simple controls
replicated many times. (This isn't quite true as I have
struggled for some time to get a test tone out of a mixer
with which Iwas completely unacquainted!) It is in this
region that some kind of automation might be most
useful. We shall consider a large desk with perhaps 64
inputs and 48 group outputs

Assignable Desks
Each of the 64 inputs will have an associated gain con-
trol, EQ system, Aux Mix system, Group Routing sys-
tem etc. We have only two hands with which to make

adjustments of the various controls, so at best he/she
can alter only t'wo controls simultaneously. In order
that the desk size is kept as compact as possible, all of
the controls by necessity must be made small and posi-
tioned close to one another, thus increasing the risk of
operational error and reducing the relative ease with
which a particular function can be quickly located. If
only one or h,vo control settings can be altered simul-
taneously, this makes the 3000 or so other controls on
the desk somewhat redundant.

It is this philosophy which forms the basis for the
design of a so-called assignable desk. In a sound desk
of this sort, we have one set of controls which can be
assigned at a particular time to any one channel (by
pressing a CHANNEL ASSIGN button adjacent to the
relevant fader) and a set of channel faders, one per
channel, which set the channel level. What we do to
operate the desk is to set the operating parameters of
each channel using this one set of controls. These con-
trols will consist of all those normally found on an input
channel (gain, EQ, routing, pan etc). We assign these
control settings to each channel in turn, gradually
working along the console channel by channel until
each is set. The setting for each channel will normally
be stored in battery backed-up RAM so that the chan-
nel configurations are memorised even when desk
power is removed. In this way, the settings of one parti-
cular channel can be altered without affecting other
channel control settings. This approach means that
quite significant economies can be made in the num-
ber of pots, switches and indicators which are fitted to
the desk, with ponsequent reduction on the complexity
and cost. The drawback is that now we no longer have
any visual feedback of the control settings for a parti-
cular channel because there are now only one set of
control knobs whose setting may no longer bear any

EFFECT OF'ALIASING'
WHEN NYOUIST CRITERION
IS NOT MET AND WAVEFORM
IS UNDERSAMPLED
(ISAMPLE I 2fMAx)

FigJ Effect of undersampling

. SAMPLE POINTS

\ rHnuruveronu
\\\ 

ALTASWAVEFORM
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READ/WRITE

Fig.2 Fader automation using non-motorised fader

relation to those present, as each of the controls must

now take the form of a shaft <incoder. This problem is

c irc umvente d o,,n 
", " 

r-***;!irl!i,fil. 
J,il

memory.
An assignable desk is thus an analogue desk

under digital control. Figure 1 shows a typical assign-

abte desk. The desk control surface contains no audio

circuitry, all control signals being derived from

switches, faders, pots etc which are then sent to a rack

mounted crate of audio control circuitry. The faders

are also assignable, there being one fader per source

and there is one set of controls on the desk, these alter-

ing all of the normal control parameters such as gain,

tonal content and so on.
The controls on the desk surface are uniquely

identifiable through a system of addressing, the same

being true o{ the channel cards and mixer board. When

a fader is assigned a channel, a software link between

the hvo addresses is made and subsequent fader

movements after assignation control a VCA in the

audio crate. There are separate control and data

busses carrying information bet'ween the desk and the

audio crate. The memory can be used to store conve-

nient or prefened set-uPs.

The second application of computers as related

to mixing is in what is known as computer-assisted mix-
lng.

Computer'Assisted Mixing
This is different irom the previous example in that we

actually do use a proper sound desk in the conven-

tional sense whilst coupling it to a computeq using this

digital addition to take the drudgery out of some of the

ETI FEBRUARY 1992

more boring tasks which have to be undertaken and

using the computer's speed and memory retention fac-

ilities wherever these can be applied to improve per-

formance.
There are four main areas in which a computer

can be put to good use in the environment of studios
and mixing consoles. These are:

Secretarial
Tape Machine Control
Total Retall
Assisted Mixing

We shall look at each in turn.

Secretarial
This is more or less what the title suggests. The compu-
ter is used to store lists of what is recorded on each

track, for example snares on track 1, hi-hat on 2, bass

on 3 etc etc. The system is word processor orientated
. 'so that lists of titles, cue-points, retakes etc can be

stored and edited, altered, deleted and supplemented
at any time and virtually any information which other-

wise would have been on pieces of paper can now be

stored on floppy disk.
Information such as titles and timings of musical

pieces, cues and track-lists (which may already be

important for auto-locate functions) can also be

stored.

CHANNEL
FADER
KNOB

Fig.3 Typical Fader system in a digital desk
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Tape Machine Control
use in a multi_track recording
sed in part 1, it is unlikelydur_
f the process that more than

one or hlo tracks wil] be 'laid'at any one session and
cks must be reco
another and in

TE (Societyof M
Television Engineers) Timecode is recorded on one
track of the multitrack and the computer can then con_
trol all as
of within T,n.rir|:
drop-ins

orientation may or may not bear any resemblance to
its electrical effect in a circuit, they must also incorpor-
ate some means of easy and quick discemment of their
actual setting. Again, LED's are the usual choice.

Digital Desks
A truly digital desk is one
the Mic Inputs, all signal c
lation is done in the digita
question, "Why go to the trouble of having a digital
desk at all?" when many analogue desks perform
admirabiy well.

Total Recall
No, not a sci-fi movie or even a hint of Arnold Schwar-
zeneggerlThecomputer scans all of the controls (pots,
switches et a[) and remembers the settings. These can
then be displayed on aVDU and individualcontrol set-
tings more readily scrutinised although the desk must
be reset manually.

Assisted Mixing
Here, the computer remembers any movement of the
fader during track starts by scanning the fader at the
start position. It notes down the changes and can then
make adjustments. TRIM on replay then adjusts the
fader relative to an absolute value and so it mimics the
first mix. One notable disadvanlage is that the fader
position does not reflect the gain through the system.
(Other systems use different approaches, either moto-
rised, servo-controlled faders which give control from
machine to operator wheP manuallv touched or
moved or a system where anffader movement is inte?l
pretated as relative to the previous setting although the
fader may be in the same physical position).

Consequently, at any time and for each control
there must be some sort of indication of the setting of a
particular control since the physical setting of it does
not necessarily reflect its electrical effect. This indica-
tion normally takes the form of LED,s which show
information normally available by inspection of its
physical setting, ie a bargraph arrangement of LED,s
which may show gain.

Although the desk is in essence still an analogue
desk because all the signals present in the console
remain in the analogue domain and are processed and

to controlVCA's and related devices. Since these con-
trols too can now have no pointer since their physical

To justify the extra cost and complexity of going
digital, the desk must have a performance, in terms of
noise, distortion, crosstalk and ease byan
order oI magnitude than its anal rpart.
The original question still remains

To understand the answer, most readers will have
to look of their own living
rooms. [ack, always_more_
expensi domestic hi_fi
stack. the present-day proliferation of high fidelity for_
mats such as R-DAT, compact disc and the like means
that the paying public - upon whose custom the
record companies and artists depend for survival _ is
much more critically aware of noise and distortion and
all of the other factorswhich spoil orimpairtheir listen-

age of the digit has heralded the need for previouSly
unheard of quiet betrrueen tracks, there is now a tireless
and impossible quest for aural perfection as manufac-
turers of sound equipment strive to out-do one
another in terms of facilities and performance!

Digital desks give the designer and engineer
much greater scope to improve noise, crosstalk and
distortion performance while making it more opera-
tionally friendly. Allowing electronics to do the teJious
and repetitive tasks frees the mixing engineer to allow
his or her creativity full rein. Mixes need not be ruined
by one careless mistake. They can be stored real-time
or snap-shot, allowing the engineer to endlessly exper-
iment, without losing the inspiration of the original.
Pause to consider the vast number of ,different,

remixes available of any chart song. . . .

lf we can digress briefly and explain about Ana-
logue/Digital conversion (and its complement), the
wonders of digital desks will become more readily
apparent.

FADEB KNOB

FROM FADER
POSITION
AUTOMATION
CIHCUITRY

SPRING
OPERATED

CLUTCH

FAOER \
PINION \ MECHANICAL LINK

\ TO POSITION pOT

Fig.4 Typical fader automation system

TO FADER
POSITION
CIRCUITRY
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Analogue to Digital Conversion
Sampling F-requency
The frequency response of the ear is readily accepted

to extend from 2OHz to 20kHz, although most peo-

ples' hearing starts to roll off above about 15kHz
(especially in those people of more mature years).

With reference to the Nyquist's criterion, we must sam-

ple the audio signal at more than twice the highest {re-

quency present if any aliasing problems are to be

avoided. For audio extending to 2OkHz, this means a

sampling frequency of more than 40kHz. The two

sampling frequencies used in digital audio ate 44.L

kHz and 48kHz.
The former is used for compact discs and also in

digital recording systems where the audio will be

recorded on video tape, making use of an adaptor
such as the Sony Fl which formats the audio in such a

way that it is compatible with the process used to store

video information on magnetic tape. The M I kHz is

mathematically locked to this concept and relates to
the way in which the audio is inserted into the active

lines of a television picture. We shall avoid digressing

further and accept that there will be 3 samples per line

for 588 lines of a 25Hz (PAL UK) picture.
48kHz is the standard used by professionals since

it readily lends itseli to both the EBU (European

Broadcasting Union) standard for the 32kHz used in

VHF FM transmitter chains (a 3:2 ratio) and for PAL
UK recording (using the system outlined above\.\920
samples per picture can be {itted. The ratios are also

correct for recording using the NTSC 60Hz standard.

Bits and Pieces
Now that we have chosen a sampling frequency, how
many bits resolution do we want? Realty, it depends

upon what dynamic range is necessary at a given point
in the signal path.

It is easily shown that dynamic range equates to:
(6 x n)dB

where n is the number of bits per sample. The multipli-
cand is 6 since there is a 6dB increase in range for a
twofold increase in the number of bits. Theretotea12-
bit digital signal will haveaTZdB dynamic range. This

is an over'simplification sincewe have assumed a per-

fectly noise-free signal, which, even in the digital

domain, is a practical impossibility. It is accepted ihat
the weighied signal/noise ratio of a digital signal is:

(6xn)-11d8
We can now consider all of the above in the context of
a digital sound desk. A microphone input may need to
have an effeclive sensitivity down to -120dBu or
thereabouts. This equates to 22-bit resolution, which is

far beyond the capabilities of any analogue to digital
converters on the market. Instead of direct conversion
of the analogue Mic signal, it is amplified and this

higher level signal is then converted to a 16-bit digital
sample. 22-bit accuracy is maintained by incorporat-
ing a 3-bit range code into the sample, this effectively
compressing the signal to 13 bits with the three range

bits indicati+gin what one of eight possible ranges the

sample lies in. This is similar in manyways to the digital
companding used in systems such as NICAM.

As previously noted, all of the facilities available
on an analogue desk should be available on the digital
counterpart. These facilities must include EQ, Rout-

ing, Fading, Gain Contol, Special FX and Mixing. We

shall deal with each in turn.
EQ
This is performed using digital filters. Even a very brief
discussion on the workings of digital filters would
involve a multi-part article on its own, and besides, it is

beyond the scope of an article such as this to tread
such deep water. In any event, there are numerous
good bobks available on the subject, packed to the

covers with complicated maths and analysis, and inter-
ested readers may wish to delve more deeply into the

subject. As far as this introduction is concerned, it is

sufficient to say that transversal or finite impulse
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reponse filters are normally employed for the task,
since these are more inherently stable than infinite
impulse response types, and, as with their analogue
cousins, various filter responses can be achieved by
cascading differeni sections, different sections in this
context meaning adders, multipliers and delays. The
diagrams show a very simple digital filter function.
Rouffng
This is achieved using Time Division Multiplexing tech-
niques wherein samples are allocated unique timeslots
for source and destination, and so a change in the
ordering of the bitstream of these timeslots effects a
change of routing for a given sample. This is a more
satisfactory and reliable method of routing than in an

analogue desk, where the multitude of switches and
connectors are prone to wear and consequent noisy
operation.
Fading
Fading is achieved using multiplication techniques We
shall assume for all instances that it is a multiplication
process and consider that for co-efficients of less than
one that the process is still muliiplication and not divi-
sion, as.is the usual convention. The fader output is a
DC voltige proportional to its relative position This
analogue voltage is converted to digital form and the
resultant number used to multiply the digital audio
sample. For a unity output frornthe f.ade\ the audio
sample value will remain unghanged after passing
through the multiplier.
Gain Control
This is identical in all respec ding, with the ouput
from the gain control knob converted to digital
form and used to multiply the sample
Spectal HX,
This may encompass effects such as reverbration,
delay, pitch-changing etc. In delay, the samples are
simply written into fast memory, and read out of this
memory when needed.
Mixlng
This is simply the binary addition of samples and is
similar in many respect to the way that sources are
mixed in an analogue desk.

The major problem in a digital sound desk is not
in the implementation of ahy of the above functions
(most of which can be done with relative ease) but in
completing the processing task in the very short time
available. If we consider gain control where a typical 16
bit audio sample is to be operated on (multiplied) by a
12 bit gain setting sample number, k. This multipltca-
tion of 12 bits by 16 bits renders a 28 bit product. The
mixing bus must therefore be capable of handling 28
bit numbers. It must also do all of the processing

required in one period of the sampling frequency, ie
1/48,0001h second and we must also coniide. ihat
there may be 30 or 40 different operations to contend
with at any one time on a ty42ical input channel. This is
further complicated by the number of input and out-
put channels present in the console, all of which are
contending with one another for the processor,s atten-
tion. It should be easy to see that any processor must
perform millions of complex calculations every second
that the console is in use. This is beyond the capabilit-
ies of almost all processors and so a dedicated maths
co-processor is allocated the task of number-crunch-
ing while another processor does the house-keeping.

Finally, no article on mixers would be complete
without the mention of MIDI or Musical Ins(rument
Digital Interface. This is a Yamaha-proprietary asynch-
ronous serial data interface protocol, similar in some
aspects to RS 232 but operating at 19,200 baud and
using different methods of handshaking etc. As far as
mixers are concerned, it is used on some, via an inter-
face connection, to control all of the desk automation
facilities which will normally include Channel Mute,
Fader Level and Group Routing. Control is instigated
from a central sequencer which may also control a
tape machine with a MIDI interface card and musical
instruments such as synthesisers

Doing It Yourself
There are numerous occasions now where some form
of audio mixer would come in handy, be it for creating
a soundtrack/commentary for video recorded mate-
rial using a camcorder, for house parties or for aspiring
bedroom mixing engineers/musicians. There are a
wealth of units available, but now that we have dis-
cussed in simple terms some of the ins and out of mix-
ers, I would hope that some of our readership will
attempt the challenge of designing one from scratch.

The apparent complexity of a desk is minimised if
we try to keep uppermost in our minds that any con-
sole, no matter how large or small, is simply a collec-
tion and vast repetition of smal[, inter-connected ana-
logue circuits (l think that I can rightly assume that no-
one is likely to attempt to construct a digital desk!)

Once the basics of an input channel module are
understood, for example, it becomes much easier t<.r

analyse, understand and even design other modules
such as monitor, group and master, since these
modules will also use many of the circuits and concepts
already apparent in the unit already scrutinisna. nguin,

norm usually involvin custom-designed
IC's or cunning circuits elves are probably
the subject of patent p

Whateverthe circuit, it should perform well, oper-
ate reliably, preferably use a minimum of mechanical
or electro'mechanical components, and use a mini-
mum of expensive or difficult to get hold of hardware.
If this sounds reminiscent of normally-employed good
electronic design practise, well it is although it takes on
new significance if we remember especially that any
extra cost incurred in the implementaion of one func-
tion will be replicaied many times over when the con-
sole is considered as a whole.

It is very tempting to think, ,Ah, 
using such_and_

such a swltch or component orwhatever gets me out oI
a jam, looks better, performs better or whatever. . .',,
when another approach, although more difficult in
terms of ii
This is a v
especially
!1.00 or s

PHOTO.
TRANSISTOFS



plied, as we said, perhaps some 50 or 100 times, this

small increase in cost becomes slightly more signifi-

cant, and again. this is for just one circuit. A similar

scenario may be re enacred 100 times in the design of
a whole desk The ideai cesign is always a compromise

between r.trhat is best for the job, what can I accept,

what do I reallv *ant ard most importantly, what can I

afford A }:it like evergdar ii{e really . . It is also simi-

iar in rnai-ry- aspects to hi ii sports. photographic or any

hobby equipment ruhere even a siighi increase in per-

formance in terms of durabil[y*. reliability etc usually

brings a tvr'ofold ircreas* in cost
The idea of a 'nojse budget is also worth some

contemplation as using 0 01Go resistors, for example to

create a froni-end noise performance which far

exceeds that of the remainder of the desk (because it
uses devices such as the 741 as ll'lixAmps)is obviously

somewhat wasteful of effon and resources and very

bad practise. If this sounds elementary, my dear Wat-

son, it is intriguing to ponder ruh-v some years ago, one

commercial manu{acturer produced a mixer excellent

in all aspects but for ihe fact ihat it used said low per-

formance devices in critical parts of the circuitry
With the present abundance o{ readily obtain-

able, inexpensive, custom audio IC's, careiul consider-

ation must be given to whether or not the designer
uses these in his/her design Time and e{fort spent

designing circuits using discrete components can be

saved in enormous quantities if a no-nonsense' cus-

tom IC is used in place, perhaps with the added bonus

of performance equal to or surpassing that of the dis-

crete approach If this sounds contradictory io what

was said not three paragraphs back, it is because we as

amateur designers have the freedom to design purely

for performance, with little or need for commercialvia-
bility. Indeed, the author suffered a similar quandry

when the recent introduction o{ just such an IC ren-

dered his burning the-candle-at-both-ends-discrete-
component-job obsolete since it needed just a handle

o{ ancillary parts and out-performed it to boot. Audio

circuii design is fascinating in that nothing is ever cut

and dried and whereas with the design o{ digital cir-

cuits, it is invariably possible to dispense with the

breadboarding stage, analogue circuitry has endless

scope for hveaking and experimentation which can

sometimes realise a design which is very close to text

book specification.
Any serious investigation of audio mixer design

would, of necessity involve much complicated mathe-
matics and analysis. It is obviously beyond the scope of
an article suc.h as thls to delve as deeply into the sub-
ject, and in any case, if this were not so, any text would

serve merely to scratch the surface since there exist in
print many good and lengthy volumes on this subiect.

lC manufacturers'Data Sheets also provide an invalu-

able source of information and inspiration and no
design work should be undertaken beforethe contents

of these have been thoroughly digested I hope that
this series of articles has served to whet the appetites o{
budding audiophiles and perhaps will inspire some o{

our readers to experiment and pursue his/her own
designs to completion.
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ADJUSTABLE

GROUP ROUT NG
MATBIX

- 
PAN POT

CHANNEL ON AND PRE-

- 
FAOE LEVEL SWITCHING

PEAK LED (LLUMINATES

- 
WHEN LEVEL OF SIGNAL
WITHIN CHANNEL IS WITHIN
3dB OF CLIPPING

CHANNEL FADEF

Fig.7 Typical inPut module

GFOUP FOUYING

trR9n ffi!n
1&2 9&10
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3&4 11812

ffioffi! o
5&6 1A&14

@o Mo
7&6 15&15,/R.(,!
.,v."

PAN

ffio ffio
CHANNEL PFL

$ mgihod which I have found to be of great use is

firstly' to study mixer manufacturers' information
shobts which detail the facilities available on a given

console within their range and then to devise circuitry
{& the functions which are of interest. This is better

tl?an having a circuit andthen trying to fit it to a func-

tion. I used this philosophyto great effectwhen design-

ing the Nightfighter (ETI September '91) There is

immense satisfaction to be had from pursuing a con-

cept through circuit design, prototyping and develop-

ment to fruition.
I mentioned in Part 1 that there would be a listing

of the different kind of mixing consoles available, their
functions and the use to which they are normally put.

We shatl conclude the series with that list

Multitrack Consoles
' We have looked at these extensively, but for complete-

ness, we shall say that these are used in the creation of
multi-track recording, with some of the cleverer desks

able, through the use of Channel Flip buttons which

bypass the Group Routing Matrix, to be used directly
ai stereo consoles. Consoles are extremely {lexible,

with many of the Tape Retums and Monitor Inputs
able to be used as Mix Inputs during mixdown This is
done using Subgroup switching. Stereo desks are also
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DATA BITSTREAM I/P FROM LEFT

OIGTTAL DELAY ELEMENTS

Fig.9 Typical digitat f itter
I

FILTERED OUTPUT

KEY:

Xis = DISCBETE TNPUT StcNAL SAMpLE
hk = W616X1||uO ,TULT|PL|ERS)
FOR LOW PASS FILTER, WEIGHT]NG * SINX

x

produced in similar formats and may be used for
stereo drama productions or for the recording/broad_
casting in stereo of a concert.

Iiansmission Consoles
This type will be used in radio sta'fiors and may be
either self-operated or used in a Control Room/Stua;o

v
lt
e

e
presentation. There may be
him by cueing and starting
cartridges or these may be
her using remote-start butto
Iace.

_ The second R,pe is more prevalent within profes-
sional broadcasting organisations, the presenter or
presenters seated in a sound-proofed, miked studio
adjacent to the control room. The control room

ll other studio equipment and
with all technica.l aspects of
g leVels, stariing record decks

etc to cue, switching mikes on, dealing with any outside
contributors like phone-in guests, outside sources such
as reporters, and newsroom feeds. The desk will be
well-equipped with outside source selection panels,
cue and clean-feed mixfacilities, talkback facilities and
studio monitoring facilities (which control studio and
cubicle loudspeaker feeds and cut or dim these when a
microphone is live, thus preventing howlround).

Live Music Mixers
These will be used extensively by bands and musicians.
Again, they are similar in many aspects to a multitrack
or stereo desk, with Pan, EQ, etc all available although
the desk will be similar, too, in manyways to the tranl-
mission desk in that it will have extensive monitor and
cue mix facilities for the origination of foldback and
stage monitor mixes.

Cost-effective speaker upgrade kits
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

PCB

SERYICE

Nightfighter Sensor Switch Sound Trigger
Nightfl ghter Connector Board

H
F

F
M
L
N
K
E

Nightfighter Sensor Switch PSU ..................... K
Nightfighter 8-Channel Input Interface
(double sided) ... .... . . ........... P

E9112-7 Power On and Overload Regulator .... ......... P

TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on

(o442\
66551

ACCESS or VISA

E9202-l Timer - Counter Driver (double sided) .".......'.. F

E9202-2 Timer - Time Base (double sided) ....':.* .......... F
E9202 3 Timer - Power Supply ................ .....'......'...'.'. C

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listes in Buylines.

Use the form or a photocopy for your order. Please fill our all parts o{ the form. Make sure you use the board telerence

numbers. This not'only iden[ifies ihe board but also tells you when the proiect was published. The first trryo numbers are

the year, the next tvro are the month.

Terms are strictly payment with order We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice if required

Such orders will not be processed until payment is received

E9103-3 SSB Radio Receiver

E9103-4 Active Loudspeaker board
E9104-1 Testmeter Volts
E97O4-2 Active Direct lnlection Box ......
E9104-3 EPROM Eraser .

G
H
E

F
F

F

.F
H

E91t2-3
E9172-4
E9tl2-5
E9172-6

E9\04-4
E9104-5

Digital Tachometer .. .........

Radio Calibrator .... .. ......... ... .

E9105-1 Modulator Laser (2 boards)
89105-2
E9105-3
E9106-1
E9106-2
E9707-7
E9107-2

Thyristor Tester..... . .. i.. ... . F

FrequencyPlotter. ...........K
LaserReceiver ........................F
Temperature Controller - Power Supply . . .. G
Tempe.ature Controller - Main Board ........... K
Temperature Controller - Probe PCB -..... F

E92O1-L Laboratory Power Suppy
E92O1-2 Test Card Generator Board
E92013 LED Star (double sided)
E92OL-4 Enlarger Timer Main PCB (double sided) .. ...'
E92Ol-5 Enlarger Timer Selector Board (double sided)

E9201-6 Enlarger Timer Switch PCB . ..

E9lO7'3 The Foot Tapper - Volume Control r
(double sided) ....... ....'...... .... .....,. J

E9107'4 The Consort Loadspeaker . ...... H
E9108 1 Putsed Width Train Controller ... ...,...... . . .. . E
E97O8-2 Model Speed Controller - Main Board .... . . F

E9108-3 Model Speed Controller - Power Supply ......- F

89109-1 Geiger Counter . E

E97O9-2 Hemisync Waveform Generator Board .. . ., . G

E9109-3 Hemisync Pulse Generator Board . .. .... .. . . F

E9109-4 Hemisync Power Supply Board .. .. .... . . . .... C
E9109-5 Nighfighter Main Processor Board . . . ...... .. O
E9110-1 Freeze Narm .... . .. ....... E

E9ll0-2 Document Saver ......,... .. .. ... .. E

E9110-3 Proto-type Designer .. J
E9110-4 Nightfighter - Sound to Light (double sided) L
E9110-5 Nightfighter - Ramp Generator Board .....-.. F

E9110-6 Nightfighter - Cyclic Crossfade
(double sided) .. '.- .. . M

E9110-7 Nightfighter - Strobe Board (double sided) ... J
E9110-8 Nightfighter - 8 Channel Triac Board ... ... . N

E9111'1 Digital Code Lock ....... ... .... . ... . L
E9177-2 Switched Mode Power Supply ..... . . . . . . .. ... ... E

E9111-3 Night{ighter Mode Selection (double sided) . . J

E9111-4 Nightfighter - Display Board (double sided) M
E9111-5 Nightfighter - Bass Beat Trigger (double sided )

L
E9111-6 Nightfighter - Sequence Select (double sided)

H

E9111J Nightfighter - Master Controller PSU ........ . K
E9111-8 Nightfighter - Output Switch (double sided) M
E9712-l Nightfighter Sensor Switch Master Control

(double sided) .. . .... ....... . L
E9712-2 Nightfighter Sensor Switch Channel Control

(double sided) ..... ....... L

ETI FEBRUARY 1 992

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS SERVICES'
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY

} HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST
Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no
*
4.r

Price Code Price Total Price

e0.75

e

Post and packing

Total enclosed

Please send my PCBs ta (BLocK cAPtrAts PLEASE)

Name .

Address

Price
code

C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
a
R
s
T
U
v
w
x

Price
(inc.
vAT)

€1.80
L2.50
L3.25
f.4.00
L4.75
f.5.50
L6.62
L7.20
r8.80

t10.60
913.10
f.15.80
L17.90
f,21.80
e23.90
825.90
L29.OO
L32.20
135.80
f37.90
t40.70

Postcode
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comet Halley on 10 March 1986.(photo reproduced by kind permission of Royal observatory, Edinburgh)

or a variety of reasons comets have always
caused humanity to speculate about their
origin and what they may portend While
most of the phenomena of astronomy fit
nicely into known and measurable cycJes.

and some comets take on the characteristic of an ,old
faithful'. oth calle
enter the so Jy un
This greatly who
able to predi f any

-menon

The word comet comes from the Greek ,kometes.

peaning 'hairy one', mably
observed with such vi ear an
skies o[ rhe ancientra, zingw
eye would have been easier than in today,s modern
world where there is so much Iight polJution.

Wlthin the world of science, comets have always
had their great enthusiasts who have observed new
comets nd proposed theories for their origin and
lifecycle It is only recently that aspects of th"i,

een seen to the
life on earth hat
of the water ted
ers of come the

earth since its formation. There arealso revo tionary
theories that comets over Jong.fife cycles roun the sun
and in deep space can sy hesise complex organic
molecules which are impor nt building blocks in the
evolution of carbon base$life forms There are even
theories that comets ca,{distribute self replication
organisms such as bacteria and viruses behrreen star
systems

Newtonian mechanics
While aspects of these ideas will be considered later.
comets can be relatively well understood on the basis
of oblects subject to Newtonian mechanics The domi
nant influence on comets while in the solar svstem is
the gravitational attraction of the sun. Figure i shows
the different
whire either ilf:jlfi:
solar system. tical orbits
which are us can travel
aJong elliptical (short and long period), parabolic and
hgperbolic orbits.

Kepler reviewed the extensive and highly accur,
ate observational data of Tycho Brahe jn order to for
nrulate his three laws relat tarv motion. The
f irst of these was thdr pld n an ellipse wirh
the sun at one focus. His indicated that a
straight Iine connecting the planet with the sun (the

R

radius vector of the planet) sweeps through equal
areas in equal intervals of time. In figure 2 the various
sectors C1-C2, C3 C4 and C5-C6 which are of equal

s implies that
dly when they
s to comets in

His third law state he periods
in which the planets d re propor_
tional to the cube of th m the sun.
This third law can be simply shown for an object in a
circular orbit.

The gravitational force acting on the planet
comet of mass m at radius R from the sun mass M

PERI.HELION AP-HELION

Fig.l Possible orbits of comets round the sun.

or
is

(t)
-7-v-l

-
-
-r-\v(J

GmM
R2

where G is the gravitational constant
This in turn is equal to the centripetal force expe_

rienced by the pJanet/comet in its orbit:
mV2

R
Equating these t'wo forces:

GmM mV2
R2

Since the period T, of the planet is given by
_ 2rcR

V
T2:constXRrl

Thus for T:1 year and R:1 AU for earth. the
period of rotating objects.in the solar system is:

T:R] 5

Table 1 indicates how the value of T changes with
value of R in AU.

It is possible, tased on simple consideration of

ETI FEBRUARY 1992



Fig.2 Equal areas Cl -C2, C3-C4 and C5-C6 are swept
out in equal times for masses in elliptical orbit
round the sun.

energy, to determine whether a comet will be bound

within the solar system or be able to escape from it
The energy per unit mass can be described as:

0.5 W (kinetic 
"n"rgy; - 

GM

where V is the velocity of the comet, M the mass of the

sun and r the distance of the comet {rom the sun. lf this

value is greater than zero the comet is unbound and its

path is a hyperbola. lf it is zero then its path is a para-

bola If its value is negative, the comet is bound and it
moves around the sun in an ellipse [f therefore a

comet interacts with the gravitational fields of planets

it can gain or lose'energy', resulting in modification of
orbits accordingly.

Comet Trajectories :
Modern computers can readily calculate the orbit of a

cometfrom a set of observational data The problem is

significantly complicated by perturbations arising
from interaction from the major planets of the solar
system. Some interactions will act to speed them up or
slow them down in their cycles or even perturb their
path significantly. While comets such as Halley's may
have cycles of the order ol 7 6 years, periurbation dur-

ing each cycle require to be

determined before the
exact appearance of the
comet can be predicted.

Figure 3 shows the
interaction betveen
Brook's comet and Jupiter
in 1886 which changed its

period or revolution from
29 to 7 years There is in
fact a 'Jupiter set' of comets
which have been perturbed
by Jupiter so that they
occupy orbits around the
sun within its orbit (Jupi-
ter's mass is approximately
300 tin:Bs that of the earth.)

In the description of
elliptlcal orbit comets, the
value of the perihelion gives the 'closest' distance from
th&un, the aphelion being the 'furthest' distance from
thdsun. Table 2 below g-Fves values o{ a range of a

selection of 'famous'periodic comets to give an indica-
tion of their general characteristics.

Value R (AU) Value T (earth yearsl

1

2

3

4

8

2.83

5.2

8

22,6

10 (Jupiter0rbit) 316

12

t5

20

25

41.6

58I

(Uranus orbit) 89.4

125

30 (Neptune orbit) 164

40 lPluto orbitl 253

s0 353.6

60 464.8

i0 585.7

80

90

100

715.5

853.8

1000

Table 1: Values of radius of orbit (AUl and
ter value of orbital peri

Name first seen period {yrs) perihelion (AUl aphelion

Halley

Lexel

Encle

Flaugergues 181 1

Pons-Winnecle 1819

Great Comet 1843

Donati

Iebbut

Cruls

Humason

lleyaSeki

Bennet

240 BC 76.09 0.59 35.33

5,6 0,67 5 65

3,3 0.34 4.09

3094 1.04 423.66

5,34 1.25 5 61

512,57 0.006 128.09

1858 1950 0,58 31 1.55

1861 409.',r1 0.82 ',r09,4

1882 758,37 0.008 166.32

1962 3000 2,133 406 91

1965 879.88 0.008 183.64

1970 1680 0 54 281,86

770

786

Note: AU = 1 astronomical unit = distance of earth from sun

(Pluto is approximately 50 AU from the sun,)

Table 2: Details of some'famous'comets.
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Fig.3 Diagram showing how the orbit of a comet can
be perturbed by Jupiter.



and all the water in the world's oceans. Thus water, the life
ity t giving element on planet earth, could have an alto

system. gether- cosmic origin'

. The planets Neptune and Uranus are thought to

Qrigtn and Distribution of haveextensiveamountsofice/waterduetotheclome-

Comets

sun appears only as a faint star in the crowded firma_
ment-

from
This

ets in
than

Lhe 
r,s aLlrvrly ur d IJdrlcutar snower depends on an

extensive number of parameters and may vary consid-out erably from year to year. Also meteor ;.;;;;;..ies. ciated with a comet aie likeJy to be brighi".i Jrrirg,l,"erturbed and fall first encounter

lurrcspurrulng bit of Mars
(1.5 AU) and Jupiter (5 present be
detected. Their distributi

It has been suggested that a vast reservoir of com_
ets exist in ar
to pertur ss
unscathed pl
The so cal is
res
sid ut-

m.
as The activity of a particular shower depends on an

(t)
-7v-l

--r
=
r-\v(J

n: 
il::i

giant comet. 
odlcurations 

rh.* rh":::ll.iur rhor.und
approxi mirion years and one at ff"Ti[::iJ1iiiH:,'.]3 ff"r::T':;10;?:i:::;:5,0,090 xtremity of the OortOpik comet. 

---'-
clouo o 

Figure 4 shows an estimation of the frequency of
InflUenCe Of COmet., .,n extinction of biological species. A cycle of 26 million
Planetary Bodies years appears to be evident. Is.this due to perturb-

rhe errect or comets on the major pranets or the sorar -iiT:,;j::3::?#r'"'J:S: ji:::?:T il:[:i i:jsystem is an issue of scientific debate. Data from the logical extinction. '-'-
D5rnamics Explorer 1 satellite indicated that .urh yiu
as many as ttj,ooo,ooo mini'comets weighing u. -r.i Famous Comets
as 100 tons vapourise in the earth's atmospf,ere each Halley's comet is certainly the best known comet in theyear' (Acometof l0tonnesmassassumingadensityof .oruriv.i"-. a;;]t;:r observed in 240 BC bv the300ks/m3hasadiameterof about4metrJs.)inlli"i" chinese, it has beeln "i;;irl;;;"ri".".-,,]'"*nof collision would produce in a period of to,boo y"u.. which is shown in'Figure 5, extending out bet,rreen thean approximate increase in the,world's ocean depth orbit of Neptun" uni pluto. In its orbit, Halley,s comet25mm' Moreover, in an assumed lifetime of a.5 bill'i,cn moves in a direction about the sun, that is counter toyears of the earth' this mechanism could account for the motion of the planets. The photo at the start of the

s
zo
Foz
tr
u

GEOLOGIC TIME (MILLION YEARS)

Fig.4 Diagram showing rates of repetition of
biological extinctions.

lnlorocl [6" ^--+-^,r -^^^-.r. On the
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article shows a picture taken during the 1986 transit.

Haltey had observed the bright comet of 1680

while in Paris and also the appearance of what was to
be Halley's comet in 1682 These observations were to
trigger a keen interest in comets for the rest of his life.

When in 1684 Halley ventured to Cambridge to
seek out the wisdom o{ Sir Isac Newton in an attempt
to predict the nature of the gravitational force exerted

by the sun on bodies in its orbit, Newton indicated that
he had solved the problem some 17 years previously

but had not bothered to tell anyone o{ his discovery of
the inverse square law of gravity It was in many ways

the enthusiasm and the ability of Halley to find suffi-

cient {unds which led to the publication of Newton's

Principia by the Royal Society in 1687, Thus celestial

comets in many ways led to the Newtonian Model of

the universe gaining acceptance and heralding the

mechanistic era of Newtonian Science.

In 1986 the European SpaceAgency (ESA) suc-

cessfully undertook a close ehcounter mission using

the Giotti satellite with Halley's comet The soviet

VEGA spacecraft also sent back valuable information
Figure 6 shows how the Giotti spacecra{t fly past took
the satellite across the so called 'bow wave' of material
sent out by the solar wind from the comet. The dis-

tance of closest approach was of the order of 500 km
The Giotti mission was so called after the painter

Giotti di Bondone who around 1303 painted the Ador-
ation of the Magi, showing a comet over Bethlehem.
He probably was influenced by an appearance of Hal

BOW SHOCK WAVE DUE TO
SOLAR WIND INTEBACTION

Fig.6 Diagram of Giotti's close encounter with
Halley's comet.
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ley's comet in 1301
Figure 7 shows details of Giotti flight path and

how it nearly intersected with Halley's comet. Thus the

comet was winging its way out of the solar system and

the two were closing with their combined velocities,

rather like t'wo express trains travelling in opposite
directions.' 

The surface of the comet consisted mainly of a

black inactive crust. Vapour was seen to stream from
two volcanic'like vents on the comet surface and from
a number of smaller fissures. This was presumably
water vapour sublimating from its core. The comet was
'peanut' shaped approximately fifteen by eight kilome-
tres long and appeared to be tumbling in space with a

perlod of eilher 2 2 days or 7.3 days.

Instruments on board Giotti were

able also to analyse the chemical com
pounds present in the emerging tail.
Water vapour accounted for over 80'% of
the emission, with additional contribu-
tion from carbon monoxide (10%), car

btjft.r dioxide (5%), methane (17o) and
ammonia 1%

The Giotto mission, taking Place
amid the acclaim of the VoYager mis

sions to the outer realms of the solar sys-

tem, was perhaps not fully appreciated
at the time Notto have attempted such a

mission would have left a considerable
gap in the knowledge and understanding
of the solar system - a gap that would
not have been filled until around the year

2067.
In many ways the Giotti spacecraft,

shown in Figure 8, was a revolutionary
space vehicle. In the final brief encounter
with the comet lasting a few minutes, the

spacecraft had to compute and navigate its own trajec-

tory since the return time for ground control signals

was around 17 minutes. In the 'close encounter' the

comet and Giotti were moving in opposite orbital

directions
One novel experiment on board Giotti was a

piezo electric dust particle counter which consisted o{

a PVDF piezo-electric film which registered a voltage

'pulse' when impacted by minute dust particles This

experiment was able to count not only the number of
impacts per second but also the distribution of signal

values which in turn was a function of the impact ener-

gies of the dust particles. Thus it provided a vailuable

running commentary on the nature of dust particles

thrown off in the advancing bow wave of the comet.
It is planned to use the Giotti craft to intercept the

-r-\

-

=-
L^.J

-]a

Fig.7 Diagram of orbit paths of Giotti and Halley's comet within the
solar system.
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comet Grigg-Sklellerup on 10th Jtly 1992. The craft
has already been sent into an orbii that will enable a
close encounter to take place.

Tails and Head of Comets
The nucleus of comets which may typically be no more
than 10 to 100 km in size, cannot be observed from
earth In fact the Giotti mission determined in the case
of Halley's comet that the surface of the nucleus was as
black as soot and therefore would reflect very little
light. It is only the'head and tail, of a cometthat can be
observed, as previously indicated this usually begins to
be observed at a distance of about 3 AU from th1 sun.
The head or 'coma' of the c
ately in front of the nucleus
which streams out behind it.
thought to give rise to the light given off bv the coma
and the tail.

Figure 10 shows the simplified interaction of the
solar radiation in driving back gas and dust driven off
from the comet It should be stated there are still
aspects of the complex interaction betrrueen the solar
influences and the comet which are poorly under_
stood.

uum
are d
the v
30,000km from the nucleus.

The brighiness of the tail of the comet is deter-
mined by a range of factors. The major ones include
the closeness of the comet to the sun, the closeness of
the comet to the earth and the volume and nature o{
the material cascaded by the process of solar heating
into the coma and tail.

So called'Sungrazer' comets produce highlyvisi-
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ble iai . The great comet of

1843 ose as 0'006AU -
about is less than a solar

diameter. Such comets. daring to venture so close to

the sun must be a short lived phenomenon They could

only survive a few s

Halley's comet een to make 28

returns since it was 240 BC bY the

Ancient Chinese, is known to have a 'conditioned'

outer surface which acts to 'insulate' the core o{ the

comet from the sun's activity 'Wild' comets, which

'Wild' comets which have lodged in deep space

for long periods of time (perhaps billions of years) are

undersiood to consist o{ amorphous ice formed by ihe

peratures to those experienced within 2 to 3 AU from

ih".un (about 150') stored energy in the ice structure

was suddenly released. This would in the vacuum con-

ditions of space cause a sudden blow off of material

from the comet's tail.
eri shown that
tal bY simulated
on when ice is

elv vin' Thus this

PresumablY take Place at dis-

sun than 3 AU when the tail
It is thought, that the Kohou-
brightened at unusuallY great

distance from the sun was one of these 'primordial'

comets.
Under exceptional conditions, comet tails can be

observed overvast distances' The great comet of 1843

was estimated to have a tail 300,000,000 km long'

tails o{ com
flection of I

ence of ioni

lower energy. While the origin of the light is essentially

straightforward, tail o s

subject to a ra actor 9

comet tails were , II or e

I was the most straight and type lll showed the most

'bending'. This classification was initially introduced by

the Rusiian scientist Bredikhin in 1903. This model of

classification is gradually passing out of use as addi'

tionalmodes of comettail formation and evolution are

being discovered.
Solid dust particles which are initially travelling

outu;ards from the comet are bombarded by photons

of light which in time transfer their momentum to the

particles and reverse their direction, sweeping them

behind the comet.
The tail of lons given off by the comet appears to

particles.
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The sun is itself rotating with a period of 26'9

comet tail.
Thus comets are useful 'windsocks'for detbrmin-

ing the path of the solar wind and detecting magnetic

fie]d boundaries in the solar system. While these large

wly in time over months,
in the tails of comets due
ctivity of the Solar Wind.
is that area oPPosite from

its tail. It is an area where clouds of material blown off

from the comet interact and become dissociated,

releasing light energY i

are then swept round
tary tail. Dust Particle
coma area will also reflect light.

If the ''0ltraviolet spectrum of the coma is

observed, this is usually observed to extend out consid-

erable distances {rom the comet - as much as

ctisProd on of
verY ligh from
velocitY arger

interaction cloud. Usually visible comas vary in size

between 100.000 and 1,000,000km'

-r-\
\-

=-
L^.1

-a

Conclusion
The recent encounter with Halley's comet has pro-

vided valuable new insights into the realm of. comets

There are many points about them which still remain a

mystery. Perhaps the greatest oi these is their origin

und diit ibution within the solar system and indeed

other star systems.

Also, the role o{ comets as catalysts in the evolu-

tion of carbon based life in the solar system is a subject

of considerable but tantalising debaie. There is no

doubt that the 'chemical soup' of a deep space comet

is {undamentally different from that of the earth's pri-

mordial oceans. I{ the earth's oceans originated from

comet bombardment, then the old adage all life began

in the sea needs a subtle re-interpretation.

FigI0 Classical concept of generation of comet's coma and tail'
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Bootstrapping

n undergraduate friend recently asked
me to examine a rather archaic cathode
ray oscilloscope which had belonged to
her Grandfather and had remained con-
fined to a cupboard since his death;

The problem then, to design
and calibrate a variable timebase
oscillator suitable for driving the,
x-plates of the cathode ray tube. At
first such an exercise appears trlvial,
however the fact that the timebase
has to be of a sawtooth forr#tion
prompts further reflection. B

The characteristic shape of a
sawtooth waveform is responsible
for the horizontal movement of the
electon beam in all forms of
cathode ray tube utilizing a raster
technique. In a cathode ray oscillo-
scope, the waveform generates a
uniform sweep from left to right fol-
lowed by a rapid flyback, as
depicted in Figure 1. The testwave-
form to be displayed is fed via
necessary shunts or ampl[fiers to
the y-plates and thus the trvo fields
form the resultant waveform on the screen.

Clearly, a wander through the semiconductor
section of any electronics catalogue, provides a whole
array of customised integrated circuits suitable for the
chore. An impoverished student though, I am reluctant
to,part with money and besides rudimentary intuition
told me that there ought to be a simpler method involv

Fig.3 Bootstrapping an Emitter-follower

Fig.2 Standard ematter-follower circuit

i. D. Waddington recalls
n oldbut simple
zchnique.

zrlv
ct)
Fv-l

-tt-\
-

wishing to restore it to working order, she sought my
oprnlon.

Removing the case revealed over four decades of
dust - indeed the cathode ray tube might have been a

Kaufmann,s nts.
aled that the f the
verything else her

surprisingly, to be completely operational.
Aft the precise

realised f the compo
rect the e were now
ment represented a piece of scientific historv and was
too marvellous to dispose of; presented wlt( the chal
lenge I decided to attempt to replace the faulty circuit
with a contemporary equivalent.

ing the use of a RC combination or such like.
Browsing through my limited assortment of text

books, provided little explanation of how a saurtooth
wavefo phone call to an
elder csimpre : [y"?"Ji#

e; suppose an emitter_fol_
ith a high AC input imped_
d circuit such as that shown

required is connected from the output node to the bot_
tom en ditional bias resistor R3. This pro-
vides p back, but because the gain ofthe
emitter less than unity, the circuit will not
oscillate. The R3 - C 1 combination will however, act
as a much higher impedance to AC signals. As one end
of R3 changes in voltage, the opposing end moves by
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an almost identical
amount in the same
direction. The efiective
AC signal across R3 is
thus very small and it
appears, quite neatly,
as if R3 is pulling itself
up by its own boot-
straps.

I was correct in
tusting my initial con-
jecture, a basic saw-
tooth generator con-
sists simply of a capaci-
tor which is charged by
means of an input load
resistor and then dis-

charged by a periodic
step voltage. As the
capacitor is charged,

BOOTSTRAP

Fig.4 Simple bootstrap sawtooth generator

the voltage across it increases exponentially. Corre-
spondingly, the voltage across the input load dec-

reases. The output is approximately linear, provided
that only a small portion of the charging signal charac-
teristic is utilized. Consequently a square wave input is

introduced to discharge the capacitor periodically.
Such a signal is generated with ease using a simple ast-

able multivibrator.
A simple sawtootl'r generator employing a boot-

shap is shown in Figure 4. The output is derived from
an emitter-follower capacitively coupled via the boot-
strap capacitor C2 to the input load resistor R2. As the
output voltage rises, the voltage at the node between
R2 and R1 also rises; the voltage-across R2 and hence
the charging current is therefore maintained substan-
tially constant, consequently a near linear sawtooth

waveform is produced.
' Astute readers may by now bemoan the fact that

it has takeiiteveral paragraphs to realise a relatively
primitive circuit which with hindsight, I should have
produced readily. This {act apart, by discussing boot-
strapping, a brief but interesting excursion has been
made into an area of electronics which many text
books neglect, contributing ho real explanation of
function or purpose.

After the addition of a linearing network, appro-
priate amplifier and calibration, a variable version of
the simple sawtooth generator was implemented in
the cathode ray oscilloscope with a high degree ofsuc-
cess and I understand that a thrilled student is using it
as standard piece of her laboratory kit. A full commis-
sioning has been arranged in the student bar!
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Timer

t handy mains control
y Daaid Ponting.

ooner or later all of us who are involved in
this hobby of electronics, will want to

and I wanted a reset button which could bring the
countdown to an end while the timing period w"as in
progress.

men 
the above require-
hose accuracy wasverY aphic clocks, whichhad 
, tut not all. And in

any case. they were expensive.

room,_or even boiling an egg to an accuracy of O.l%,
then this project is also for you!)

Itisp
grated circ
wanted to
reading thi

make printed circuit boards by the
'photographic' method; and thoss of us
who have already tried will soon tell the

rest that gefring the correct exposure for the pre_sensi_
tized circuit board is an absolute must.

What I wanted was a small device which could be

E3

t

Ftb
5M0

NOTE:
lC2 = 741
lC3-6 = 4017
D1-4 = 1 N4148
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other than standard, o{f-the-shelf components. So I
wanted to use only those which were easily available to
everybody. In consequence, with 13 integrated circuits

in this project it may seem a little over designed. How-
ever, all the components are standard, off-the-shelf,
and inexpensive. So don't let the component count put
you off.

Ihe fime Base Circuit
Since this timer was going to switch a mains socket on
and off, it seemed obvious that the circuit should be

mains (rather than battery) driven. In consequence I
decided that the time base pulses to drive the clock
should be derived from the mains frequency of 50H2.

by dividing this down until a one second pulse was

achieved.

fime Base Circuit
Be careful! Each of two principal circuit boards has live
mains applied to it, in this case to point A. Resistors
R1a and R1b (use two of 5M each rather than one of
10M since the voltage limit of a single resistor is
exceededby the 240 volt mains) ensure that the cur-
rent flow is strictly limited into the inverting input of
IC2, a standard 741 operational amplifier. The non-
inverting input is held at 6 volts by the voltage divider
R2 ahd R3. Used in this way the74l is just a voltage
comparator and, as the sinusoidal input from the
mains passes through the 6 volt level on each wave, the
output switches sharply between about 2 volts and 11

volts, providing a precise square wave at pin 6.

This is the kind of input that the next IC likes to
receive and the 50 Hz. square wave is fed into pin 14,

which is one of the clock inputs of IC3. This, and the
next three ICs in the chain are all CMOS type 4Ol7
counters.

In general, as each pulse is counted, one of ten
pins on the 4017 goes high. The no-pulse-counted, or
'zero'pin is 3. This is high before any clock pulses are
counted; and, while it is high, all the other nine'num-
ber' pins are low As soon as the counter detects the ris-
ing edge of the Iirst square wave, the'zero'pin 3 goes

low and the'one' (which is pin 2) goes high.
Don't forget that one clock pulse includes both

the high, and the adjacent low section of the square
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wave, and the next clock pulse does not start until the
next rising edge. When that happens, the 'one' pin 2,
goes low and the 'two'. pin 4, goes high. And so on.

But in our Time Base Circuit, diode Dl effeclively
joins pin 1, which is number'five'in the count, with pin
15, which has the special function of re-setting to low
all the counter outputs excepl'zero' pin 3, which re-

.sets high. Pin 15 is normally held low by resistor R5.
From the timing diagram, it is possible to see that after
the fourth wave is counted, 'five'pin 1, goes high very
briefly, taking reset pin 15 high as well; this resets to
low all counters (including'five'pin 1 - this is the rea-
son whythis pulse is so short),with the exception of the
'zero' pin 3, which re-sets high during the fifih wave;
and the cycle repeats itself.

ln other words, (by which I mean that if you find
my poor explanation totally meaningless, don't worry

about it), although 50 clock pulses are going into the
counter IC3 every second, the output from 'one' pin2,
provides only one pulse for every flve going in, i.e. ten

every second; and the original frequency has been

divided by five.
Consequently the frequency into the clock input,

pin 14, of IC4 is 10H2. This IC is also a type 4017 but
now used in a different way. None of the 'zero' to 'nine'
pins is- connected to the reset pin 15, and the output is

taken-from pin 12. This is the lC's 'carry-out'pin. lf, for
exarnple, you were going to add up thirteen separate
pulses, the answer would be: three units, carry forward
qre 'ten'. And that function is exactly what 'carry-out'

pin 12 provides: one pulae out for every ten counted.
So, with the frequency into IC4 being ten pulses

per second, the frequency out of pin 12 is one pulse
per second, ie very accurate pulses o{ one second

duration.
All we need now is a down counter which can be

set to start at the time required in seconds, feed this
counter with our one second pulses, arrange for the
counter to stop when it reaches zero, and we are well
on the way to achieving our design goal.

However, when I was working on the design, and
having got as far as this in my thinking, it occurred to
me that the addition of only two more 4017 counters
and a single-pole/double-throw switch would allow
minutes to be counted as well as seconds. So ICS

merely repeats the functions oi IC3, except that it now
divides by six the 60 pulses per minute coming out of
IC4, out-putting 10 per minute to IC6, which divides

them by ten, to produce its output of one pulse per
minute. And you now have two timers for almost the
price of one. The first wilt count down in seconds, and

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14',15
CLKINTOe
F^ rn

1. COUNTER AOVANCES ON EVEBY BISING EDGE OF THE CLOCK, PFOVIDED PIN 13 lS LOW

2. WHEN PIN 13 GOES HIGH ('HOLD'), THE COUNT STOPS EXACTLY WHERE IT IS UNTIL PIN
13 GOES LOW AGAIN, WHENTHE COUNT CONTINUES FROM WHEBE IT WAS.

Fig.2 Timing diagrams
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the second will count down in minutes.,Now the func-
tion of switch SW2 should be obvious: with the switch
in position S, pulses one second long are fed to the rest
of the circuit; when this switch is in position M, pulses
which are one minute long go forward.

The only other components I have not yet
explained in the Time Base Circuit are the de-coupling
capacitors C5 and C6 (which are there to take switch-
ing spikes out of the power supplied to these four ICs),
the diodes D2 and D4, and those components around
the commoned pins 13 on each of the counters.

In general, when pin 15 on a 4017 is taken high,
all the counters on the chip are 'zeroed'and held that
way as long as pin 15 is kept high. In our circuit, pins 15
on IC4 and IC6 will follow whatever value the conhol
input C has. The same pins 15 on IC3 and ICS are nor-
mally kept low by resi
go high via diodes D2
(as well as being switc
D3).

Consequently we want to arrange the logic driv-
ing input C so that it is taken and held high at the end of

ing edge of each wave. This pin can also be used (as itis
here)as a clock-enable controlwhen the 4017 will only
count clock pulses into pin 14 if pin 13 is held low. In
this circuit, 'low' is the 'normal' state of all pins 13 via
resistor R4, switch SW1 being open. When SW1 is
closed, each pin 13 is taken and held high, causing all
the counters to stop exactly where they were in their
count. Releasing SW1 allows the counters to continue
their count from exactly the position they were in when
SW1 was closed. The capacitor C4, is there to take
some of the 'bounce' out of the operation of this
switch, so that spurious pulses are not counted. This is
the 'Hold' function.

The printed circuit board for the Time base Cir-
cuit and the positions of its components are shown in
Figure 3.

The three printed circuits illushated in this article
are all designed to be made on double sided board.
Making full, double-etched boards with through con-

nections is really quite difficult and so the three in this
project use the second side of each board only as an
earth plane. Points showing where pins must be used
to join the earth plane to the etched side are indicated
in each diagram. Where links are to be fitted. dotted
lines are drawn and care must be taken to see that
these links are not shorted to the earth plane.

On the Time Base printed circuit board, there are
two positions where pins (just short pieces of wire such
as those trimmed from resistors and capacitors when
they are fitted into the boards) are soldered to both
sides: one ply
and the ot C3
Thecomp 5a
of their leads soldered to both sides oi the pCB. There
is one wire link, allowing pin 16 of IC5 to be connected
to the positive supply.

The rest of the circui 4, drives
the counters and displays. r compli-
cated but it really is not. II d tend to
be put off when you see a project where the resistors
are beginning to d in the forties, do not
despair. Most of are grouped either in
three lots of seve current-limit each indi-
vidual LED segment of the displays, or in three lots of
four, serving the purpose of holding low until other-
wise switched, the various sections of the thumbwheel
switches.

The central part of this circuit is built around three
CMOS integrated circuits, type 4510. The 4510 is a

binary
milarly
decre-
IC has

been set to count) on each pulse sent into the clock
input, pin 15.

BCD thumbwheel switches are special switches
which have either ten positions with numbers 0 to 9, or
sixteen positions with numbers 0 to 9 and A,B,C,D,E,
and F, showing individually on the front face of the
switch and depending on its position. Any particular
number or letter can be reached by rotating the switch
to the digit desired.

_ __ 
For the purposes of this circuit, only ten position

BCD thumbwheel switches should be used. Each
switchhasfive uallylabelled,g,,,4,,,2',,1',
and C. All the 0 to 9 can be represented
using only 4 b

The following table gives the codes

NumberW

For a thumbwheel switch to output these codes.
the C, or Common on the switch is connected high (to
the 12 volt rail in this circuit). Now, for example, with
the switch in the number 5 position, contact,4,is con-
nected to 12 volts, as is contact '1,. So, whenever there
is a 1 in the right columns o{ the above table, that con_
tact is switched to the 12
where the table shows a 0,
circuit. So each of the four
on every switch lras to be held low using four resistors. I
had enough room on the contact boards of each of the
three thumbwheel switches to mount four, 1/g watt,
100k resistors there. (See photograph ).

0

I

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

1
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-
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-
AH

1

L

I
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The four-digit binary codes produced by each

thumbwheel switch are fed into pins4,\2,13 and 3 on

the corresponding 4510 counter IC. Be very careful

that these pins are each wired to the correct'8', '4', '2',

'1' contact on each thumbwheel switch.

When the coded input number is loaded into the

counter (see later) the same coded numeral is output
from the 4510 at pins 2, 14, 11 and 6. This number can

only be revealed when its BCD is decoded into a seven-

segment code by a special IC: in this case the 4543
This IC will not only decode the four binary digits into a

seven-segment code to light up the correct form of the
numeral on the display, but has enough currentpapa-

i

a
Jq
9.o
F
u
E

-o:u
fi ir--g';
<Nqho6

..,ll=YE>"i
E@-.io ll tr r

9UEEaaE

oou
Eoz

N
+

Fig.4 Counter and display circuit

o
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segment displays.
See Figure 5 for an enlargement of the intercon_

nections from a 4543 drivefdecoder IC to the seven
segment display I used 15 on the
4543 have to be revers each seg-
ment, a, b, c, d, e, f, g

termin e 4510 counts up ordo en it is here, it only counisdo a coun rol, which,must also
be

COMMON a

abcdefS

7x
470R

NOTE REVERSE
ORDEB OF PINS'""'^'-'^-o

IN

Fig.5 Seven segment display connections

master reset pins 15 high, thus zeroing and holding at
zero ihe three counters, IC3, 4, 5 anj 6.
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voltage rail as convenient Only when the displays are
showing 000 will the relay be off. For all other displays
the relay will be on and the timer will be counting down
towards 000, unless the HOLD switch has been oper-
ated, when the timer will 'freeze' , but leave the relay on.
At this time, power to the socket can be tumed olf or
on as required using the ALTERNAfIVE switch.

If you wish to bring a timing sequence to an end,
without waiting for the timer to reach 000, then the
END button SW4 can be pressed This is connected to
all pins 9 on the 4510 ICs, and to resistor R41, which
normally holds these pins low. But when SW4 is

pressed, all the pins 9 are taken high, zeroing the 4510
counters. Simultaneously, point C will go high, zeroing
the 4017 counters.

Figure 6 shows the printed circuit board and the
layout of the components for the Counter and Display
Circuit.

On this PCB, there are 13 places where pins need
to be used tojoin etched tracks on one side to the earth
plane on the other. There is one each for the joined
pins 7 and 8 on IC7, ICS and lC9, three for pins 5, 8

and 10 on each of IC10,lC11 and IC12, and one at the
point where the 0 volt lead is connected to the board.
In addition, the components C7, C8, C9, C10 and Q1
must have one of their leads soldered to both sides of
the board. There are eight links; one joining pins 1 and
6oneach4543, two joiningthe pins 9 onthe4510lCs,
one joining pin 15 on IC11 to pin 5 on IC13, one join-
ing pin 15 on IC12 to pin 4 on IC13, and one joining all
the power supply pins 16 on the 4510s to the 12 volt
supply.

The Power Supply.
The power supply used in this project is absolutely
standard in design and needs little explanation.

The incoming mains is connected to the primary
of the transformer, T1. The LIVE side of the mains is
also connected to the common contact on the ALT-
ERNATIVE switch and to point A on the Time Base
PCB. In your design of this project you may feel thai it
would be safer to mount resistors R1a and R1b directly
on the mains transformer where they can probably be
well insulated, rather than have a LIVE connection
sbaight onto the Time Base PCB. Either way, BE
CAREFUL.'

You may think it safer and simpler to produce the
50H2. square wave directly from the transformer's sec-

ondary. This is certainly safer but will give very poor
time-keeping. As the ICs switch the displays of the var-
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ious digits, enough spikes appear on the secondary
supply at the transformer to make clock pulses gener-

ated in this way highly unreliable.
The NEUTRAL side of the mains is not only con-

nected to the primary of the transformer but also to the
Neon and the neutral terminal of the Mains Socket.

The 14 volt AC output from the transformer (you
can probably get away with using a 12.6 volt transfor-
mer if it will supply at least 1 amp) is bridge rectified
and then smoothed by C1 to about 16 712 voltsDC
This is connected to a volt regulator lC, type 7812,
which will supply a constant 12 volts at up to 1 amp.

This design does not require as much as 1 amp but it is

surprising how much current the displays consume, so

reckon that you will need at least ll2 amp to run the
project and that means that the voltage regulator IC1
will gei quite hot and needs a heatsink. The printed cir-
cuit design that I have shown uses the copper on the
ground plane of the double-sided board to provide the
necessary heatsinking.

Capacitor C2 is tbere to make certain that high
frequency.oscillations which can occur when using this

type of voltage regulator are decoupled to earth. I{ the
power supply board in your design is a long way from
the other boards (more than 6 inches, say) then the
Couriter and Disptay Board should also have a reser-

voir capacitor o{ about 220 microtarads connected
betureen the supply voltage at its enhy point and earih.
Agsimilar capacitor is already included on the Time
Base PCB. s

There are no pins or links needed on the power
supply PCB, but the middle pin of IC1 and one lead of
C2 can be soldered to both sides of the board. IC1
does not need to be insulated from the earth plane ol
this board because its tab is connected to the middle
pin anyway.

Building And Setting Up
Building this project should present few difficulties and
no setting up is required.

It is good technique to check out the power sup
ply before connecting it to the other circuit boards.

' Make sure that the output is a clean, ripple-free 12

volts, and then connect the supply to the two other
PCBs. At this stage none o{ the chips should be
plugged into its socket. First check that each IC socket

is receiving the 12 volt supply at the approp.riate pin,
(pin 7 for the74l, pin 14 for the 4025 and pin 16 for
the rest) and check that all the other pins which should
be 'high' are, and those which should be 'low' are.

/1' ,-:\f.,)V.-/
14V AC

+12V

GROUND

Fig.7 Power supply circuitry
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:When those tests are completed, fit the integrated
circuits.

Check first the Time Base pCB. If you have an oscillo_
scope you should find that pulses of exactlv one

second duration are reaching
the S position of switch SW2
and if your oscilloscope has h,r,,o
channels, check that the signal
at the M position of SW2
changes from high to low and
then low to high every 30
counts of'ltEb one-second
pulses reaching S.

Now make the inter-board
and display connections.

Because the circuit boards
do most of the work of wiring
up, the biggest potential error is
in misconnecting the BCD
coded inputs and outputs to
and from ihe 4510 ICs. One
misplaced connection can pro-
duce such strange figures on the
ult to trace errors. So in carrying

out this wiring up it is better not to copywhat you have
done with the previous 4510 but to work ortihn .onl
nections afresh for each of these counters.

When first switched on the displays should regis_
ter 000 and therefore the relay should be off. T1e
mains socket may be on or off (check the neon),
depending on the position of the AL|ERNATIVE
switch, SW5. Set the thumbwheel switches to some

and press the
he relay close
The timer will

Some Final thoughts
This timer is particularly suitable for darkroom work
where, during enlarging, the experlenced photogra-
pher will often use the same exposure time for eich

Using a double pole double throw ALIERNA
TIVE switch and a second changeover set of relay con_

PARTS LIST

RESISTORS

R1a, B'lb btV

R2- 4,7 -10,18-21,29-32 1o0k

R5,6,40,41 10k

R11-17,22-28,33-39 470R

CAPACITORS

C1 1500p 2bv Elect,

c2,4-10 100n

C3 22op 25v Elect.

SEMICONDUCTORS

tc1

tc2

lc3-6

tc7.9

lc10-12

01

01,2,3,4

D5

BRIDGE RECTIFIER

40 PIV 1 amp

MISCELLANEOUS

SWTCHES

SW1,2

SW3,4

SW5

SW6,Z8

lC Sockets

T1

7-Segment Displays

Belay

Standard Mains

Socket

7812 volt reg,

741 op.amp.

40r7 cMos

4543 CMoS

4510 CM0S

IRF 51'l Power FET.

1N4148 signal diodes

1N4002 power diode

SPDT lever switches

press-button N.0,

SPDT lever 240V 6amp

10 position BCD thumbwheel

one at 8-pin

one at 14-pin

ten at l6-pin

240v PRI 14v SEC i/2a
three common anode

12V coil C/0 contacts switching 240V 64 x

Three-pin

Neon 240v, integral resistor
Case and Hardware, etc.
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HARTAUDIO KITS-YOUR VALUE FOR
MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-FI

HART AUDIO KITS g,!e you the opportunity to build the
very best engineered hrri equrpment there is, designed by
the leaders in their freld usrng the b€st components that
are available
Every HART KIT is not iust a new equipment acquisition
but a valuable investment rn knowledge. giving you guided
hands-on experience of modern elrctronic t&hniques
ln short HART as your fnend rn the trade' giving you, as a
knowledgeable constrwtor, a(re lo betler equipment at
lower prices than the man rn tie strel
You can buy the repflnts and @nstruclaon manual lor any
kit to see how easy rt rs to build your own equipment the
HART way The FULL cost €n tE credited against your
subsequent kit purchase
Our list will give you luller detarls of all our Audio Kits,
components and specral offers

AUOIO DESIGN g} WATT POWER AMPLIFIER.

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is lhe
llagship of our range, and the ideal powerhouse tor your
ultimate hiti system This kit rs your way to get iK perfor-
mance for a few tenths ol the cost! Featured on the tront
cover ol'Electronics Today lnternational' this complete
stereo power amplitier offers World Class performance
allied to the lamous HART qualify and ease of construc-
tion John Linsley Hood's comments on seeing a complete
unit were enthusiastic:- The external view is thal of a
thoroughly prolessional piece of audio gear, neat elegant
and lunctional This impression is greatly reinlorced by
the internal appearance, which is redolent oI quality, both
in components and in layout Options include a stereo
LED power meter and a versatile passive front end giving
switched inputs using ALPS precision, low-noise volume
and balance controls A new relay switched front end op-
tion also gives a tape input and output lacility so that for use
with tuners, tape and CD players, or indeed any other'flat'
inputs the power amplifier may be used on its own, without
the need for any external signal handling stages 'Slave'
and'monobloc'versions without the passive input stage
and power meter are also available All versions lit within
our standard 420 x 260 x 75mm case to match our 400
Series Tuner range ALL six power supply rails are fully
stabilised, and the complete power s0pply, using a toroidal
translormer, is contained within a heavy gauge aluminium
chassis/heatsink fitted with IEC mains input and output
sockets All the circuitry is on professional grade printed
circuit boards with roller tinned linish and green solder
resist on the component ident side, the power amplifiers
feature an advanced double sided layout lor maximum
performance All wiring in this kit is pre- terminated, ready
fo. instant use!
RLH1 1 Reprints of latest articles €1 80
K'l100CM HARTConstruction Manual C4.50

LINSLEY HOOD'SHUNT FEEDBACK' N.I.A.A.
MOVING COIL & MOVING MAGNET PICI(UP

HIGH OUALITY FEPLACEMENT
CASSETTE HEADS

Modern, ultimate sound syslems are evolving towards a
built-in RIAA preamplifier within the turntable unit, keep-
ing noise pickup to a minimum This new circuit by John
Linsley Hood uses latest generation integrated circuits in
the sonically prelerred shunt teedback conriguration to give
an accurate and musical sound, with the ability to us€ both
moving magnet and moving coil cartridges Power comes
trom two 9v PP3 size batteries or a mains power supply
This HART kit is exceptionally easy to build with detailed
instructions and all the specially selected components tit-
ting directly on to the roller tlnned libreglass printed circuit
board Even the gold plated phono sockets mount directly
on the board
This Kit now comes with latest generation low-noise lront
end lC and onboard power stabilisers lor any DC input volt-
agebetween 9vand 30y.*
K'1500 Special Discount Piice tor complete Kit C67 99

ALPS PRECISION LOW.NOISE STEREO POTS.

To lulfil the need lor higher quality controls we are now
importing an exciting new range ol pr@ision audio pots in
values to cover most quality amplifier applications All
in 2-gang stereo lormat, with 20mm long 6mm dia steel
shafts Now you can throw out those noisy ill-matched
carbon pots and replace with the real hi-li components
only used selectively in the very top flight ot World class
ampliliers The improvement in lrack accuracy and match-
ing.eally is incredible giving better tonal balance between
channels and rocksolid imagestability Motorised versions
have 5v DC Drive motor

HRP373 Downstream Monitor Stereo
Combination Head

Many other SPECIAL cassette Heads in
stock, see our LIST.

REEL TO NEEL HEADS
999R 2/4 Record/Play 1 10mH Suits Stuart Tape
Circuits C13 64

998E 2/4 Erase Head 'lmH Universal Mount
Suitsstuart t1l 98

TAPE R€CORDER CARE PROOUCTS
HAHT TC1 TEST CASSETTE Our famous triple
purpose test cassette Sets tape azimuth, VU
level and tape speed t5 36
DEMl Mains Powered Tape Head Demagnetizer,
prevents noise on playback due to residual
head magnetisation C4 il8
OEM1 15 Electronic, Cassette Type, demagnetizer : €8 91

E3 51

t47 90

WW
Do you tapes lack treble? A worn head could be the
problem For top perlormance cassette recorder heads
should be replaced every '1,500 hours Fitting one of our
high quality replacement heads could restore perlormance
to better than new! Standard inductances and mountings
make fitting easy on nearly ali machines (Sony are special,
see below) and our TCl Test Cassette helps you set the
azimuth spot on As we are the actual importers you get
prime parts at lower prices, compare our prices with other
suppliers and see! All our heads are suitable lor use with
any Oolby system and are normally available ex stock We
also stock a wide range ol special heads lor home
construction and industrial users
HM120 Standard Mono R/P Head
HC15 Standard Quality Stereo Ri P Head t2 49
HC66HighOualityStereoR/Pllead Permalloy t798
HS16 Sendust Alloy Stereo Head t'16 85

,HC8O NEW RANGEHigh Beta Permalloy Stereo hedd
Modern space saver design ror easy litting and lower
cost Suitable for chrome metal and terric tapes,
lruly a universal replacement head lor everything
from hi-ri dsks to car players and al an incredible
price too! tB 30
HQ551 4-Track RECORD & Play Permalloy Head lor
auto-reverse car players or quadraphonic reaording C14 90
H524 Standard Erase Head
H561 Hi Field Erase Head lor METAL Tapes E3 49

COMPUTER CORNER
The lolloring 6rc a selElion ol our new tanga ol VERY @mpetl-
tiyely prlced, High Ouelity, compulor .y.lom.. Due lo out long
srporlence ol importing ws havq lha Meaaary conlacE in lh€
FEa East to buy al very adyaniagooua ptkta and can plra the
savings on lo you All hard dlsc m&hlnea orde?erl wltll DOS ara
tully tormat€d and ready to use.

HAR' MODEL AT.286'16WP COMPUTER
Fully fledged AT286 machine,
cheap enough to use as the
lastest wordprocessor in the
west! Only a few years ago
the AT-286 machine was the
lastest standard oflice com-
puter known Now we can olfer
the superfast 16MHz version
(earlier ones were only 10 or
12MHz) at such an incredibly
low price that it can be used
in any oflice or home Not
only that but ours comes with
ultralast memory so that
the machine can run in

requirements, at NO extracGt! Simply selst the options you
require ll replacing any item in the standard specitication ror
that model then deductihecostolthe part not needed

SOFTWAFE
MS-OOS5Lat6tRelease Fullversion 35"or525" E59
oR DOS6 t77
MicrosoftWindows 3 3 5" or 5 25" Disks C65

MONITOFS
SM'1421 AM TU Hercules Mono with FST Tube and Stand.
Amber C83
SMl42lPWTUAsAbovebutPaperWhiteScreen e86
SM1416A VGA Mono Monitor c/w tilt and swivel stand
Amber e86 70
SM'1416W As Above, Paper white . C89
SM148fiO Super VGA Multisync Colour Monitor, 28" dot
pitch, 50MHz Bandwidth, up to '1024 x 768, c/w stand t235

KEYBOAROS
K261 102 Key Enhanced UK Layout, Tactile Click, AT/XT
Switchable with dual slope leet (Standard Keyboard supplied
with systems) t3'l
K108 Similar to above, single slope feet, Alps switches t36
KB6153A As above but with heavy metal base 144

lro and GRAPHIC CARDS
AT Super l/O Card 2 x FDD, lxlDE, 2 Serial, 'l Parallel, 1 Game
Ports t21 20
Hercules Mono Graphic & Pranter card Cl 1 70
l&BitVGA Card. 256K t45 50
Trident8goovcAcard,s12K t6730
Trident8900 VGA Card with 1Mb 886 90

DISK ORIVES
5 25" 1 2Mb Floppy Disk Drive C49
3 5" 1 zl4Mb Floppy Disk Drive t45
Adapter to llt 3 5" drive in 5 25" slot, c/w power adapter e9
45MB 25ms Hard Disk Drive t165
52MB Ouantum Hard Disk Lightning Fast gms Access
time t261

CASES
WE 611P Desktop Case, Flrp Top, 2mW PSU E56 40
WE727P MiniTowercase,2oOWPSU Q8470
108MP MiniTowercase,Compactstyle C89
CT107 Midilowercase t108

MOTHERBOARDS
AT-286/160K RAM 889
AT-38G'|6SX 0K RAN,I r e195
AT-38A20SX0K RAM 1245

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL TTEMS tN THIS
SECTION ARE PRICED EX YAT.

zero walt state
Advanced leatures are:-
Full 1MB of memory (Ex-
pandable to 4MB),102
key UK keyboard, compact desktop case, 1 2MB 5% " High
Density Disk Drive and interface card lor extra drive,
Graphics/Printer Card, built an Hard Disk lnt€rlace
HART AT-286/16WP ONLY 8277 25
14 FSTHerculesmonitor.Amber C83
'14 ' Paper White Hercules Monitor (Both have T/S
Base) C86
.Trust Writer W/P Software uses Wordstar commands e19 50

40MB AT-286r16UG HErd Dbt Cmpul,er
Specalication as above but with 45MB 25ms hard disk, VGA
Colour Graphics Card with 512K RAM, parallel print€r port,2
serial ports,'1 game port i C523 50
14" VGA Mono Monitor, Amber 886 70 Paper Whiie C89

Luxury vsrsion ot the above with higher pr@essor speed and
amuing I millis@nd a@ess time hard disk 2MB SIMM
RAM, Compact Tower Case, VGA 1024 x 768 card with 512K
RAM, upgradeable to 1MB ot Video memory
1oMB AT-386/2OSX UG ONLY 8853 ,10

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
HART Computers can be 'custom made' to ,it your personal

Send or 'phone for your copy ol our List (50p) ol these and many other Kits & Components Enquiries trom Overseas
customers are equally welcome, bul PLEASE send 2 lRCs if you want a tist sent surface post, or 5 lor Arrmarl
I I Ordering rs easy. Just wri te, telephone or lax your requ irements to sampl e the friend ly and elticient HART
tl service Paymenlbycheque,cashorcreditcard.Atel€phonedorfaxedord€rwithyourcredltcardnumberwill

get your order on its way to you THAT DAY
Please add part cost ol carriage and insurance as tollows:-lt{LAND Order! up lo e20 - t1,50
OrdeB over C20 - t3.50 Erpre3s Courlor, noxl uortlng d!y. el0 (For Itely rll compuler

MAN U FACTU RERS OF OUALITY
AUDIO KITS AND COMPUTERS

Entry level 386 machine tor demanding applications at
moderate cosl, Soec as our AT285/'I6WP with 1MB Dram
memory, Mini tower €se, 45MB 25ms hard disk drive, VGA
Colour Graphics Card with 256K RAM
40MB AT€80/16SX EL is..........................ONLY t634 30 (Ex Vat)

8 xlntszlitgltiso/2osxuc
6. _- .t

24 hr. SALES LINE I AUDIO KIT PRrcES are VAT

(0691) 652894 I tNCLUS|VE. COMPUTER
Fax: (0691 ) 662864 I pntces ExcLUDEVAT
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oltage drops and currents in complex
net,,r,,orks can usually be found by apply-
ing Ohm's and Khirchoff's laws. College
students spend many an absorbing hour
using these h,r,ro basic tools to unravel cir-

cuit diagrams which, as the course progresses, become
more and more formidable. By the time the dreaded
exams loom, over-enthusiastic lecturers may be pres_
enting diagrams which could easily be mistaken for the
work of Piaasso during his middle period.

Ohms law is indis vilv
on Kirchoff alone can
and sometimes even 

ng'
3re

several othar analytical tools which can cut down the
work and, more importantly, lead to a better under_
standing of circuit behaviour. Thevenin,s Transform
and the Star/Delta Transform are h.vo of the most use_
ful examples of such additionai tools.

Thevenin's Transform
Some circuits are easier to analgse and understand if
they can be redrawn in a way which temporarily elimi_

AFTER A
THEVENIN
TBANSFORM

R1
5F0

Fig.2 Example transform

Fig J Thevenin objective

nates an awkward component in order to arrive at an
itnermediate solution. A powerful circuit dodge,
known as a 'Thevenin Transform,, employs this trul
stage approach.

The object is to reduce a circuit, however com_
plex, to the three element form shown in Figure 1. The
three elements resulting from a Thevenin transform
are referred to as:
a) The equivalent source emf, E.
b) The equiValent source resistance, rr.
c) The load, Rr.

the 5R resistor in Figure 2a then Figure 2b is the hans_
formed version. Three steps are involved:
Step 1. Identify the load terminals and consider the
load removed. The voltage across the open-circuited
terminals is the equivalent EMF source, E.

Step 2. The equivalent source resistance, r., is now the
total resistance measured across the loadlerminals il
the original voltage source is replaced by a short cir_
cuit.
Step 3 Redraw the circuit using only the hr,,o new ele-
ments and restore the load back to its terminals.

After the trans{orm, the ]oad resistance will be
unware that it now rests in a different circuit because
the current through it and the voltage across it will be
the same as before. That the process is valid - and also
time saving - is"shown by calculaiing the load voltage
and current in both circuits.

_ _Using the original circuit shown in Figure 2a:
Total resistance, Rr: R, + (R, RL)/(R, + Rr) : 1S.SS
ohms

AFTER A
THEVENIN
TRANSFORM

RL
t/38

Fig.3 Unbalanced bridgeU)
O
-

-Z
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OBIGNAL
CIRCUIT

FINAL
TRANSFORM

B1
1k0

Fig.4 Series resonant circuit

Total current : V. /R., : 10/13.33 : 0.75 amps.
Voltage drop across Rr - 0.75 X 10 : 7.5 volts.
Volts across load : 10 - 7.5 :2.5 volts.
Current through load : 2.5 volts/s ohms : 0.5 amps.
Using The Transform In Figure 5
Total resistance : rs + RL : 10 ohms, so current in
load : 5 volts/1O ohms : 0.5 amp.
Volts across load : 2.5 volts/S ohms : 0.5 amps.

Both results agree but there is no doubt that
method 2, using the Thevenin transform is simpler and
quicker. It may be argued that, although method 1 is
the longer way round, much more information about
the circuit is gained. For example, it has found the total
resistance, the total current, the voltage across R, as

well as the current and voltage across the load. This is,

of course undeniable but this is the very point of The-
venin! It can be used to find the conditions across one
particular component of interest without the drudgery
of first extracting information which may be unwanted
an!,way. The resistor values in the example were, oI
course, biased in favour of the Thevenin method but
the advantages would be equally evident whatever
values are chosen. It should be emphasised that the
particular resistor defined as the 'load'remains a per-

sonal choice - it need not be the 'outside' one!

Thevenin Solution Of
Bridge Netrvork
Figure 3 shows a bridge with resistor values which
throws it off-balance. Only when such a bridge is bal-
anced will the current through R' be zero. In this case
however, some currentwill flow. The problem is - how
much current? The solution requires a certain amount
of juggling with Khirchoff and simultaneous equations.
As shown in Figure 3b, Thevenin again, can help. By
applying the same three steps, the equivalent EMF is 1

volt and the equivalent source resistance is a/3 ohms.
When the % ohm load is restored, the total resistance is

ETI FEBRUARY 1992

2 ohms so the current through Rl amp.

Resonant Circuit Example
To emphasise thatThevenin can be used equalywell in
A/D networks, Figure 4a is showing a series circuit
consisting of an inductance, L, having resistance R in
series with a capacitance, C. When the circult is reso-
nant, a voltage is developed across the capacitor equal
tb Q times the supply voltage - where Q is the circuit
magnification factor. Unfortunately, this voltage is

little more than hot air - it is there until it is asked to do
some work! As soon as it senses a load across its termi-
nals, the voltage could plunge downwards, and
become a mere shadow of its former glory

Although calculating the on-load voltage is not
dilficult it can involve a nauseating orgy of j notation.
However, if only the load voltage is required, much of
the tedium can be avoided by employing the Thevenin
transformed version, shown in Figure 4b. Using the
same three steps used in the first example, the equiva-
lent EMF is QVs and the equivalent source impedance
turns out to be a PARALLEL resonant circuit which is a
pure resistan& of value L/CR (called the 'dynamic
impedance'),2o.

When the load is now connected, the voltage
across it can easily be found because, as Figure 4c
shows, it is the output from a simple voltage divider.
The following calculations, based on Figure 3 show the
conditions before and after the load is connected.
Open-circuited output:

Q : 1/R {a7e :70.7
Output voltage : Q X Vs : 707 volts
Output with load connected:
Thevenin equivalent EMF E : 707 volts.
Thevenin equivalent source impedance : L/CR :
100k
Output voltage is therefore about %mth of 707 :7 .07
volts.
Anyone doubtipg the power of a Thevenin transform
should try calculating this output voltage on load with-
out it! Apart from finding the on-load output voltage, it
is usually more important to determine the lowest load
resistance permissable if the high open-circuit voltage
is to be maintained. To ensure this, the load should be
at least ten times higher than the equivalent source
rbsistance. As Figure 4c shows, this would require a
load of at least 1 Megohm.

The Delta Star Transform
Figure 5a shows a three-terminal 'delta' network, so-
called because it resembles the Greek letter of that
name. This network can be quite difficult to crack
when it forms part of a larger network. The delta-star
fuansform is a useful dodge for changing to the equiva-
lent 'star' form as shown in Figure 5b,
Rules for convetting
o First add up the value of all three resistors in the
delta form and call this T.
o The equivalent 'star'resistor is then the product of
the two adjacent delta resistors divided by T.

Figure 6 shows a worked example of such a trans-

-

-k(t)
a

DELTA EOUIVALENT STAR

Fig.5 Delta to star transfer rules
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Fig.6 Example figures

FINAL REDUCTION STEPS

Fig.7 Unbalanced bridge example

form. The value of T in the delta form is 2*3*5:10.
So, applying the rule to find the equivalent star form,
\: (2x31/10:0.6 ohm
R, : (3x5)/10: 1.5 ohm
\: (2x5)/t0: 10 ohm

Using Delta/Star in bridge
networks
Figure 7 shows unbalanced bridge neh,vork and the
problem is to fi the total resistance across the termi

converted to the equivalent star form. Either of them

Rr : (3x5)/10: 1.5 ohms
Rr: (5x2)/70: 1.0

ohm
R3 - (3x2)/10 : 0.6 ohm

The resultant neh,vork is now free of that awkward
resistor which was e. Figure 7c shows the
final steps - which, quire no explanation _
leading to the 2.5
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Use the coded transmitter and receiver with our Micro_pressure or Volt Drop
alarm lo form a coded remote controlled system.

CODETRANSMTTTER partskitel3.95 AssembtedEtT.gs
_ CODE RECEIVEB parts ktt e21.35 aiseroieJ eo.sSAlso available:-

ith V|SA or ACCESS payment.
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Instrumentation &
TestGearBasics

ovember's opening part of this mini-
series began by introducing the reader to
modem insfumentation and test gear
terminology, and ended by looking at
basic types of'generator' circuit. This

month's episode picks up from where we left off.

'Indicator' Accuracy
The next major category of test gear is the 'indicator',
which usually consists of some type of analogue or
digital meter. Before looking at the various types of
indicator, mention must be made of the system of
specifuing the accuracy of meters.

The accuracyof analogue meters (i.e. moving coil
types, etc) is specified by the statement that the actual
meter reading is'accurate to within + 'x % of the FSD
value of the meter'. By convention, this statement is

usually abbreviated to the simple but rather ambi-
guous statement that the meter has an 'accuracy of 'x'
%', the remaining qualifying parts of the full statement
being accepted (by practical engineers) as implicity
and self explanatory. Thus, if a meter has a specified
'accuracy' of 3% (a typical value) and has a FSD (full
scale deflection) value of 10V, as shown in Figure 1, it is

implied that the meter has a tue input in the rahge9.7
to 10.3 volts when it reads 10V and in the range 0.7 to
1.3 volts when it reads lV. Note in the latter example
that meter errors may be as high as 30%.

Digital meters usually give three or more digits of
readout, as shown in Figure 2. A simple 3-digittype can

tnnnfi,-l-r-r-l
(b) (c)

Fig 2. Full-scale readings on digital meters with (a) 3-dlgits, (bl 3%digits, and (c) 4%'digits.

give a maximum reading of 999. Most general-pur-
pose digital voltmeters (DWs) can give a maximum
reading of 1999, and are known as 3l-digit DWs;
high-precision types cqn give a maximum reading of
L9999 and are known is 4%-digit DWs. Their preci-

sion is fully specified by the statement that their read-
ing is 'accurate to within 'x'percent of the actual read-
ing, + 'x' digits'. By convention, this statement can be
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b)

Fig 1. This 10V meter has a basic'accuracy'(see
text! within 3% oI FSD; its readings arg
accurate to within (a) 3% at 10V, and (b)
30% at 1V.

06

Indicator Types
The following'lndiator'
types of teSt",gear are in
common use:

ANALOGUE MEIERS,
These are designed to give
a visual representation of a
monitored parameter value
by moving a pointer or a
dot or bar of light a propor-
tionate distance across a
graduated scale. Figure 4
shows examples of a 7 volt

well suited to
applications such
as 'peak point'and
'null point'indicat-
ing. The second
great advantage is
that they can be
inscribed with
both linear and
non-lfrelr scales,
enabling, for ex-
ample, a single
npter to read both
lirear and dB vol-
tage values.

In instrumen-

abbreviated to a simple statement that the meter has
an 'accuracy of 'x' percent, + 'x' digits'. Thus, if a
3' l, digit 19.99 volt meter has an'accuracy' of 0.5% f2
digits (a typical value), as shown in Figure 3, it is
implied that its readings are accurate to within 0.7% at
10V, and to 2.5% at 1V0.

reading given on 10 volt meters using (a) moving poin-
ter and (b and C) ten-LED bar-graph and dot-graph
'moving Iight' diplays.

The reader should note that analogue meters
have two major advantages over digitaltypes. The first
is that they give clear indications of measurement var-
iations (digital displays present a confused jumble oJ
numbers under this condition), making them uniquely

tation and test gear applications, the most widely used

type of analogue meter is the 'moving coil' type. These 
I

are actually current-indicating meters in which the test I

current flows through a coil and causes the meter's
pointer to deflect by a proportional amount. The coil
has a finite resistance, and the performance of the
meter can thus be depicted by presenting it as shown in
Figure 5; in this instance the meter has an FSD sensitiv-
ity of 100pA and an internal resistance of 1000R, and

Ray Marston presents
the second part of hts neu
'test gear' mini- serips.

Fig 3. This 3%-digit meter has a full scale sensitivity of
19.99V and a basic'accuracy'(see test) within 0.5% +2
'digits'; its readings are accurate to within (a) O.7% at
10V, and (b) 2.5% at 1VO.

@@@@@@@EEE

(a)

Fig 4. Representations of 7V readings on 10V meters of the following
* types; (a) moving pointer, (bl 10'LED bar-graph, (cl 10-LED dot-

graph.

Fig 5. Representation of a moving
coil meter with a FSD
sensitivity of 1001jA and
1000R internal .esistance.
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Fig 8. Multiplier resistor and
bridge rectifier used to
convert the 100pA
meter to an AC
voltmeter.

&E
Fv-!

-t.lV
E-(t)
FvlE

-

rVA\ IOOUA /\4! 900il4 /

Rx = i.tlR

Fig 6. External shunt (R,) used to convert the
above meter to read l mA FSD.

thus has 100mV generated across its terminals at FSD.
The sensitivity of the Figure 5 m eter canbe eff.ect_

ively reduced (so that it needs a greater current to give
a FSD reading) by shunting the meter,s terminals with
a suitable resistor (Rx), as shown in Figure 6. Altemat-

and the meter's internal resistance) needs a value of
100k. The meter can be made to indicate AC current
values by feeding them to the meter via a bridge recti-
fier; Figure 8 shows how the meter can be made to
indicate AC voltage values by feeding them to the
meter via a multiplier resistor (Rx) and a bridge recti_
fier.

'conversion' circuitry.
DIGITAL MUIIIMETERS. These combine a
DW rn66[u1s and a variety of switch-selected ,conver-

sion' circuits, to make a highly versatile and accurate
battery-powered general-purpose test meter that can
outperform the ordinary analogue multimeter in many
respects.
DIGIf,AL FBEQUENCY METERS. These are 6
to 8-digit instruments that give a direct readout of input
frequency or period, with crystal precision.
OSCILLOSCOPES). These are complex instu-
ments that enable waveforms, etc.,to be displayed in
real-time form on a cathode ray tube's (CRT,s) flat TV-
like screen, which is fitted with a calibrated graph-like
graticule. The CRT is fitted with an electron gun that
enables a sharp spot of light to be generated on the
screen; this spot can be moved up and down the screen
(on the 'Y' axis) by signals applied to a pair of ,y'
plates, or left and right across the screen (on the ,X,

axis) by signals applied to a pair of 'X, plates. The spot
intensi! can be varied via signals applied to a,Z, grid,
thus giving 'Z' axis control.

Figure 11 shows, in simplified block diagram
form, the basic elements of an oscilloscope (or ,scope,

as it is usually called). The external test signal that is to
be displayed is fed to the 'scope's high-impedance
(typicatly 10 Megohm) input attenuator and passed on
to the CRT's 'Y'plates via a wideband amplifier and a
push-pull driver. Part of the amplified signal is tapped
off to activate a 'trigger'generatoq which synchron-
ously fires a 'time base' generator that feeds a linear
sawtooth waveform to the CRT's 'X'plates via a push-
pull driver; the time base generator also activates a
'bright-up' generator that gives'Z' axis control of spot
intensity. These elements act together to draw or
'trace' a graphic display of the input waveform, with
the 'Y' axis hacing the vertical movements on a volts-
per-centimetre basis, and the 'X' axis tracing the hori-
zontal left-to-right movements on a microseconds-per-
centimetre basis.

Fig 10. Block diagram of an electronic analogue
multimeter.

In practice, the sensitivity of most simple modern
'scopes can be varied, in calibrated steps, from about
SmV/cm to SV/cm in the 'Y' axis, with a bandwidth
extending from DC to 20MHz, and from O.5ps/cm to
0.5s/cm on ihe 'X' axis. Some 'scopes have band-
widths that extend to 100MHz or more, and others
have multi-trace facilities that enable waveforms from
two or three different parts of a circuit to be displayed
simultaneously.

'Composite' Test Gear Types
The following 'Composite' types of test gear are in
common use:
L-C-R BRIDGES. These combine a passive,bridge,
network and an energising generator and a balance
indicator, to form a stand-alone test set that can be
used to measure values of inductance (L), capacitance
(C), and resistance (R). Figure 12 shows the basic ele-
ments of a resistance-measuflng 'Wheatstone' bridge
unit; the actual bridge (R1-R2-R3-Rx) is energised by a
low-frequency (typically 50 to 1000H2) oscillator, and
the bridge's output signal is monitored via a null-indi-
cating logarithmically-scaled meter.

Fig 9. This voltage divider gives an unloaded
output of 5V, hut this simple test meter
gives an output reading of 3.3 volts. due to
its loading effect.

ANALOGUE MUIIIMETERS. These consist of a
g coil meter with a wide span of

and DQ voltage and current
ry-powered addition that enables

the meter to indicate a widetange of resistance values.
When using a simple multimeter, always consider its
effect on the circuit undet'*est; Figure 9 illustrates this
point. Here, the Rr-R, divider gives an unloadedbut-
put of 5V, but when the meter is connected across the
outpu nts R, and reduces its
effecti cingtheoutputvoltage
to the the meter.
ETECTRONIC ANAI,OGUE MUf,IIMETERS.
These united a normal moving coil meterwith an elec-
tuonic buffer/amplifier and a high-impedance input
attenuator, as shown in Figure 10, to greatly increase
the meter's effective sensitivity and input impedance,
etc. Such meters may typically have an input imped-
ance of 10MQ and a maximum AC or DC FSD sensitiv-
ity of 1mV.
DIGIIAL VOUIMEiERS (Dvlts). These are
usually 3f or 4rf -digit instruments with a LED or LCD
readout and a FSD sensitivity of 199.9mV (or
199.99mV) and an input impedance of 100 Megohms;
they are readily available in 'module' form, and need a
nominal supply voltage of 5V (LED t92es) or 9V (LCD
types). They can easily be made to read various FSD
values of AC or DC voltage or current, or resistance,
etc., by connecting the inputs to the meter via simple

Bm
(100k)

Fig 7. Series multiplier
resistor R* used to
convert the 100pA
meter to read 10V
FSD.
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The bridge's action is such that its output is zero
when the ratio of Rr/R, equals that of R /R*, and under
this condition the bridge is said to be'nulled' or 'bal-
anced'. Thus, at balance, the R, value equals thit of R*
multiplied bythe ratio Rr/R, In practice,variableresis-
tor R, is fitted with a calibrated scale, and the value of
R, can be varied in switch-selected decades, to give a
'decade value multipller' action; the R* value is found
by simply adjusting R, and R. until the bridge is bal-
anced, and then reading off the R, value and multiply-
ing it by the R. factor. The bridge can be adapted to
measure values of inductance or capacitance by
replacing parts of the Wheatstone bridge with reactive,
rather than resistive, elements.

DISIORTION-FACTOR UETERS. These
instruments enable the inherent distortion of a sine
wave signal to be accurately measured in terms of total
harmonic distortion (THD), and are used in checking
the linearity performance of audio amplifiers, etc.
They consist of an ultra-low-distortion sinewave gener-
ator, a high-performance twin-T (or similar) adjustable
notch or'rejector' filter, and an elechonic millivoltme-
ter that gives a reading of tue RMS values, all inter-
connected as shown in Figure 13. Here, the sinewave
generator is first set to the desired test frequency
(usually lkHz) and its output is fed to the input of the
test amplifier; the output of the amplifier is connected
to the input of the notch filter. The output level of the
amplifier is then set to some convenient reference
value (e.g., 1V), which is read on the built-in meter with
SW, set to position '1'; SW, is next set to position '2' to
monitor the output of the notch filter, which is then
tuned about the lkHz test frequency to give the mini-
mum possible meter reading. Under this condition the
notch filter totally rejects the fundamental lkHz test
signal, and only its harmonics reach the RMS reading
meter, which thus gives an accurate reading of THD
(e.9., a reading of 1mV conesponds to 0.1% of the fil-
ter input signal, and thus represents a THD value of
0.1%).

Electrical'Standards' Tglpes
Every professional electronics laboratory should hold
a selection of electical'standards', which can be used
to check the fundamental accuracy of other types of
test and measuring gear. These are high-quality, high-
accuracy uniis that (ideally) carry a certificate of cali-
bration, which is periodically checked against national
or international standards. All 'standards'should be
held in a thermally regulated environment. Standards
are in common use for the checking and measurement
of the following parameters: ATTENUATION,.CAPA-
CITANCE, FREQUENCY INDUCTANCE, RESIST
ANCE, and VOLIAGE. The atienuation standard
usually takes the form of a switched, precision,.attenu-
ator box. Capacitancd, inductance, and resistance
standards can take the form of individual compon'ints,
or switch-selected components in 'boxes'. Frequency
standards may take the form oI a thermally stlbitized
crystal oscillator, or a special radio receiver'that is
tuned to a dedicated 'reference standard' broadcast
station, Voltage ref.erence may take the form of a
'standard' cell, or a modern precision voltage-re{er-
ence IC circuit.

Basic Test Gear
Circuit Elements
Mrtually all practical instumentation and test gear cir-
cuits are made up one or more of the following basic
types of circuit element, which will be described in
detail in future parts of this series.

AIENUATORS and FILIERS; these passive
networks are used to correctly condition or adjust the
amplitude or quality of signals reaching the inputs of
indicating instruments, or coming from the outputs of
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generators,
BRIDGES; these passive networks come into bal.

ance only under sharply defined conditlons of imped-
ance matching, and can be used in a varietyr oftestgear
applications for measuring parameters such as resist-
ance, inductance, or impedance, or as the basis of pre-
cision sinewave generators and THD meters.

ANALOGUE and DIGITAL METERS; these can
be used as the basis of a whole range of single- and
multi-range 'indicator' instruments, to give accurate
readings of all types ofvoltages and currents, as well as
frequency, resistance, and other parameters.

WnVefORpt GENERAIORS; these form the
basis of many types of test gear; a vast range of wave-
form types can be direcfly generated or synthesised.

g Finally, POWER SUPPLY circuits have almost
urBversal application; theycan be used to provide sim-
ple'rough'voltages or ones that are precision regu-
lated to provide a specific voltage, almost irrespective
of output loading conditions.
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Mike Barruise is back
with a sideways look at
the first princtfles of
zlectricity and electronic s.

ractically all elementary introductions to
electronics start on day (or page ) one with
the conceptof the electron Neatlittle dia-
grams of atoms like solar systems in mini-
ature soon alternate with descriptions of

mechanisms and phenomena such as energy bands
and holes, which cannot be observed first-hand, and
must be taken on faith in the authqrity of the tutor or
writer.

It is almost always overlooked that most of the
fundamental concepts in eleckonics have reasonably
usable analogies in everyday mechanisms with which
most of us are familiar. These mechanisms may oper-
ate with or on media other than the movement of elec-
trons inwires (water, gas, mechanics etc ), buttheirvar-
ious processes can in many cases be described quite
accurately, using a small collection of very similar equ-
ations which operate equally in many branches of phy-
slcs.

This series is an attempt to break out of the con-
fines of electronics in isolation by showing how it fits
into physics as a whole. We will dis'etrss some of the
similarities betvreen practical electronic phenomena
and their mechanical counterparts, and demonstrate

tend to be studied in hvo different buildings on the uni-
versity campusl

Breaking The Law?
When comparing systems, I tend to consciousiy avoid
the use of any expression such as 'obey the same physi-
cal laws', because I believe that this approach is coun-
ter-productive. The idea of breaking a Phgsical Law is
dl{ficult to dissociate from the concept of robbing a
bank or mugging someone

In reality, there is no such thing as a physical law.
All we have is a constantly shi{ting ground of best
guesses, each of which seems to predict the behaviour
of some natural phenomenon more or less reliably
within the limits of our observational capacity.

Not so long ago, the Earth was considered not
only flat, but to be at the centre of the whole Universe.
Very recenfly, it was believed that a clever enzgme
called Swivelase was responsible for the untuuisting of
the DNA double helix in preparation for cell division.
Right now, in Nucleonics, we have Fermions and Bos,
ons, which can be sub-divided into Leptons, Quarks,
Photons and GIuons, which can be further sub-divided
ad nauseam, and these are not even realities you might
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how different types of systeih can be described in the
same basic mathematical tefms. Before we dive in, ffis
probably instructive to look at some historical back-
ground, and attempt to answer the questions: what is
PHYSICS anyway, and how did its current fragmenta-
tion come about? What follows is necessarily a brief
resume of an enormous and fascinating subject. I
would strongly recommend the interested reader to
follow up the references at the end of this month's text.

Most of us tend to view the totality of Science as
including three separate subjects: Chemistry, Biology
and Physics. Physics in turn is seen as a set o{ isolated
sub-spheres: Motion, Heat, Light, Waves, Electricity
and so on. These divisions have been drummed into us
by the education establishment for longer than anyone
can remember, inculcating a viewpoint which denies
the interconnectedness of the amazingly complex real
world. I am reminded of the remark by eminent psy-
chophysiologist Robert Ornstein that, in spite of over-
whelming evidence of their essential interaction in the
living organism, Psychology and Physiology are disso-
ciated by the medical profession, solely because they

pick up with a pair of (very small)hueezers, butprobab-
ilities that the reality might be there at a given instant.
There is even a revolting object called a Glueball which
is postulated under certain conditions. To me, it is rem-
iniscent of those horrid wet blotting paper missiles we
used to flick round the ciassroom as bored schoolboys.
The point of all this is that our models of the world
depend entirely upon our observations at a given time,
which in turn depend on our preconceptions Even our
innate senses are highly seIective, and sensory percep-
tion depends mainly on previous experiencei. When
we make observations beyond the resolution of our
unaided senses, our instruments are entirely the pro-
duce of existing expectations concerning the things we
wish to observe

Just considering the nucleonics example, a whole
area of superpowered theoretical physics and comput-
ing expertise is now solely concerned with mapping
the interactions of this multiplicity of theoretical ping-
pong balls, which may, or may not, even be theie?.lt
has however been perfectly possible to develop quite
sophisticated electronic (and other) components and
systems without recourse to such theories for a very
long time, and I have a suspicion that Occam's Razor
might be brought to bear on the problem with advan-
tage.

Natrorp Specialisation
Occam's Razor can be summed up as the principle that
the simplest of several alternative explanations of any
phenomenon is the most likely to be right.

In the 16th century, itwas possible, with diligence,
to study the totality of knowledge of the civilisedworld.
To a great extent, the position remained unaltered until
the start of the Industrial Revolution. This milieu
tended to breed individualswith radically differing out-

Fig. l Absolute and differential pressure.
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looks on the same body of information. The resulting
diversity of postulates allowed a healthy atmosphere
of debate in most areas of knowledge.

In our time, we have split our knowledge into such
narrow specialisms that it needs quite a large develop-
ment team to make even small advances. An indica-
tion of this is the proJiferation of scientific publications:
a nominally exponential growth in the number of spe-
cialist journals from less than half a dozen around the
year 1700 to well in excess of 100,000 today. Equally, it
has been observed that the average joumal doubles in
thickness every decadea, which suggests, not so much
that discovery is accelerating, but that more and more
is being written about less and less

In spite of all this prolific paperwork, modern
mainstream science onlyvery rarely has more than one
or two alternative explanations of any phenomenon in
view at any time, so it is praciically impossible to apply
Occam's Razor. This is due, to a great extent, from the
technological bandwagon syndrome. Communic-
ations are now so good, that, at any given time, there is

one main sphere of interest which occupies the major-
ity of the brainpower available. There is a tendency to
rapidly form a consensus of opinion, and then reject

conflicting input, even from within the group (a basic
attribute of human behaviour). This can even result in
the heretic being expelled from the field, or having
their funding cut!

An interesting sidelight on these changes is the
language oI scienti{ic papers over the last few centu-
ries3. Until the late 19th century, papers were written in
the everyday language of generally educated people
(mostly Latin until about 1670) and phenomena were
described by analogy with familiar objects which were
mostly observable without special equipment. Since
about 1880, the language has gradually, but at an
accelerating rate, become more turgid and specialised,
and the descriptions increasingly mathematical, until
modern scientific papers are almost unreadable by
ordinary mortals. This has more or less kept pace with
the division of science into ever narrower specialisms
as the volume of knowledge has increased.

It would be superficially convincing to suggest
that the problem of communication of technical infor-
mation results from (a) the number of modern special-
isms, and (b) the upsurge of commercial science,
which demands an element of secrecy. However, I
think a more valid reason is the invisible nafure of most
of the phenomena which bear ou our current technol-
ogy. A machine with visible moving parts tends to
become more familiar than a system which performs in
secret. Even if the observers are not wholly informed,
they can make assumptions about the working of the
visible machine by application of common sense,
whereas the 'black box' has to be explained by an
'Expert' {or even a marginal understanding to be
obtained.

A system consisting of several black boxes thus
has to be explained by several experts talking different
technical languages. The result can often be apparent
conflict of information. A beautiful example of this
came to light during World War IL At the time the V2
rocket sites were starting to be visible in aerial photo-
graphs, the allied rocketry development team appar-
ently disregarded the information, on the grounds that
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the only possible rockets were solid fuelled, and the
rocket- shaped things in the photos were too big to
get off the ground if they were solid fuelled. Their cal-
culations were per{ect. The only errorwas the assump-
tion that there was no other kind of rocket motor6.

Most people now use a huge array of increasingly
complex technologies (about which they know practi-
cally nothing) to perform etteryday tasks. The user's
need for basic operational skills, and the narrowness
of the specialisms which engender the product, have
lead to a two-tier information system: a lighlhearted
superficial treatment for the ordinary reader, and the
almost impenetrable jargonesque of the inner circle of
the informed. Between these two extremes, there is vir-
tually no information available.

The upshot of this essentially cultural divide (in
our terms) is the development of two schools in elec-
honics. The first is that of the Technically Trained, who
know exactly how to use a resistor, but haven't a clue
how it works, and the second, the Scientifically Edu-
cated, wholrnow exactly how a resistor functions, but
couldn't use one to save their lives.

The purpose of this series, then, is to bridge the
gap between these two standpoints: to explain the sec-
ret workings of electronics in terms of visible parallels,
and, thereby, banish the mystique. It must be remem-
bered that most of the following descriptions are com-
promises. Many analogies will work in part, and many
phenomena and mechanisms will require different
analogies for different detail.

Making A Stafi
There is one basic premise that has to be taken on trust
for our version of science to work at all. This is the con-
cept of ENERGY and the principle that energy is
neither created nor destroyed by any process, but is

simply converted from one form to another. There
have been mapr attempts to demonsbate this princi-
ple experimentally, all of which have more or less
worked, within the fairly crude limits of experimental
error.

As to what energy is anyu,/ay, that is the $64000
question for physicists, but we don't really care. The
ordinary notion of 'having lots of energy today' is really
quite close in our terms. It means, more or less, that
you have the capacityto do lots ofwork Energy, there-
fore, is, roughly, the capacity to do 'work' or to change
things.

for our purposes, we consider the existence of
two, types of energy: the energy transferred during
work, which we call kinetic energy(from the Greek for
'grovement"), and the energy stored in something as a
rrisult of work, but nal yet being used (potential
energyl. The mechanism of transactions (interactions
between 'things') consists o{ the interchange of energy
by conversion between kinetic and potential forms or
vice versa.

The normal textbook example is the raising of a
weight against the force of gravitt', which imparts to it
some potential energy. This is then converted back
into kinetic energy when the weight falls. Although this
is perfectly true, and will have to be used later in our
discussion, it is not perfectly obvious.

A clearer first insight is obtained by considering
petrol. Dead plants and animals are exposed to heat

' and pressure for millions of years, absorbing in the pro-
cess an enormous amount of kinetic energy (the
remains get hot and squashed). The energy ofthis heat
and pressure is converted into the potential energy of
chemical changes in the material. Thereafter, petrol
will sit around quite innocently for ages with no visible
energy exchange until you light that match. In setting
the petrol on fire,youatereversing the process, by con-
verting chemical potential energy into kinetic energy
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Fig. 2 Potential difference maintained with unequaltank dimensions.
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(the emission of light and heat, and the force which
throws you across the room), but unless you do, the
potential energy in a given volume of petrol does not
'[eak away': it cannot be lost except in a transaction
with something else (in this case with the oxygen in
air).

If that is not enoggh for you, the concept is
brought home in a very familiar way by the common
school report comment: "shows great potential,,,
which implies "hasn't used any of it yet", in other
words, kinetic energy is the energy of change and pot-
ential energy is the energy of stasis.

In most transactions, the energy is converted in
more than one way simultaneously. Assuming you
only want one Rpe of conversion, you then describe

the system as having
losses. A filament lamp,
for example, converts
less than 10% of the
electrical energy sup-
plied- into light. The
remairid?ir is converied
to heat, which is not use-
ful in a lamp. The heat
therefore represents a
Ioss to.us, although the
total energy of the heat

and the light coming out still equals the total electrical
energy going in. This concept of losses will be very
important later on in our discussion.

In At The Deep End
Water is a very good analogy for the basics of electrical
energy. If you can ignore electricity's lack of 'wetness,,
they have many features in common at a fundamental
level. Both water and electricily are incompressible, so
a very simple water system (Figure 1) can be used to
explain some of the basic terms in electronics.

. The water in each tank has potential energy pro-
portional to the height of the water surface above
ground, which we call the head or water pressure The
valve is clcjsed for now, so the water is not going any-
where, but there is a dif{erence in potential energy or
POTENTTAL DIFFERENCE between the hryo lots of
water in the huo tanks because theii water levels are
different. The absolute height above the ground of the
two tanks does not affect the potential difference
betr.veen them, which is purely a function of the differ-
ence in their water levels. In tho{ame way, an electrical
potential difference can exist bei',,,ueen anv two Doints
at any absolute potentials wifh respect to irorni. Th"
d lermines the
P in N/m2*or
P ancient you
are) for water and in VOLTS for electricity

As the potential difference is due solely to the dif-
ference in water levels, it is possible to produce the
same potential difference using almost any two differ-
ent volumes of water (or to alter the potential di{fer-
ence without changing the relative or absolute
volumes of water), simply by changing the dimensions
of the tanks (Figure 2). The volume of water is an abso-
lute quantity of matter: a finite number of molecules. In
the sameway, an electricalCHARGE is a finite number
of electrons, a quantity of electricity. The charge of
water is measured in litresror gallons, and the electrical
charge is measured in COULOMBS.

Now let's open the valve. Immediately there will
be a flow of water between the hryo tanks. This will con-
tinue until the level in the tanks has equalised. Every-
one whose drains have ever blocked knows to their
cost that water finds its own level. This flow of water
can be measured in litres per second, and directly
equates to the electric CURRENT (a flow rate of. elec-

trons), which we qqote in Coulombs per second
(Amperes). The flow rate depends on the difference in
pressure in the two tanks. Each tankful is trying to flow
towards the other tank under the influence ol an abso-
lute pressure, and they are pushing in opposite direc-
tions. The net flow depends on the sum ofthetwo pres-
sures, one of which is negative with respect to the
other.

Down Ib Earth
We have so far considered relative pressures as existing
between lwo variables: the water levels in the two
tanks. Each in reality exhibits an absolute pressure,
and it is the difference between these absolutes which
we have so far discussed. This absolute is the differ-
ence behveen one variable and somethingwhich never

terms of water, absolute pres-
with respect to sea level. This
t 'is defined to be the same

everywhere, making it an acceptable reference. Why is
this?

When we opened the valve bet'ween our two
tanks, we saw that the dilference in water levels disap-
peared quickly as water flowed from one tank to the
other. The time taken for the levels to equalise
depends on the rate of flow in the connecting pope. As
we will discuss in detail later, the flow rate depends on
the size of the pipe: the bigger the pipe, the quicker the
levels will equalise Supposing the pipe is infinitely
large, any difference in level will be equalised instantly,
so there will neverbeany difference in level. This is the
scenario which describes the condition within a single
tank: all point in the tank are connected to each other
by 'infinitely large pipes', so there can never be a differ-
ence in level bet'ween any point in the tank and any
other. The sea amounts to a gigantic 'tank', so the
same applies.

For electrical purposes GROUND is the absolute
teference point, for the same reason: it is at about the
same electrical level (potential) anythere on the
planet. The earth's surface is considered to offer no
impediment to the motion of electric currents (just like
the infinitely large pipe offered no impediment to the
flow of water), so the whole surface must remain atthe
same potential.

We have now defined the most basic attributes of
electrical energy in very simple terms:
Potential Difference or relative pressure, mea-
sured in Volts;
Ground, an arbitrary reference potential with respect
to any other, which is the sam e everrnuhere,quoted as
0 Volts.

ume, measured in Coulombs;
easured in Coulombs per sec_

Next month, we will start to investigate the rela-
tionships between them.
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Ithough amplifiers can be made with
nominallg' the same performance speci.
fication. there appears to the human ear
to be subtle differences bet',,r"reen them,
which are extremely difficult to associate

with scientific measurement. Various r.easons for this
have been offered and the point has often been made
that the majority of studies and measurements are
based on continuous sine wave considerations,
whereas speech and music consist of complex wave-
form components including transients. Certainly, any
amplifier design must be founded on a good under-
standing of the basic scientific/electonic principles
involved and once achieved, judicious changes can
then be made on the basis of listening tests.

Thus, if the starting point of a design is to be
based on standard recognised performance specific-
ations, how important are they to the listening plea-
sure? Harmonic distortion can be reduced to levels in
modern amplifier designs but the subjective effect of
spurious harmonic content depends on the order of

_ the harmonics. Higher order harmonics are more
objectionable than lower order, even harmonics andin
some instances a change in harmonic structure simply
changes the character of the sound of an instrument
slightly, even perhaps to make the overall subjective
effect more attractive to the listener. On this basis, the
writer feels that a reasonable approach is to aim to
keep total harmonic distortion below O.l%'over a
range of listening levels up to about 20W RMS. In parti-
cular, the characteristic,less than 0.01% at 25W RMS
and only exceeded by lower, listening levels, is very
much to be avoided. This is usually symptomatic of a
large amount of negative feedback being present
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under the high loop gain conditions at high signal
levels This is significantly reduced at low imput signal
levels where the output devices present some non-line-
arity and a reduction in gain in the Class AB and Class
B area of operation It has also been claimed that over
application of negative feedback can have a delateri-
ous effect on the transient response. Transients are an
importaht feature of speech and music, and good tran-
sient_response must therefore be the aim in a good
amplifier design.

Inftial approach,to the design
What now emerges is a requirement for a good tran
sient response and a reasonably low figure for the total
harmonic distortion, without the application of exces-
sive amounts of negative feedback. With a well bal-
anced push-pulI amplifier design even order harmonic
distortion is minimised and this reduces the need for
large amounts of negative feedback. Transient
response is dependent on a good high frequency
response, particularly in the output devices and some
amplifier designers/manufacturers make a point o{
obtaining a special, probably expensive, supply of well
matched devices with the correct frequency response.
For the impecunious constructor an alteinative
approach has to be adopted. To achieve well balanced
devices and avoid selection and/or special bias adjust-
ments, there is no need to search further than the near-
est list of integrated circuit power amplifiers. Good
matching and good thermal coupling bet'ween devices
are all part of the integrated circuit manufacturing pro
cess. The total harmonic distortion curves plotted
against output power have to be studied to select a
type that does not exhibit incredibly low distortion

A 20 utatt integrated
ampliffur by lohn Dix.
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FigJ Main amplifier circuit

How it Works
It can be seen from the circuit diagrams for the main and preamplifie

(Figures 1 and 2) that the circuitry is based on the standard operation

amplifier configuration shown below

The amplifier of gain Ahas a differentially coupled inputstage su(

thatthe outputvoltage vo is Atimesthe difference between thetwo inpr

voltages. Thus

h . .. -. ''=t 
^Ini)Bearrang ng

Ii=r;.,
n'' A R,+P,

and when A is very large, I is negligible

and A

VR^
f,=r*&_,

dependent solely on the ratio ol two retistors,

R1 has the effect of increasing the

inverting input as the frequency

creases with decreasing f requency)

lied. This helps to stabilise the DC

operating conditions ofthe circuit. Ihe point at which the ampliiier gain

starts to decrease is when the reactance of the capacitor becomes
comparable with R,,

A capacitor in series with R, reduces the negative feedback as the
frequency decreases and this is used in the preamplifier for the low
frequency RIAA equalisation. A further resistor connected across the

operational amplifier type circuits connected in a bridge

Amplifier t has a gain ol 1+Hz/Hr and amplifier 2 has a gain of -R,/R,

= - I because the i nput sig nal is applied to the invertin g in put. The outpui

Fig.2 Pre-amplif ier circuit

\ VAvr O +3OV
R8 :,
1k0

OUTPUT

sVo,+Vo, = 2V0,, becau gain

he amplifier as a who ),As
e connected amplifie of a

single amplifier then the bridged output power (proportional to the
square of the output voltage) will theoretically be four times that of a
single amplifier,

0f course, th not be achieved completely in practice if
either the amplifi nd current ratings or the power supply
capabillty cannot required output powet

Detailed Design
The first step then is to select the power amplifier inte-
grated circuit. Looking through the various options,
one that stands out in terms of availabilitv is the TDA
2030. It is a well established design, bandwidth (up to
l4OkHz claimed), convenient voltage rating, power
output and cost. This has a nominal power output cap-
ability of around 10 watts, which theoretically can be
increased by a factor of 4by bridge connection (see
How itworks). The next step concerns the type of com-
ponent in the signal and negative feedback paths and
there is agreement among many designers that elec-
trolytic capacitors should, where possible, be avoided.
Such a consideration governs the choice of resistor
values available non-electrolytic capaci-
tors ha values in the region of 2 trr2. A typi-
cal exa o the values of R13 and C14 in the
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figures at full power only to increase substantiallv at
the lower levels. Finally, tire frequency r"rpons" hu-s to
be considered to ensure a good transient response.
Unfortunately a good high frequency response tends
to be associated with the lower power members of the
integrated circuit power amplifier family and consider-
ations have to be given to ways of increasing their
power output. One quite effective way is to use truo
amplifiers in a bridge connection.
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main amplifier circuit (Figure 1)where these compo-
nents represent part of the negative feedback network
from the inverting input down to the common line. The
reactance of C14 increases as frequency decreases
thereby increasing the negative feedback and decreas-
ing the amplifier gain. It is important to ensure that
over the required operatin g frequency range the ampli-
fier gain is constant and at the design value. Thus if
15Hz is the lowest frequency to be handled by the
amplifier, then a value of 4k7 for R13 will give a -3dB
point at this frequency. Similarly R5 in the preamplifier
(Figure 2) is chosen at 1k8 to give a -3dB point of
4OHzas part of the RIAA recommended pick-up play-
back response. As shown in the How it works section,
the rest of the low frequency equalisation is also based
on a capacitor in series with one of the {eedback resis-
tors (R6 and C6 in the preamplifier circuit diagram,
Figure 2). A further design consideration is the desira-
bility quoted by many designers that the gain of the
main amplifier should be such that high signal level
sources such as tuners, tape recorders, and compact
disc players can be fed directly to its input terminals.
Thevalue of R14 (150k in Figure 1)was chosen so that
a power output of 20W RMS into an 8R loudspeaker
load could be achieved with not more than 250mV
input signal level

It is also claimed that improved sound is obtained
if there is no overall phase inversion from any input ol

R25
47k

R26
24k
R27
12k

R28
6te
R29
3k0

R30
't k5

R31
750R

Ft32
360R

833
180R

R34
91R

R35
1 00R

Fig.4 Signal circuits between inputs, pre-amplifier and main amplifier

TO POWER
AMP INPUT
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the complete amplifierto the output and it can be seen
from the circuit diagram that all inputs are connected
to non-inverting input terminals in the amplifier.
Another consideration is the thermal stability of the
semiconductor devices and any effect this may have
on the sound. Efficient heat sinking is important if for
no other reason than to minimise the chance of ther-
mal runaway occurring and presenting undesirable
levels of DC across the loudspeaker terminals. Effi-
cient heatsinks are provided for each amplifier in this
design and the devices are clamped directly to them.
To do this pin 3 has to be connected to 0V of a single
ended *30V supply and to ensure that the device out-
put pins 4 are at mid-supply the non-inverting inputs
are connected by 100k resistors (R15 and R20) to the
potential divider R17, R18 (Figure 1). A further advan-
tage of the bridge amplifier connection gives a direct
connection to the loudspeaker load and yet adopting a
single-ended supply. A standard twin secondary mains
transformer is used to feed each amplifier from an
independenf$ridge rectifier, reservoir capacitor DC
source (BR1, BR2, C1 and C2 on PSU, PCB in

-
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Fig.5 Mains,DC supply and loudspeaker wiring



Figure3). Finally, the differential drive to the loud-
speakerprovided bythe bridge connection means that
there is increased isolation from unwanted waveforms
present on the supply lines. These waveforms can arise
from supply interference.effects or what is even more
interesting, interaction between the output transistor
current swing wavelorms and the spurious rea ctive ele-
ments in the power supply components. Absence of
these effects results in an audible improvement in
amplifier performance.

Ihe Complete Circuit
Having indicated the salient features of the main and
preamplifiers the interconnection diagram between

the input signals, preamplifier and main amplifier is
shown in Figure 4.

A tape record-out facility is provided such that
any of the signal sources, excluding tape playback, can
be recorded whilst listening to the same source or any
of the others. A simple treble-cut filter, resistor R11,
and capacitors C9 ,C10, and C11, is provided to
reduce noise and distortion from a lower fidelity
source.

The voluine control is a ganged switch with 12
positions and resistors R25 to R35 giving 6dB changes
in volume over a 60dB range from full output to zero.
This type of control was chosen after careful listening
tests in comparison with a standard ganged poten-
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tiometer. The balance of the potentiometer was far
from satisfactory at low listening levels and at more
realistic levels improved imaging, stability, and clarity
was obtained from the stepped contol. To keep costs
within a budget design, the number of steps selected
corresponded to readily available switches and, whilst
an early prototype had an ancilliary switch to provide
an intermediate 3dB step, itwas never used in the final
design. The mains, DC supply and loudspeaker con-
nections are shown in Figure 5. Note each channel is

earthed to the chassis via the heat sinks and the 0V
connection on the power amplifier IC tabs. This elimi-
nates the possibility of intemal earth loops and results
in a very low hum level for the completed amplifier. It

can be seen from the photograph in Figure 6 of the
amplifierwith the cover removed, thatthe mains input,
transformer, and power supply wiring can be arranged
very neatly at one end of the case with the remaining
wiring forming a hamess assembly spaced well above
the board. The vertical wiring from board to harness
keeps power amplifier distortion to a minimum by
reducing the coupling between the high current output
pulses in the supply wiring and the sensitive input
loops in the printed circuit layout. As a result of our
considerations what is available to the constructor is

an integrated amplifierrequiringno setting-up butwith
a standard of constuction and performance normally
associated with equipment built to exacting profes-
sional standards.

Construction
The input sockets, selector switches, volume contol
switches, preamplifiers and main amplifiers are all
mounted on the main printed circuit board the compo-
nent overlay of which is shown in Figure 6. The power
supply board is mounted separately in the case and a
component overlay is shown in Figure 7. The location
of the major components and boards in the finished
case is shown in Figure 8. The mains wiring with power
switch, neon indicator and spike suppressor can be
assembled using Figures 3,5,6 and 8 whilst the remain-
ing wiring uses the hamess and spade and receptacle
connectors on the circuit boards and the loudspeaker
terminals.

Detailed board constuction starts with installa-
tion of all the wire links and low profile components
finishing up with the switches and input sockets. The
printed circuit boards are held by self adhesive plastic
stand-off pillars and the power amplifier integrated cir-
cuit tabs are fastened to the already installed heat sinks
using the instructions supplied with the component
packs. Case assembly is staightforward, taking care to
ensure that alljoints meet neatly before tightening the
self-tapping screr,us. It is important not to overtighten
these assembly screws.
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Ibsting and Use
Having double checked component installation and
ensured that there are no solder bridges between
printed circuit conductors it remains to plug in the var-
ious signal sources and a pair of loudspeakers. lf a test
meter is available, then the circuit can be checked for
short circuits and if all is well, the mains supply can be
switched on. The DC supply across the reservoir capa-
citors should be in the region of 30V with no signals
applied and the constructor should then be greeted by
high quality sound as the volume control is advanced
from zero. Prototype amplifiers have been built and
demonstrated to a wide sample of listeners working
through a wide variety of loudspeakers. The clarity of
sound has been appreciated by the listeners and
extremely good results are obtained from the author's
own design of loudspeaker, the QWL.

Specification
Each amplifier driven, power output equals 25W RMS fora 20msectone

burst at 1kHz. 
.' '

Amplifier distortion better than 0.1% at a power output of 2OWrms,

Amplifier power bandwidth 20Hz-50kHz.

Main amplifier input sensitivity 250mV for 20W output.

Pickup sensitivity 6.2mV for 20W output.

BI]YLINES
The Acousdix BC40 Bridge Connected Amplifier can be obtained in

complete or partial kit form from:

Martech Sy$ems (Weymouth) Ltd.

UnitA2/3

Marabout lndustrial Estate

Dorchester

DT1 ]YA

The complete kitconsisting ofall the items specified in the parts list

. costs: .......,................,. f163.63 (inc. VAT and P & P)

The following partial kits are also available:

Pack A (ltems 1 to 38) (Components Pack) ....................,,............. f2785

Pack R (ltems 39 to 45) (Amplifier PCB Pack) ,,....,.............,....,.... f41.95

Pack C(ltems40to5a) (PSU Pack) ....... t38.43

Pack D (ltems 55 and 56) (Case Pack) ...,.,........................,......,......... f41.95

Pack E (ltems 57 to 63) (Ancilliaries Pack| ,....,,...,......................... f32.55

All the above pricesare inclusive ofVATand Post and Packing within

the UK
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PARTS I,IST
RESISToBS (All.25W Metal Fitm)

c6,106

c7,107

c8,108

c9,109

c11,111

c12,17 ,19,20,24,112,

117,119,120,124 220nPolyester10%

C10,110 Z2nPolycarbi%

C13,113 l00p Polycarb 10%

SEMICONDUCTORS

1c1,101 NE5534A

1c3,4,103,104 TDA2030

D1-4,r01-104 1N4001

MISCELLANEOUS

3n3 Polycarb 10%

10n Polycarb 5%

lu Polyester 10%

33n Polycarb 5%

l5n Polycarb 5%

Switch PCB Rotary 2p 5W

Switch PCB Rotary 2p '1 2W

Wafer 1P 12W

Rl,25,101,125

82,102,103

R4,104

85,105

41k

27k

1M

1k8

m,15,17,18,20,106,

115,117,118,120 100k

u,107 1M2

N,11,12,108,111,112 1k

m,109 7k5

810,1'10 220k

R13,23,24,113,123,124 4k7

R14,2t,22,114,121J22 150k

R16,r9,116,119 tR

R26,126 24k

R27,121 12k

828,128 6k2

R29,129 3k

R30,130 1k5

R31,131 750R

832,132 3608

R33,133 l80R

R34,134 918

R35,135 100R

SWI-3

SW4

SW5

CAPACITORS

C1,111 22n Polyester'10%

C2,18,102,118 22u 50V Electrolytic

C3,14,23,103,114,123 2u2Polye$er10%

C5,15,22,105,115,122 100n 63V Ceramic

C4,16,21,104,116,121'100u 50V Etecrrotytic

Terminals PCB Mount; Soclet 8-pin DIL; Heatsinh; Amplifier pCB

POWER SUPPLY UNIT PCB COMPONENTS

PSU PCB; Screw Terminals; Transformer B0VA 22V; Fuseholder;

Fuse 3,15A 240V;4700pF Cap; Bridge Rectifier; Iransient
Suppressor; Neon.

CASE ASSEMBLY

Case; Pack of Screws

ANCILLIARIES

Wiring Harness; lnput Connectors; LS Connectors; pCB supports;
Earth Terminal; Rear Plate; Knobs

wtNtER t99t /t992 CAtALOOttE

OUT NOW!
I 100's of price reductions

throughout the catalogue"
200 pages
Latest new products
6Et's worth of discount
vouchers

I
Ir
I On sale from 14tn November

at most large newsagents
or directly from Cildt

-
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tc1 PtNs
8,9,12,13,14

NOTE:
tc1 = 4001
(I1 = BCt09
Dl,2 = 1 N4001

Model Railway lrack Section
Controller

was recently asked by a railway modeller friend
if I could design a simple circuit that would
operate as an automatic fuack section con-
troller. The circuit here is my solution to this

)problem.
A section of track has an 'Entrance' and an 'Exit'

A signal placed at the 'Entuance' tells the driver if he
can or cannot enter the section. Also, the signalman
has the option of manually blocking a section so that,
for instance, track maintenance can safely take place.

The circuit to implement this design has therelore
t'.,,.lo functions to perform: to count trains as they enter
and leave the track section and to provide a manual
conbol of the section.

Firstly, the counting. Since the maximum allow-
able number of toains in the section is one, only one bit
is all that is required to count with. A bistable is made
from two NOR gates (lC1a,b) connected as shown.
When a train passes the signal, placed at the
'Entrance', the track detector SW2, next to the signal,
senses the train and sets the bistable This de-activates
RtA1. The hack signal, connected to one set of con-
tacts of RtA1, will change to 'Danger': the other set
used for track isolation. This stops any further trains
entering this section. Only when the train leaves the
section, triggering SW1 placed at the 'Exit', will the
bistable be reset, RLA1 activated. ihe signal set to
'Clear' and allow another train to enter the section.

The manual contuol for the signalman is simply
eflected by permanently setting the bistable via SW3,
located in the 'Signalbox' connected to a 'Signal
Lever'. D1 and C1 Iorm a srmple power supply for IC1
enabling this circuit to run from either a 12V DC or 16V
AC supply.

The whole circuit can be built on shipboard or
purpose-made PCB. The tvro track sensors, SW1 and
SW2, are reed switches placed under the track and
SW3 is a rfiicroswitch operated by a signal lever. We
found that some loco's permanent magnets were suit-
ably located to trigger the sensors while on others
small magnets had to be fixed on the under-side of the
loco's.

Several of these circuits can be connected in
series to provide section control of a longer length of
kack. Provided that all the circuits operate from the
same supply, SW1 of the first circuit can be the SW2 of
the second circuit and the SW1 o{ the second circuit
can be the SW2 of the third circuit and so on.
Neil"Johnson,
Northiam, Sussex.

Once again u)e present
sorne circuit ideas frorn
tlw reader postbag.

Drv Soil
Alarm

ere is a soiar powered dry soil alarm. It
might particularly be useful for the blind
as well as the sighted. The circuitry is

based around a standard CMOS 4001
chip and taking a very small amount of

current. A very low frequency oscillator pulses and trig-
gers an audible oscillator, the odtput transducer being
a piezo sounder. II required, I have a supply of solar
panels available (see classified ads in this issue).
R Keyes,
Newport, Gwent.
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Multi-level bit computer
n the future, when computers change from
binary bits to multilevel bits, the circuit pre-
sented here can be used as a memory cell with
faster operational amplifiers. The number nine
is carried by one multilevel bit and four binary

bits will be required for the same work. Is this an ana-
logue computer? No This is a digital one (memory
output is Pin 1 of IC2d. For the present time we can use
the circuit as voltmeter with memory (10 volts range)

Thevoltage to be measured is applied to the input
and across the voltage divider R1 and R2 and is fed to
IC1a, an LM324operational amplifier The samevol-
tage applied to the input is presented to the output of
the operational amplifier lCla and is applied to the
voltage comparators by SW1 When the voltage at the
positive input of each comparator is greater than the
reference voltage at the negative input, the respective

output turns on for high level. The LED connected
bet'ween high level and low Ievel output is energised.

The resistor R40 contains the sum of the currents
coming from the high level outputs and respective
resistors (R26 to R35) and the current comes from
*15V by R36 The resulting voltage of R40 is applied
lolC2d The output voltage of IC2d is lVfor each high
levqJ output of the comparators more 0,5V approxi
mately due R36. This output is fedback to the compar-
ators by resistor R41. In this way the voltage measured
is memorized.

Adjust R38 for stable memorization. When LED
8 is on, turn off SW1 and LED 8 must stay on. When
LED I is on, it indicates an input between 1 volt and 2
volts and so on.
Renato L.M. de Azerjledo,
Sao Paulo, Brazil.

R5 VoLTAGE1KO COMPARATORS

INPUT
(0-11V DC)

l
R1

1MO SW1
OPERATE

EL
e2

l0k R3
't00k

F37
100k

R38
2k0

NOTE:
1C1,2,3 = LM324
BESISTOFS ARE O.5W

R39
470R

5k0 1 +1 5V

:3ft\.' Ti.'91',",. ^?3f ^ .r_To



NOTE: R6
O1,4 = 8C107 10R
O23 = 8C477
D3.5 = OA47

oGz
REO /

CABLE
SHORT

R4
470R

o1
o4

GBEEN
OUTER 1,

CONTINUITY -

-l
-
L .,l

-

-
-

-
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UOCoaxial Cable lbster

his is a useful device to have to hand wher-
ever coaxial cables are in use. The tester
gives a visual indication of continuity for
both inner and outer conductors, indicates
a short bet'ween the tu;o, and also signals

poor conductivity for either
When the test button is pressed, current flows

through R6 and R7, D3, cable outer conductor, R4 and
D4 D4 illuminates to show 'OUTER CONTINUITY'
At the same time, current also flows through R6 and
R7, R2 and D1, cable inner conductor, and D5. D1 illu-
minates to show'INNER CONTINIIITY'

If the inner and outer conductors are shorted, the
current flows through R6 and R7, D3, from outer to
inner of the shorted cable, and D5. The LEDs D1 and
D4, and resistors R2 and R4 are eflectively bgpassesd.

However, ,the current flow increases from a normal
total value of around 10mA to about 80mA. The vo[-
tage drop across R6 turns Q3 on, and thus the'CABLE
SHORT' indicator is on.

Transistors Q1 and Q2 monitor the voltage drop
across the cable inner and outer respectively, together
with the associated diodes D3 and D5.lf the resistance
of either conductor is greater than about 20R, the
appropriate indicator will illuminate.

Diodes D3 and D5 must be germanium, not sili-
con, for their lower {orward drop. Remember, if using a
conductive housing for the tester, insulate the coaxial
connectors or use isolated types.
S Roberts,
Bude, Cornwall.

t
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PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD DIGITAL SIMUI.ATION ANALOGUE SIMUI.ATION SMITH CHART CAD

EASY-Po 898 PULSAB 8195 ANALYSER III 8195 Z-MATCH II 8195
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aDesiqn Sinqle sided. Double
sideil and fiiuhilayei boards.

a One software oackaoe for
Schematics arid PCB's.

a Standard outpul ancludes
Dot Matrix i laser / lnkiet
Drinters. Pen Plotlers.'
Photo-ploflers and NC Drill.

O no EASY-PC is
r I o.ooo
in 5b Countries

World-Wide.
aBuns on PCIXT/AT/286/386

with Herc, CGA EGA, VGA.
o Optional libraries include

SM Components etc.elc

oAt las!! N tull feaigred Dlghal
Circuit Simulator lor less-
than el O00l

o you lo test youl
ivithout the
nsive tesi

o Catch glitches down to a pico
secondper weekl

a lncludes 40OO Series CMOS
and 74LS Libraries.

o Runs on PCDfi/AT/286 I 386 I
486 with EGA or VGA.
Hard disk recommended.

.74HC / HCT Librarys optional.

oNEW powerlui ANALYSER lll
has fiill graphical oulpul.

a

oCalculates lnDut and Outout

Hl;r!"n"""' 
cain and GiouP

oCovers 0.001 Hzto >1OGHZ
O Buns on

PCIYI I AT 1286/386/486 with
EGA or VGA displays.

aVery tast computation.

.Z-MATCH ll takes the
drudgery out ol RF matching
problem's and inctudes mani
inore leatures than the
standard Smith Chart.

a

a ehenslve
tuding
les.

. Eqn-s j,! _P9DC-r/AT/386/486,
CGA,EGA,VGA.

o ldeal for both educalion and
industrv.

For ful! info' Phone, Fax or
Wrlte to: Number One_Slrs_tems Ltd. IThe Electronics CAD Specialists

Technical support fiee for
lllel Programs not copy
protected

REF: ETI, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDoN, CAMBS, PEl7 4wR, ENGTAND.
Telephone: O48Oil77A (7 lines) Fax: O48O 494042 lnternationat: +44-480-61778 Fax: +44-480-494042

ACCESS. AMEX. MASTERCARD. VISA Welcome.
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Send tl.50

for your EV 1 992 catalogue.
lncludes t1 .50 voucher spendable.on

orders upwards of t|0.

The cATALoGUE
120 pages, 44. Expertly presentdd and illustrated.
Easily refened to. Packed with valuable information.

The coMPoNENTS
As wide a choice as you could wish -semiconductors, surface mounting, opto-electronics,
Rs & Cs, etc. etc. Top quality; fairly priced.

The sUPPLIERS
Siemens, Boss, Cliff, Omeg,
to our top quality standards.

The SERVICE
Prompt, personal with customer satisfaction
guaranteed. Accessfu isa tacilities

28 (B) St. Jude's Road, Englefield Green, Egham, Suney TW20 ()HB

Phone -0784 433603 Fax - 0784435216

Test equipment, video monitors, amateur radio gear, printers,
power supplies, communications, disk drives, multimeters,
oscilloscopes, scientific instruments, connectors, component
bridges, frequency counters, signal generators, computers.
WAYNE KERB R4200+ADSI DISP ST0BE t2495
H0NEWELL612Hul\rlD|TYITE|\TIPRECoRDERS t95
TEK 5L4N 1OOKHZ S/ANAL 5110I\4/F ETC T1750

SIEII4ENS XTCl012 2PEN Cl'lART BECORDER 1395

GOULD EBUSH 260 6CH CHABT RECOBOEB T395

RUSH RT2 EN CU WSTHIPPER 2&45AWG 1245
RUSH DCF4+VAR SPEEO CONT $29AWG 1195

BEK 1013 BFO 2305 LEVE! BECORDEB !195
DATAI-AB 01912 TRANSIENT RECORDER POA

BBC,B & IVASTEB COI4PI]TEFS FROM 1139

lVARCol IF2337A AUTo 0|ST'N l\rlETER 8495

I/IARCONITF233lDISTNFACTORIV]ETER 8175

L|GHTB0XES230V10x12'AREA 149

DECADE B/C,A/ BOXES FBO[' I15
AVERY 9:1 & 99:1 RATI0 SCAIES POA

KINGSHILL NS1 540 1 5V 4OA PSU CASED T295

RHODE & SCHWARZ PZN PHASE METER T125

R&S SOR UHF SIG GEN 290.1O2OIVHZ fi75
R&S SCR UHF SIG GEN 95O.19OOI\4NZ !195
R&S SIIILiI POWEB SIG GEN 3O.3OOIIIHZ T165

R&S SI\iILR POWER SIG GEN 1.3OfuIHZ T13O

R&S ZB( AOMITTANCE BR IDGE 1 5.3OI\4HZ T1 25

R&S USVD UHFTEST BCVB 280-940t\4HZ (4 6G) 1150

COSSOB CH[/l 533A VI-F NAV/COI\4 BF SIG GEN 
.I

C0SSOH CR[rl 51 r |LS,^/OH AlJDlO SIG GEN ] PUA

7 SKVA lSoL 1 20/240 in 1 20/240 oUT t249

l\,lICB0WAVE 1 -20GHz ATTENUAT0BS, DIRECTt0NAL
DETECTORS/COUPLERS, NOISE SOURCE, SIGNAL
GENEBATOBS SWEEP OSCILLATORS. LP FILTEBS PIN
IllODULATOBS, CABBIAGES TEBIlIINAIIONS, VOVING &
ADJUS'ABLE SPORTS ETC POA

HP 86144 & 86164 l\rliCRoWAVE SIG GENS 1395 EA

Many valuable items at knock-down prices.
BECHABGABLESEALEDLEADACIDBATIS HP6168618C,6208,6264628A

6V 10AH LoNG LIFE, E)( NEW EoU PT tg 50 SIG GENS t35 EA 8ef: 6168 6208

HAiilEG HlI408 40[,,lHz DIGITAL SI0BAGE SC0PE TEffiRONIX 7403N, DFI 7001 LOGIC ANAL POA

2TRACEW1THHt!lBj4B-2GBApH;CpR1NTEB 9995 0SCILLOSC0PESOIJALTRACES/STATE Fromt110

BB0-BTW|N40/00SW|TCHABLED/DR|VES t95 i/ABCoNtTF2303At\rllFtutlloDtt4EIER520tVHz l24S

WAYNE KERR CT492 UNIV LCB BRIOGES 055 LEADER LBO.gC ALIGNI4ENT SCOPE 1249
RACALDANA934l DIGIIALLCRBRIDGE 1299 SIGNATGENERAToHS AFT021GHz From!1S

IIST AVAILABLE, BUT 1 Oll(l,S OF U]ILISTED BARGAINS FOB CATLEBS
OUATITY ELECTRONIC EOUIPMENT BOUGHT. ALL PRICE EXC. OF P&P AND VAT

h-t"r;;Eptp-n"i6?J[r"-'"?TnJi-r,7'nF,i'i?r"TrE''f-l
FTI {complete in block capitals):

Month Year ...'............. Page (if known) ..r......

Title ............ ..................g.......
aMonth Year ................ Page (if known) .........

Title ............

Month Year ................ Page (if known) .........

Title ............

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASP Ltd. to
the value of f1.50 per photocopy ordered.

;[otal remittance f ........ Date ............

Name ..........

Address

s;;; ih; ;;;pi;i;J i;;; ;;; i,?,'.1?",i";;ii;;;; i;,
ETI Photocopy Service

Argus House
Boundary Way

Hemel Hempstead
Herts HP2 7ST
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Baie S,oitried Timer
Cormer rtlis solde r side

Mains Switched Timer
Tirne Base solder side

PCBFoils

Mains Switched Timer
Power Supply

Counter/Driver Topside ground plane

Time Base top side ground plane
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ELECTRONICS

Rebecca Daborn
0442 66551 Ext 313

Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage:60p per word (+VAT) (minimum 15 words)

Semi display: (minimum 2.5cms)
el5.00 per single column centimetre (+VAD pef
Electromart t24.00 per lnsertion (+VAT) inSertiOn

Rinq for information s.

Ff H Att aiveilisements rn thlL.}J ta-r Advertisements are acc onditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request)

I

SOLAR PANELS .l 00mm x
60mm 2.5V 0.2Wp €1.40. 6 for
e8. 12" x 6" 12V or 6V 1.4Wp
€8.50. 12"x 12' 12V 3Wp €15.00.
36" x 12" 12V 5-6Wp f23.50
Prices include U.K. P&P. Larget I
mounted panels available.
Orders to Bob Keyes GW4 lED.
4 Glanmor Crescent, Newport,
Gwent. NP9 8AX.

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

SERVICE MANUALS
Available for most equipment

TV's, Video's, Test, Audio etc

WriE or phone lor quote

MAURTTRON (Hrr),
8 CHERRY TREE ROAD,

CHTNNOR, OXON OXg 40Y
TEL (0844) s1694 FAX (0844) s2ss4

HEATHKIT UK educalional
products distributors - service
centre. Cedar Electronics, Cedar
House, 12 lsbourne Way,
Broadway Road, Winchcombe,
Cheltenham, Glos. Tel 0204
602402.

Turn your surplus
transistors, lCs etc, into

cash lmmediate settlement
We also welcome the

opportunity to quole for
complete factory clearance

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEABS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500
metre range sensitive electet
microphone, high quality PCB,
SPECIAL OFFER complete kit
ONLY t5.95 assembled and ready
to use e9.95 post free. Access/

- Visa order telephone 021-411
1821. Cheques/POs to: Ouantek
Electronics Ltd, Kits Dept (ETl), 3
Houndley Road, West Heath,
Birmingham 831 3AL. fel 0214
599647. For details on this and
other kits

CONSORT SPEAKER KIT as
July'91 E.T.l €188 inclusive. All
parts available separately.
Memex Electronics Ltd. 1

lcknield Close, lckleford,
Hitchen, Herts SGS 3TD.

62

KITS. VHF/FM Microtransmitter,
15x25mm, t5.95, built €9 95.
"Stinger" Shocker, uses PP3!,
f12.99, built €19.99. Loads of
plans, kits, units, surveillance,
protection. Sae list. Cheque/PO:
Ace(ti), 53 Woodland Way,
Burntwood, Staffs WS7 8UP. Tel:
0543 676477 (24 hrs).

NEW VALVE AMP KITS! PE
Moscode amp 100W/CH DC
coupled 1194. ETI Hybrid preamp,
full facilities C92.99. PE Hybrid
Class A headphone amp, cathode
follower output e73.00. All kits are
easily built and offer audibly
superior performance. Prices are
inclusive. Hobtek, The Cottage, 8
Bartholomews, Brighton BNl 1 HG.

Schematic Drawing Utility
Draw your own proflessional circuit dia-
grams on ihe Amstrad CPC6128 or
PCW 8256 computer with our easy to
use design utility. Offers high quality
printout of drawings, up to 50 inches
square on a standard dot matrix printer.
Comprehensive symbol library contain-
ing many commonly used ciruit sym-
bols. Symboli library can be editedand
added to. All this and more for o.nly
J29.99 fully incJusive.
For further delails send SAE to:
CADsoft Systems. 18 Ley Crescent,
Tlldesley, Manchester M29 7BD

Technical Information Services
?6 CHURCH STR-OET, I,ARI(IIALL, ML9 I tIE

Tel: (0698) 884585 Nlon-l'ri 8..l0am ' 5.00pm
Tel: (0698) 881334 Outrith business hours

lVile now wilh an ne for pur
FAST. FREE QroTE AND FRr CltlrocLs

Renenber not onh da te hutt EVERI senice sheu
eret prodrced hut ye tlso htye

THE }IORID'S LARCEST COI,LECTION OT

d lt'[,4r1[ J(]tt st/PPIlu 0r r/t,qi 0[]J fAL,tI-flND/N0
0t1iDr5, RtP,,{in MA,{txt.t d Ifc,{N/cAt rlll,{NLriil

DAT{ lIFtRt\Ct Ilr\t AL ".., erqntial for theserious

elettrician". IREEupdatingand a 10% dhcount roucherodr

S,95, hcorporates llnique N,Iodel ldentil'jcatLcn rnd Chmsis Data
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FOR THE SEEO.US MOBILE DISCO
Switchcbe 3-l Cl.onnel Conlroller with
beotdre :nd s.rcd conlrols
PCB - Cornrcnenls Kii g2l'00
Hondwre K+ t12.00
Muhidre 4 Chonnel Controller
with beotdre, speed ond chose-select controls.
PCB - Components Kit 026'OO; Hordwore Kit f 13.00

COMPUTER CHASE 4 CHANNEL CONTROLLER.
ler des very tYPes of
isploy. ots, s en
spoiio ockin ond choice
modes ond music.

PCB * Components Kii 935.00
Hordwore Kit €15.00 Posioge & pocking €1 50 per order

HIGH POWERED SPEAKERS FOR PA AND DISCO USE

Reody mode block vynide cover s,

cutout reody for fitting o{ wide
horn ond 12" ]00 Wort RMS dri
200 Wott RMS driver. Kil contoins oll
fixinos. clomos. sockets. lobels etc.
ttos"nm tOO [t xtZ" + 7x3' horn) €165 poir
SIZE 540mmx380mmx300mm
Moonum 200 ( l x15- * 7x3' horn) €235 poir
SIZE 635mn/450mmx330mm CorrieCorrier Delivery !12 00 poir

LED DISPLAY OSCILLOSCOPE With WAVEFORM GENERATOR With

9X9 grid of sine, triongle on-d squore wove
wilh tiigger/ output. Ronge, {requency ond
sensitivit!, Y e omplitede.

& pocking 50p 89,95

98 SCHOOL STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON,
WEST MIDLANDS WU3 ONE TEL: lO9O2l 23275

WE CAN SUPPLY A VAST RANGE FoH |\4ANY IIIAKES - WBITE (send SAE please) 0B

PHONE 0452 526883 FOR A'PRICE & AVAILABILITY'ON YOUR REOUIREMENTS.

Thrs rust a small mole of oul stock - We are also holding Tools Connec phone Accs

arid much mo For olr catalogue please send 5Op slamps/chq. MAIL ease add
95p (UK) P but nol VAI All ltems subiect to avarlabi ity- Price can olice

MARAPET (TB), 1 HORNBEAM MEWS, GLOUCESTER GL2 OUE

trl$ffi &ffiKffiT YffieF,*Sffi.&mffiffim I.Te
ir;.'iiii jI L ilAvf:i'1 Vv'AY lldDUlil,HlAi h.SI/tTt

i![ v{Mrl;.!+i I i, :]Ui:l-OIi{ iLii:} iiAI'r
Tel: Newmorket (0638) 662989 ' Fox: (0638l. 660799

TOROIDAL & LAMINATED
TRANSFORMER

MANUFACTURERS
Very competitive mail order service

r#['*ori* ];n- l- d],,:i.ir:rr,? ${}+- f rirnledierle quofe
Y*i:, ft&3& &&?$$q

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 779398 Err/1./sl

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Badio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-
processor

I lntroduction to
Television

Radiro & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQl4 9UN

CATALOGUE e1.00 + 25p P&P

4x8 nch€s t240 t2 68

6^1- rcres t5 37

12r'2 rrs L 06b
Speialtrers
Conp"ler g?de Bpa.1o,s wr - {'.* lra -a s 18!001 20v

eiodd,ii ro, risi 6B0o0rr'r5utisi 100mu r'6, u m 
12 s

7*qmenlcommon pay 12mm..... .. .. . t045
1M2931AT5.0 ow d ua1orTo220 packaqe . . l0 85

85250 P channelm C559 ransSor!3.95 per l@
74LS05h€x nvenorll0mperl00,usedST4SMEreonkoler€350
TV Mans swilch 4 doube ple wlh mom€nlry cmlads lor remole
mnko padol 10 t395hx ol60 11995
DCDCconvenorReEbliymodelVl2P5 12v n5v200maoulmv
npuL lo oulpul leaLonwlh da each orpail 0l 10 t39 50

Houcounle/u*d7dqt24ov _ - 
:.-.]!|ffi

.. $m
kts
r iease aoo

95p lowads P&P vd ncuded

JPG ELECTRONICS
aF2fr Chetswoff R@d Chesteilield S40 2BH

Acmss& s Ordere 10246) 21 1202 ca eG wehome

A CAREER
IN TECHNICAL
AUTHORSHIP

There is a constant demand for
technical authors thoughout
industry. lI you have a technica]
backgrciund, a qualification in
technical authorship cdn open uP

a

TUTORTEX SERVICES ETI1
Freepost, Ulverston, Cumbria LA12 7BR

Te1: 0229 55333
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MISCELLANEOUS
ITEMS

Camera returns:35mm Auto Flash
/Wind-on, minor faults e6.00 ea
ot 2lot e10.00

Dictaphone cassette, mech/record erase
playback heads,6V solenoid, motor, hall
etfect switch e2.00 ea'

Tv/Printer stands C3.95 ea
Bicc-Vero Easiwire
construction kit €4.95 ea'

TTL/CMOS short circuit snooper C4.95*
Dot matrix LCD 10x2 lines 83.75 ea*
Dot matrix LCD'16x1 lines

with Dots t4.95.
2 digit 16 segmenl VF display

with data e2.95 ea*
4 digit intelligent dot matrix display e6.00t
17 segment VF display with driver

board and data 82.99 ea'
I digit liquid crystal display 91.75 ea'
4 digit LCD with

721'1 driver chip e3.50 ea*
Digital clock display e2.50.
11 key membrane keypad 81.50 gat
Keyboard 392mmx180mm/ 100 keys

on board + LCD + 74HC05/
80C49 easily removable e4.95

19" 3U sub rack enclosures 88.95
12V stepped motor,48 steps per rey

23" step angle 83.95 ea'
Stepped motor board with slotted

opto+2 mercury tilt switches E3 95 ea*
1000 mixed'/, wall 1'/. resistors 84.95 ea
250 electrolyic axial+radial caps E4 95 ea
'100 Mixed trimmer caps popular

values 84.95*
50 off MC 78M12CT Volt Flegs C2.95'
20 oIf W02M Volt Regs E1.50'
Cable box UHF modular/video preamp/

transformer/R's + C's/leads 86,95
1000 off mixed lvlullilayer Ceramic

Caps e795
Solar cell modules

0 45V 700mA e2.95 ea'
BBC Micro to disc drive lead t1.50'
Car Burglar alarm vibration auto entry/

exit delay 85.95 ea'
Single zone alarm panel auto entry/

exil delay housed in domestic light
socket. Eg 95 ea

TNPUT 220l240V AC 50/60
OUTPUT O-260V

Price P&P
0 sKVA 2 5 amp max e29.00 E t3.75

(E38 48 inc VAT)
'1KVA 5 amp max 837.40 t4,25

(48 94 inc VAT)
2KVA 10 amp max e54.00 C5.48

(869 89 inc VAT)
3KVA 15 amp max 871.50 26.24

(f91 34 inc VAT)
5KVA 25 amp max el26.5d

(Carriage on request)
Buy drecl kom lhe lmpodeE Keenesl pri@s n the counlry

COMPREHENSIVE BANGE OF
TRANSFOFMEB9LT.ISOLATION & AUTO

(110-240V Auto tansle.eilher.ased wilh ameil€n sockatand
mam6 reaoorop6il-€n€ ryFalaiabl€ lor rmmedrate detvery

ULTRA VIOLEf BLACK LIGH'
FLOUFESCENT IUEESt\ 1112.27 in. VAI )

2\ t !10.21 incVATl13' rf7 70 n. VAn
12. 16 52 

'nc 
vArj9r lEs 2{ ih. VAn

6ir (€s2a ncvATj
T KIT

For etrher 6n, 9 n or 12rn lub€s E5 5&55p pEp
It7 l1 hc VATI

For 13in rubes E6 00 + 75p p&p

*wanuv Loul€"3in" 
vo')

Onlyt34,00 + !2 50 p8p (842.89 mc VAn
i75 WAISEIF BALUSTED ELACK

LIGHTilEFCUFY BULBS
Avadabie wdh BC or ES [(rng Pdce inc VAT
& pgp 220.27

NBOFFINS SPECIAL' _
UI{IOUE OFFEN

Surplus Precision Medical Unit, internally in Excellent
condrlror Designed primarily lo etect a pr€cise
conrolbble amount of lluid trom a m€dical syringe (laner
not supplied) Conlains the Iol owlng removable
componenls Duai Micro Processor Boards and EPROMS
Escap Prscision 12V DC Motor wilh 3m I Gear Bor and
oplcal encoder coupled to a precisron ihreaded drive
mechanism Mains supply with 12 x 15V Nicad AA cells
back-up LCD Digital read-out 17mm high with leg€nds

Th€se are sold lor the dismantl)ng of the exceptional
quaidy components Regrel no Circuits available
Fidiculously low pnce S16 m + E4 m pap (E23 sO incl

WOE BANGE OF XENON FLASHTUBES
Wilte/P hon e you enau iies

GIANT BLOWEF EXTNACTOB UNIT
Twin output cenrifugai blower 1 HP, 240V AC motoi
Outpul approx 3800 c I m Size Lenth 1Oocm Heighl
27cm Deplh 2ftm Fixing ptate 11ffi x stum Pice 8125
+ VAT Ex-warehouss

TOBIN CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER
230V AC 2 800 RPM 0 I amp l3ohm diameler impellor
outlet 63 t 37mm. Ove6ll sE€ 195 x 160 x 150mm tong
Price e17.!o + c2.so p&p (t23 50 inc VAT).

SOLID STATE EHT UNIT
lnpul 23O|24OY AC Output approx l5KV
Producing 1omm spa*. BullLin 10 s& timer. Easily
modiled ior 20 sec. 30 sec to continuous. Designd
Ior boiler ignilion Dozens oi uses in the lield ol
physics and €lsc[onics, eg supplying n€on or argon
lubes etc Pric€ less case E8.50 + f1 0O p&p
(e11 16 inc VAT) NMS

Build your own EPFOM EFASUFE lor a lEction d the pnce ot a
made up unil ! r ol par less ese inctudes 12 

'n 
I ian 2S7

Angsl lube Bal'asl Jnil. Ftr or u p,n l€ads r6on rnd'cabr, on/o*
swikhstsry n dcwibh Md ctrcuil f 14 @ + E2 00 D&p rtlO 60

HEAW DUfl MOTOF
Ctouzel 115/230V AC heavy duly lRPM motor
Anticlmkwise lyp€ 820f5 Size Smm diam€1€r r $mm
long Shafi 6mm diamster x 20mm long Pdce inc VAT A
p&p fi8 86

BHEOSTAT
50W 2 ohm 5 amp c€ramic power rheostat prie inc VAT
& p&p 110.61.

GEARED MOTORS
71 FPIV 20lb inch lorque reversabl€
including capacitor and lranslormer
operation Price inc VAT & p8p !23 50.

MtcRoswncH
Pye 15 amp changeover lev€r microswrlch
Brand n€w price 5 lor e7.6 inc VAT & p8p

NMS = NEW MANUF SUFPLUS
F&T = RECONDITIONED AND TESTED

15V AC rnput
,or 240V AC

ERVICE TRADING CO G.r.r
57 BRIDGEMAN ROAD, CHISwlCK, LONDON W4 5BB

081-995 1560
ACCOUNTCUSTOMEBS MIN OHDEFI €10

TFIAMoFTTcELE

PBOGRESSIVE RADIO
8793 Dale Street Tel:051 236 0982

051 236 0154
47 Whitechapel Tel: 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2

'THE ELECTRON IC S SP EC I ALISTS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

Pulse/Function Generator, Thandar TG5OI]. Banqe:- 0.m5 il 5 MHz. Sire. souile. tsianole. double
pulse,sweeptunclion. Unusedboxedwithhmdboak.NonnallyE 15. Specialofier' - E395

Communicatons Beceiver. FRGT 0 5 to 3OMHZ Working bllt lrequtrcy display faulty, hence t69
Computers HPls(). Tdch-ssen by Helvlett Prckard. As sen, to dear t80
Prinfers, inkiet Hffilett Pekard HPIB lrterface As sen, to dear t65
Airsnditioned workshop. 2 metre cube @ntajner ftted bmch, power, ligfts, rack, cupboads !8SO
Proiec{or, 35mm sfip. Kershaw 25O. ln €*, tested . E4S

Camera,PolaroidcuswithcRT/Osillosmpe hood. t3S
Cable. Used polyethelme @wred mrino c€ble. Multjrye md majns. Srairer wire 3op/metre
Brud and Kjar Microphone 4138 (1/8 irch) with adapilr. Unused/bored Norma[y e1 100. tsm
Valves of mmy types a/ajlable, indudirE ptrt-Eed at very che€p prjes plase enquirc.
Desks and tables - ileal rcrk phcs! Heavy grey wooden topPed. Single/double ped6tal E1&Eg8

Filing Cabinets, /krafler meial, mcdy green. 835 and E4O

All prices exclude V.A.T. and carriage. Please check availability before ordering.
We also purchase equipment and compTlftorr#rriff*,,ry considered. Ctearances welcome

P.O. Box 19, Hythe, Southampton, Hempshire. SO4 6XO.
Tel:' (0703) 848 656. (Any rime) Fax:- (0703) 897 079

Accessories, Polypropylene Caps.
AUDIO AMATEUH PUBLICATIONS

BACK ISSUES:
Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass

Audio & lots of books
Full details lrom

FALCON ELECTRONICS
(Dept ETI) Tabor House, Mulbarton,

Norlolk NR14 8JT (0508178272
(Prcpi€lors: Falcon Acousics Ltd)

Tuts Spacr Couto
Hnvr Aovrwtsro
Youn CoupnNv!

Fon Drrnns Or Rnrrs

Tn: 0442-66551

Toplace

y0ur

advefiisenent

in the

classified

section

phone

0442 66551

Att PARTS'{ & Video spares emporium
Plionb for best price on spares

Ferg Videofleads fron L10.95, Pu6otric H6ds from f10.95
Vidgo Copy Kits 15.99. Anstsad Satellite SpareE

AII your TY & Video needs here in Liverpool

AIIB PARTS, l0l Rocky Lane, Tuebrook,
tiverpool 6 4BB. TeL 051-2m4825

Mon-Fri l0am-5.30pm, Sat 9m-5,30pm
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Keep your copies in first class condition
Keep your collection of

Popular Crafts
in mint condition with

these specially
commissioned binders.
The price is just 86.95
which includes postage

and packing*.

How to order
Send cheque/P.O, to A.S.P.
BINDERS OFFERS, Argus

House, Boundary Way, Hemel
Hempstead, HP2 7ST

TELEPHONE ORDERS (24 HRS) 0442 66ss1
-UK ONLY _ OVERSEAS PLEASE ADD 81,50

Please supply P C. binders @t6 95 each inc p&p
OVERSEAS PLEASE ADD El 50 P + P

Total E . (please make cheques/postal orders payable to A.S P)

NAME

ADDBESS

ordebitmy m Expiry .......,....

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEM ENT DEPARTMENT

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

B#s: Uneage 55p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Serni{isplay 814.00 per single column cm plus VAT, No reimbursement for cancellations. All ads must be
prFpaid. 

), ,

Address......
*

;ili;," . ........ ... . '- ..... ...... ... .... ... Date

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No. Expiry Date

- FOR SALE E COMPONENTS tr PLANS T OTHERS STATE
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f f you have problems interconnecting all your MIDI
lequipment like drums, synths, samplers and computers
then the MIDI switcher, a project featured next month, could
be the answer. ,.

We have another surface mount project in store. This
time its a Voltage controlled general purpose oscillator
packed into a very tiny box.

Also originally designed for atmospheric'measure-
ments within astronomy, we present a High res6lution
voltmeter or Earth charge recorder.

Our {eatures include the latest information on Digital
Audio Broadcasting (DAB) the proposed future of quality
radio reception,lntuitive Electronics and its investigation on
the fundamental connections between charge, potential and
current and finally more on Test-gear basics.

Why not order your copy now and collect it on 7th
February.

The above adictes arc in prepantlon but circumstances may ptevent pubtication

f\ ur Januarv edition contained:!J
Introduction to audio mixers

Faraday:Thinker and Experimenter
Making PCBs at home Pt 2
Lab Power Supply Pt 2
Photo Bnlarger timer
Test-card generator Pt 2

.A limited supply of back numbers are availble from
Select, address in column to left.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
BK ELECTRONICS,,...,,,,,,, IFC HENRYS ELECTRONICS,,,,,,,, 22

crRKrTH0LD|NGS.....,.......56 J&NBULL, ........,..44
CRICKLEWOODELECTRONICS . 31 IJ|APLINELECTRONICS.....,, OBC

DISPLAYELECTHONICS......., 43 MEC[4ICR0,.,..,,,.. 13

DIX0N..,,,.,,,,,,.,, 42 NUMBERONESYSTEMS ..,.... 59

ELECTRONIZEDESIGN,,,,,,,, 42 OMNIELECTRONICS,........,. 31

ELECTHOVALUE,.,.,. 60 RADIO&TVCOMPONENTS,.,. IBC

HALCYoN ,,,,,,.,,,, OO REEDELECTR0N|CS........., 31

HARTELECTRONICS ,,,,., .... 39 WILMSLOWAUDIO....... .,,,,, 22
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'125 watt per channel slereo power ampltf rer wrth inde-
pendent volume controls, professlonal 1 9" rack mounl and
srlent runn ng coolrng fan for extra reliabtltty
Oulput power 1 25W RMS max per channel

4 to 16 ohms
(max power rnto 4 ohms)

4sOV at 22K ohms
Electronic shorl-c rcuit and fuses

22O-240V a c 50Hz
435x'125x280mm

fl70 +t700pp

An easy to build amplifier with a good specifica-
tion All the components are mounled on the
single PCB which is already punched and back-
pnnted
o 30Wx2(DlN4ohm)
o CD/Aux, tape l, tape ll, tuner and phono in-

puts
o Separate treble and bass
o Headphone jack
Size (H W D ) 74 x 400 x 195mm
Kit enclosed: case PCB, all components, scale
and knobs f40.00 + f3 50 pp
(Featured project in Everyday Electronics, April
1 989 issue) Beprint Free with kit

MULTIBAND RADIO
VHF54-176MHz +AM CB BANDSl-80

Listen to: AIR TRAFFIC CONTBOL.

f17.e5 i3BlffLii?,tB
POSTAGE RADIO AMATEURS AND

f2.85 .%tHJruJ,jY33:
AE R IAL

ROSS PUSH BUTTON RADIO
Marns and battery operaled
Brgh quality VHF/FM,
Medrum and Long Wave receptron
6 push button selected
preset statrons
Fully retraclable te escopic
aeila I

Headphone/earphone
jack socket
Srze230Hx150Wx65D
Rel RE-5500 :

Brand new
Lrsted prrce over e30 O0

oFFER fl 5.00
+t280pp

VIDEO SENDER
Wath this handy unit you can transmit the out-
put of your home vdeo, video camera or satel-
lite equipment over the-air to a receiving televi-
sion within a range of '1O0ft Simply connect the
video and audio output of your equrpment rnto
this unit and a '10-13 8V dc power supply extra
f3.75size 122x7Ox21mm

fl1.50 +t2pp

VHF RADIO TRANSMITTERS
100mW mini bug Built on a neat little libre glass
pcb with condenser mic Fully lunable over the
FM band 9V DC f 5.75 + t0 90 pp
2 Watt transmitter kit, supplied with fibre glass
pcb, all components, diagrams, ready for you to
build 12 24V DC f7.50 + f0 70 pp
25 Watt Transmitter kit Fully tuneable over the
FM band Kit comprises double sided pcb dia-
grams and all components, includrng heat sink
Supply voltage 1 2-1 8V DC f57 + ft pp
Transmitters listed on this page are not licensab/e
in the UK.

Please add 2 2'k lo all our prices due to the
i ncrease of the VAT (aie lo 17 sok

DTMF TONE DIALLER
Suitable for remote control
of telephone answering
machines, videos, appliances

Please add 75p p&p when order ng

' jtl uraLt x 4 CLASS A AMPLIFIER
=C= CARS
-. : : - , '-,1 watt rnto 4 woofers or with the
: r : :- n active cross over delivers 200
,:- : :::: . a sub-wooler output and 2 x 100
,:' :-l= -:3 2 speakerst thus giving you all
- - ':: - , r- -equire to make even traFfic lams
: ::! : ::asure SPECIFICATION 4 x 100W
- I ---r Bridged, THD 08% S/N RATIO:7
:. i : :: a::',SE 10Hz-50KHz, LOW PASS FILTEB
: - - -: -:)z 150H2. INPUT 4 x PHONO 100-3
'. '- : - - ' I llGH LEVEL 20KO. SIZE 240mm x

:''1 ! 5,0 postage t4.50

i-i u*att x 2 CLASS A AMPLIFIER
=3= OARS
: -: l ' :rwerful, high elficiency amp if rer,
-- .. = :- a number of hidden mountlng
:: i : : =:sy connection through phono and
-. : : -:utcapability SPEC|F|CAT|ON2xT5
!:-: --- ' x 150 watt Bridged, THD 0 190 S/N
: - - - - :: rB, RESPONSE 20Hz-30KHz INPUTS;

- :- -": '100mV-3 VOLT 2 X HIGH LEVEL 2 X

- : ::.2l0mmX50mmX140mm
":4.3 50 postage e3.50

.I1 tsAND COMPONENT GRAPHIC
EQI.JALIZER FOR CARS

- : -.:: Jnit connects between the line output of
: - ::- stereo and your power ampltfiers so you

: - :: : ro adlust the sound as n a studio com-
:---='.-e for soft furnish ng and sound rellec-
:-: '-rm glass, also it has a sub-woofer out-

a -. at ve a separate amp lrer ior that extra
r:;: :ass sound FEATUFiES 2 channel inputs
- :-:-1e outputs via phono sockets CD input

: i aTm jack 11 band graph c SPECIFICATION
: : 

" 
3= 20Hz-60KHz THD 0 05'. S N RATIO 85dB

:: =IEQUENCIES 60HZ 12Olz 250H2 380 Hz,
:,,,- -z 750 Hz, 1 Kl'2,2Kaz rKNz 8KHz, '16KHz

a::sr cut of +12 dB) SZE 178mm x 25mm x
'r: -m
t32.70 postage C1.80.

EMINENCE 4r2 PROFESSIONAL
USA MADE IN CAR CHASSIS
SPEAKERS
Al units are litted w:^ 3I magnets 'Nomex"
Voice coils NOT ALUr.' \ Ulvl 'Nomex" is very

ght and can stand ex:'ere y high temperatures,
this mixture makes ic. . gh efficiency and long
asting quality of soL':

V6 6 %" 200W Max raige 50Hz-3KHz t34.40
VB 8" 300W NIax rarge 45Hz-3KHz t39'35
V1o 10" 4OoW i\.4ax rarge 33Hz-4KHzfM 45
V12 12" 400W N.4ax tafge 35Hz-3KHz E45.95
BOSS 15" 800W f.'ar Bange 35Hz-4KHz f79.90
KING 18" 1200W Ya\ Bange 20Hz-1KHz PO A

Pos:a;s !3.85 per speaker

AUDAX JBL 40-100 watt CAR
TWEETERS
These stare:':-a a'1 advanced technology, high
performa':e -: -- Jome tweeters are Ferrolluid
coded a^c :--. ::: 'e horn-loaded for high disper-
sion oi sc--. A:- ''ery ow distortions ldeal for
tun ng up \c-' :- sounding in-car system
SPECIF CAT O\ '.'rJQ 40 watts at sKHz, 100 watt
at 'lOKHz fvlAG\=r SIZE Smm x 30mm, VOICE
COIL S ZE 10 5T- 

= 
FFICIENCY 928 dB, 5k SIZE

51mm x 51mm x'a 5Tm RECOMMENDED
1st ORDEF CRCSSOVER, VALUE 1 5uf-2 2uf sup-
plied f7.50ca 'elus 90p posl.

No Qty per pack
BPol5B I 30Wdometweeter Sze90x66mr JAPANmade
BPo I 7 3 3300o1F 1 6V d c elecro ylrc hrgh qual ty com

PLtet g'dde UK made
BP0 l 9 l0 20 ceramrc tilmmers
BP0l0 4 Tunrng capac tors, 2 gang dre ectrrc a m type
BPoll l0 3 posrtron, 8 lag slrde swrtch 3 amp rated 125V

a c made tn USA
BPoll 5 Push butlon sw tches, push on push ofl, 2 pole

changeover PC maunl JAPAN made
BP0ll 6 2 po e 2 way totary sw lch
BP0l4 I 2 Rrght ang e, PCB mountrng rotary sw lch, 4

pole,3 way rotary swrtch UK made by LOR-
LIN

BP025 ,1 3 pole, 3 way mln ature rotary sw tch wrth one
extra pos tron off (open frame YAXLEY lype)

BP0l6 1 4pale,2waytotaryswtch UKmadebyLORLlN
BP0l7 -10 Mrxed contro knobs
BP0l9 6 Stereo rotary potentiometers
BPol0 I 10k wrre wound doube precrslon polen

lomelets UK made
BPoll ,1 UHF vancap tuner heads, unboxed and unlested

UK made by PHILIPS
BP0ll I FM stereo decoder modues wrth dagram l-/(

made by PHILIPS
tsPu.t.rA ,{ 6 r a Hrghilf,de Fertie'oo uhmadP
BP0-11 -l AM lF modules wfih dagam PHILIPS UK

MADE
AM-FM Iuner head modules UK made by Mul-

Hr'Fr stereo pre amp module nputs for CD,
tuner tape, magnetrc cailrrdge w th dragram
UK made by MULLARD

All meial co'arral aefla plugs
Fuse holders, panel mountrng 20mm type
5 prn drn, 1 80" chassrs socket
Double phono sockets, Paxolrn mounled
2 8m enghts of 3 core 5 amp marns flex
LatgeVU metec JAPAN made
4V minrature bulbs. wrre ended, new untested
Sonotone stereo crystal cartridge wrth 78 and LP

styl JAPAN made
BP045A I Mono Cassette Becord and play heads
BP046A I 606 Marns transformers, PCB mount ng Srze

42x33x35
BP017A I 25V DC 1 50mA marns adaptor n b ack p astic

case w,th flytng lnpul and output leads new
unrts made for famous sound mrxer manufac
turer Size 80x55x47

8P0,19 t0

BP0-s0 l0
BPor I 6

BPO52A I

BP05l 5

8P054 r0

8P055 I

OC44 tansrstors Remove parnl from top and rt

becomes a photo electic cell (ORP 12) U(
made by MULLARD

Lows gnaltransstors n p n, p n p types
1 4 watr output tansrstors 3 complrmentary parrs

rn T066 case (ldeal replacemenl for ADl6l
and I 62s)

Tape deck pre amp lC wth record/replay
swrtchrng No LM1818 wrth dragram

5 watt audio lCs NoIBAAOO (ATEZ)
Motor speed control lCs, as used wrth most cas

sette and record p ayer motors
Drgrta OVM meret I C made by PLESSEY as

osed b,y THANDAR \\ rth dragram
7 segment 0 3 LED display (red)
Bndge rect frers,1 amp,24V
Assorted carbon resrstors
Power supp y PCB wtrh 30V 4VlA transformer

MC78'18CT lC & brdge rectrfrer: Sze 4 x

2ri
6 3smm Mono Jack plugs
6 35mm stereo swrtched ack sockets
Co#chassrs mount sockets
3mtr Euro mains lead wrth chassrs socket

Postaoe f3 ner order
ROADSTAR OF SWITZERLAND. OUALITY 13cm
40 watt CAR SPEAKERS. Fitted with dual
polypropylefle cone and foam rubber surround.
Large 70mrd magnel for good bass and treble
response Supplied complete with grills, lixing
screws and cable

OFFER PRICE t11.70 pair
They weigh nearly 1 5kg Postage t3 15 each
2 pairs lor 822 POST PAIO UK ONLY

UNDER 1/ZPRICEOFFER

AUSTIN ROVER MlNl MAYFAIR. 15 watt POD
SPEAKERS l\4oulded in a black housing lor vertical
or horizontal use Fitted with a good mains 1ocm
speake r

84.95 pair plus e3 pp or
2 pairs tor t10.50 post paid UK only

BSR STEREO RECORD PLAYER DECK
[,4anual auto operation, 3 speed (78,45, 33't), 240V
opertion unused but store soiled
tl 0.50 ea p&p r3.7s 2 for tl8.00 p&p 83.7s
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